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The Evaluation: Function, Organization, And
Framework

"l'he evaluation of the Target 2000 Pareut Education Phogtam was initiated

in January of 1993 and completed in May of 1993. The evaluation process was

comprised of fke steps: development of an evaluation articulation Of the

primary function of the evaluation, organization of a system for designing and

implementing the evaluation. development of an evaluation framework, and

implement.ition of that framework. This report includes information on all

aspects of the process, with extensive attention given to the key aspects of the

evaluation as they relate to effective practices in parent education.

Function of the Evaluation

The primary function of the evaluation ,L as shaped by three factors: the

.get 2000 file Hcotal desi,:n and structurinc' of the parent education

program by the South Carolina Department of Education, and the piloting of the

prograin components ..,1r Id strategies Ily 21 selected school distric , The

evaluation tern used these sources as well as findings on other programs reported

t11 11.11;11, Ar 01 1 '1111 tl; CV1-111`\11,1.1.' T7I)101.011.1,,

L-Lamination was the followini: mission of the L:\ aluationi

The purpose of the Tar5;et 21)00 Parent Education Program
El.:alucttion is to (.0nduct comprehcw.ive
analysis of the prot,,ram components and elements as they
have been (1,issigned and implemented b) the pilot prc,jech,
The focus of this process should be on detemnining the
various strategies and practices that have or are iikely to
have a positive influence on parents, children, and families.
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Organization

An initial task was to oroanize the evaluation team. The team includes

appropriate early childhood, parent education. and research and evaluation design

professionals, and is comprised of three professors and three graduate assistants.

The director of the project is a full professor in early childhood education and

has been engaged in conducting, parent involvement/education development and

iesearch projects for several years. The two professor/consultants have extensive

expermice in educational evaluation and research. The three graduate student

.is,astants were carefully selected to match needed skills for implementing the

...:Valuation. A listing of the evaluation team is included in Appendix A.

An office and project mana,.;e:nent wa-, est .1,1khe,l to facilitate the

effective implementation of the project. The project vvas housed in the College of

Education's Office of Research. This office included the needed secretarial

assistance, support Fx2.,,OLICCe. FC,CaRi took, meeting spLice, and peisonnel

effectively carry out the evaluation. An operating budget was established within

the University, Related computer and data analysis tools and resources were

available within the project's operational systern. Reinliar evaluation tear

meetings provided the context for needed communication and feedback.

Critical to the all aspects of the evaluation process is On effective

communication system. An open line of communication the South Carolina

Department of Education was established. Contact people in the Depattment's

Office of Policy Research and in the area of Parent Education were assigned to

%vork \kith the project. Copies of project documnk :sere sent to these contact

4



people for review and feedback. Weekly project staff meetings were held and all

interested parties were informed and encouraged to attend. Each pilot project

director was contacted by mail with regards to the locus of the evaluation process

and the need for their participation and involvement. A "pilot project roster- was

developed with an eN.'aluation team member assigned to maintain contact with a

specific pilot project (See Appendix B for a copy of the roster). In addition, the

pilot project directors were involved in a full-day session that focused on

reviewing and refining the evaluation frame,,vork (See Appendix C for a copy of

the meeting agenda). External reviewers have also been involved in n'uinlilg

the evaluation framework.

A significant part of the development of the evaluation framework was the

involvement of the directors of the pilot projects in reviewing and refining the

framework. All 21 directors participated in this process. The session was held on

February 16 n the l'SC Faculty lions,' A draft copy of the framewouk was

presented and discussed. The review session also provided an opportunity for the

project directors to meet the evaluation team and to plan site visit schedules. In

addition, the critical data elements of the evaluation as perceived by the pilot

project directors and the evaluation team were discussed and examined.

Based upon the finalized evaluation framework, a data collection system

and process was established. Data sources included: pilot project documents, pilot

project self-evaluation findings, site visit data (inclusive of data to be obtained

from parents and staff. follow-up pho: 2 conversations with staff, as needed, and

iesearch findirfts from piojeA, ielioited in the earl:y childhood parent education



literature.

Pilot project documents were obtained from the South Carolina

Department of Edt!cation and from individual pilot projects. These documents

included grant applications, required reports and evaluations, and related

narrative data. These documents were reviewed and analyzed by the evaluation

team in relationship to the components and elements identified in the evaluation

framework.

A site visit process and schedule were developed in collaboration with the

pilot project directors. l he site visits provided an opportunity to collect data

from parents through structured locus group sessions and from staff through

interviews and discussion. This process also allowed the evaluators to see first-

hand the physical settings in which the pilot projects were housed, and to observe

some of the activities of these projects.

A comprehensive review of parent education practices reported in the

literature was carried out and used as a data source. The literature review focused

oil practices that have proven effective, with particular emphasis on practices that

have positively influenced parents. children, and families.

The Evaluation Framework

The focus of the evaluation was to delineate effective parent education

practices as related to increasing parental competence, strengthening famil\

functioning, and ultimatek positively influencing children's school success. As

emphasized by Weiss & Jacobs (1988), tlii.e evcduation aimed to examine thc

'hi del 2000 Paten/ Eda«dioti Protam (Wan lift flack/ of the .)tated
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the legislation and within the context of the Program's development as carried out

by the South Carolina Department of Education and the selected pilot projects.

Related parent education programs were examined for both comparative and

narrative purposes. In effect, :in atlompt nl:tdc to Artiallal::, the Les, practice:,

c:tli positively influence p;ironN, childron,

durino, the early childhood yeais.

The contevt of the prol;ram evaluation was set by f:nir specific goals

included in tin' The% yi ere:

*to demonst;ate effective methods of parent training and support that enable

parents to excel m their roles as the primary teachers of their preschool children:

to levelop and coordinate appropriate services based on the ..2.rowth and

development of the child:

'10 improve the education, skills. itod emplo mem of parents toward haying a

posi N.e ."''Llence on the ,nowth and development of the chlid:

4-and to a:,sure preschool developmental sereeninLt for all children whose families

are served in the program. The come ;t of the evaluation is further defined by

the development of the program as carried out by the South Carolina Education

likpartment and the 2i Pilot Projects. Based upon these factors, the following

frn-nc\-\ork has been de eloped. (Sec 1,2iiic



Figure 1

Target 2000 Parent Education Evaluation Framework
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2\s shown in Figure I. the Target 2UUD Parent Education Evaluation Framework

included four components and three stages. These components and stages

comprised the substance of the structure for carryin4a nut the eVaillail011.

'lit' lour ciwn tlorkt i ; ;trt:' prin./rho "1. lifciacv adult !rain/ ,,,, Child

tIlld parCillf(1111111-

Parenting Education. Till, component focuses on all progiam activities
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t hat include some form of parentinti education. 1 wo sub-components are

pan:lain:4 it:forma:jou and :../u.1:1 Jcclop);::.ut infi)rtuation Parenting education

programs in the Target 2000 Parent Education Program have addressed topics

such as parent-child relationships, basic paienting skills, personalipaiental self

image, and family management, all of which are part of the sub-component

parenting information. Programs have also foeused on how children learn and

develop throtqh language, social, einotional, motor, and physical skills which are

a part of the sub-component :/eve/:."pmcirt inf-)rmation.

Literacy training and Adult Education. The "I arget 2000 Parent

Education Program also includes the component of literacy /adult training. In

some cases, this component is addres,od through the sub-eomonent of eenerai

literacy Acrvices (family litoracy , parent litklacy experience.,3 such as helping a

parent learn how to read, and other acti\ Educ ation is another sub

component which is usually inclusive of strategies such as enrolling parents in

school courses, equiYalenc\ erperienkes, and related educational

endeavors,

Child Services. Thi coy 1ponent includes at least three sub-components:

Deve/opmenta Screcnin,i4, wid I hrect Educational Services . All

of the Tarilet 2000 Parent Education cam out activities to determine

childien's developmental status throir:h the use of various screenitiL, and

assessment instruments and processes sucli thL. DIAL, !be CSA13, and other

means. These ark.- examples of 14C'1.c/opt/ft, Prol..1,rains have

services such as physical e\_tmin'itions for children, assured that

I
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children received needed medical attention, and provided needed immunizations

(Health Services), Another sub-component, Direct Educational Services, is

exemplified by act:\ ities like tu-irinL1, as:,::,,tance for children :.hose

parents are enrolled in the prograin, and through the involvement of children in

"learning center activities- while parents are involved in parent training sessions.

Parent/Family. Services. This component includes three sub-

components: Direct Parent Service..,. (providing parents with transportation, child

care, and other direct supports), Direct Family ,Services (providing the entire

fa mil; with food, heat, clothing, and other dirt:et supports), and Referrals

(providing parent, child, and family ith linkages to other family support

agencies for meeting paiticular needs. for eample: WIC [Women, Infants,

Children 1).

In the realitv of the work of the pilot projects, these program components

often occurred in an integrated manner, where one component was essential to

the implementation of another component. The evaluation framework recognizes

it i.v dpiamic procev.sIlt proyram compoilem oitcraetion: however. attempts were

111(1(1 C' III (1,11(' \ .1 ( .1 /1///1/11( HI 11 V( Pi( flii %lit(VI tiiiti

The three stages (Desioi Evaluation) are the means by
ap

which the pilot projects carried out the p.ircnt education components within the

contexts of their schools and communitie.,

The dt..iri clomont e...R:h includes: Needs AssossmonL

Coals, Delivery Systems, and Program Acti\ Fach program carried out

10



some form of ,Needx ,IrseN.;tnent to determine what the critical parent education

needs N,vere in their community. Suives, focus tnoups. deinotImphic data.

teacher observaiions, and related parent and citi/en feedback strategies are

examples of how programs conducted the needs assessment process. Gouty were

developed based on the information attained in needs assessment and continually

refined with program experience. Providing parents with training on child

development, involving them in appropriate adult education activities, and

providing children with specific health services are examples of goals as

dev,lopo,t South Carolina Pritcfn Edit. ion Proorirn. ng,lvf,ry

Systems provide the means for getting activities and services to parents as implied

in the specific goals of each program. Target 2000 Parent Education Programs

have used various delivery sytems. home vkits, `trout) meetings, videotaped

programs, news articles, individual counseling, and other means. Program

Activities are the actual content of programs. Examples include the involvement

of parents in hcmne learnin:,, activities (as possibly delivered by the home visitor

or introduced in a group meeting), the use of tutoring with children in child

do,elopincin classes, the use of -networking- with parents. and many other such

activities.

hupiementation. The implementation element of each program includes:

Involvement Methods, Staff Training, and Interagency System. Involvement

rnethod,,- arc the strategies used to aChievc parent participation in program

activities. Examples include: transportation, child care services, special

incentives, car pooling, and other -enabling- Staff Trainin,:; is the



means by which staff acquire and/or refine knowledge, skills, and attitudes

essential to the successful implementation of the program. Statewide training

programs, program-specific "job training,- and other staff educational

opportunities qualify as a part of this process. Interagencs. System was the means

that programs used to attain effective and collaborative relationships with other

parent, child, and family agencies. Advisory councils, interagency planning

teams, case management systems, and other means are used to attain this

interagency and community participation process.

Evaluation. The evaluation element of each program includes:

Assessment, Performance Measures, and Outcomes. Assessment is the process

used !including instruments, documentation forms, and other evaluative tools) to

examine the program's progress toward meeting its goals. Strategies and activities

used to evaluate different program activities, for example, might include: parent

meeting evaluation forms, home visit assessment forms, attendance sheets, and

other means. Peri Ormance Criteria and Measures are the specific criteria by

which a program evaluates the effectiveness of particular program components.

Parent attainment of certain parenting skills would he an example. Outcomes are

the actual 'achievements of the program as assessed by the perforniance measures.

The evaluation framework also includes a design for attempting to

determine .Significant relationships between proi;ram factors and participant

factors. Figure 2 presents the key elements of this part of tile; fram,work.

12
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Figure 2

Target 2000 Pa rent Education Evaluation System For
Determining Program/Pa rt ici pant. Relationships

PROG [WA DESIGN RT IP ATioN
DESIGN

Child care
1...itcra. "Trarl,portation
'C:illd Ad% Nor)

1- .

Immediate
DICOlittS Lone -Term

AD9liciation Penefit

ldiil ruh.imca

.Attitude Data

Parent. Effects On

Child. & Parent,

ranul Child &

D.L.1 Fstiells

I i2ure presents a example of how the relationships between and

3 MOT) prO! raM/INIri iC pant faCIO!ti T111111t occur. 'The PrCrrant Design includes

the goals, activities, and means of delivering activities to parents, children, and

families. The. Participation Desi,m is the means by which programs attempt to

t...ngac parents, children, and families in the processes developed in the program

care, for ov!iilipi0 increzke die likelihood of

parent participation in group meetings or the developmental assessment of their

children. [merging from the involvement of parents and families in the proLiram

immediate outcomes: acquisition of knottictIsix and skills; development

of particular attitudes toward their children, themselves, and indeed the program:

and specific new behaviors which might include regular attendance at parent

111,ir chip ren innroini .)thor ch:moo1/4. Itl parent

child, or I...tinily behaviors. A further extension of possible program influence
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concerns the application of this knowledge and these attitudes and behaviors by

parent and child in their daily activities. Ultimately, each program is attempting

to achieve particular effects on parent, child, and family. The evaluation proce,,

includes an examination of the possible relationships between what programs have

designed, what they are doing, and how these processes are involving and

influencing parents. children and families.

Given the limited time that the pilot projects have been functioning, the

nature of projects that are in their earlv phase of development, and the context of

the evaluation itself, the ,,cope of the evaluation 1.1 primari ty On parent

participation and related immediate outcomes,

Key Questions Studied

Within each of the major components of the evaluation framework, the

followiti:,, key questions were studied. The questions are organised within the

pro__.7ram elements they address (Design, Implementation, and Evaluation).

Des

1) What are the major goals 01 the Parent Education Program as reflected in the

work of the pilot projects'?

2) How were the Parent Education Program goals developed tas reflected in the

nceas assessment actmttes carried out by th:_. pilot pro:jock)

11) \V1-11 cfiwi 11:11:1' 1110 Pro9r.trn,, u,ed?

4) What Parent Education Program activities have been used to achieve the

identified goals?

14



Implementation

5) What met hod \; have the Parent Fiducation Pro,2sams used to increase parent

participation in program activities?

) \A/ 1 t )r ,! ;C'!7 r 011:tt* CliCtliVV

implement the PLIfk!lit Education Proorani.)

,) What t,.pc of in.r.croic:v. (.01.14.1,50,-cition have Parent

I'duction 1n-!2Y!

11V;d11:ttlon

Whai c/SSeSSMCM PrOCCSSCS Parent Education Programs used to record

progress toward achievement of their goals''

9) What pe.'11.01111alICC critcria and standards have Parent Education Programs

used to determine their elickAivcric:, iii acii ;lig particular coals?

10. cvitictl«, have Pitcelit pro% idcd to ,-tipport the

achievement of their goals?

11 ) \Alai, have parents perceived as ,, ,,,, ,,,,,, ii:.'/p1111 n) !LT'? ',kith regard to the

;,ctivitic, in which thcv Firriein:iteS)

) !low do parent:, perceive thc :t Hip(' pro:41(1in illeinSelyc,i. their

children, and their families?

In studying. the he) questions, particular elllphjsk has been ,t.pvell

progress the program has made toward the achievement of the legislative

mandate. Data relative to particular parent education practices that have proven

e,pecialiy effeciie are also highlighted in this analysis. Iii effeet, the evaluation

has tocustsd on o.11:0 01(2 proor:Im throlh'11 lho work of the



pilot projects as well as what has been learned from the research on effective

practices as reported in the literature. Relationships, for example, between parent

participation in program 'activities and observed outcomes in parents and children

are of special interest. Likewise, program practices that appear especially

effective in achieving high parent participation and having high impact on

parents and children are closely discussed. While the program is in its early phase

of development, some of the pilot project data indicate some encouraging

strategies that inipaCtin:1 01. lanniV life for the better, and

are ihnti very likely to have a positive influence on children's school readiness and

success.

Okerviev Of Remaining Sections Of file Report

The lelliannil!.! NeLlitrils a the report locus Oil the activities carried out n1

ck)nipleting the ealuation process as it is aiticulated in this section of the report.

Part Two focuses on presenting the highlights horn the parent education

literature on effective practices and the potential these practices hold for

increasing parent competency. family stability, and children's school success. Part

Three provides information on the data collection and analysis process. This

part includes: the sources of data used (including the Parent Focus Group

Interview Form and the Staff & Program Inventory I-orm), discussion 01

instruments used, an explanation of the site visit process, and how the data were

cm gal uzed and analyzed. Put t {'cm pro, ides a detailed report on ilk: findings iii

the study. including a full discussion of some of the key implications of these

findings. Part 1.11.e provides the recommend,itions related to possible future

16
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Effective Parent Education Practices: A Review
And Analysis Of The Literature

A nht)or purpose of the South Carolina Target 2000 Parent Education

Pro,ram was to identify c'fIe rivc tit tit An 11111)011anI pall of this et fOrt

to gain insight from the experiences of other programs. In partiLular, this focus

on effective practices needs to he related to South Carolina's unique situation and

to the various factors that comprise and/or influence what is meant by effective

Mt
LL
/,//,',+,

In an ,.1fort to explicate the key findins in the literature that address

effective parent education practices. the research team examined the following

elements: the meaning of -effectn.e practices- as delineated in the literature; the

meaning of "effective practices- in relationship to various factors like context and

and program goals: the meaning of -effective practices- in relationship to South

CaroliwiN proilralt1 cmnponents: a tcvie\N of nareni oducltion prorram

with an emphasis on "effective practices-: and a synthesis of key research findings

on "effective practices- as related to %arious program/participant variables. In

addition, a synthesis of the research on possible program outcomes is essential to

gaining perspective oil the value of South Carolina's program effons.

Effective Practices: Program Goals as Indicators

Aii parent education programs have an implied definition of effective

practices as articulated in their goals and overall design. Weiss & Jacobs 198S)

state that all programs attempt to unpr,)ve the functioning of families through



interventions aimed at one or inure family members (parent or child). Programs

utilize activities and Ntrate')1CS theory are an outgrowth of their ..)oals.

They have sonic outcome in mind that is hopefully influenced by their activities

and strategies. in shaping their program designs. parent educators include sonic

types of services that Weiss Jacobs ( I Q8K) identify as infortilation slipport,

;.1110ill'"'1 WW1; Ofr.i. dud InAirlunentai .cupport Thc%,c! 1111uri\ he delivered

in various for (home visits, in seminars, or by other means). but they are all

dc,igned io influence parent, child, and family behavior in positive

hi effeci_she...oals of parent education plogranis establish the foundation

upon which their effectiveness is ultimately decided. In this sense, effective

practice ls ident aN a sir ilia( NUCCesSIIII ill achieving

program )`oak. If, tar ex.:Ample, a goal i. to inere,ke p.,.rept L"'"ledlle of Child

development through a home visit program where such knowledge is the primary

focus. then one critical factor in _isle :sin the Home v ht process is its impact on

parental knowledge of child development (l!pshur, 1988). Yet as most programs

have found through e:yerlencc, the use of ,)ritconte as effectiveness

indicators provide only one dimension of the evaluation process. Intervening

factors (often called pro cc.',., Ihc literature) like staff training,

curriculum, parent participation. and aid ,itiables clearly infi t'nce the

effectiveness dimension of parent 'education practices (Powell, 1989).

Pr. './uin .4outy do. however, riic framework for determining

prtich, c.s, within the programs t.,h.111 mission. Weiss & Jacobs (1988)

suggest that comprehensive parent education ank.I family support programs best



identify effectiveness parameters when their programs include the following

(Weiss Jacobs, 19;36, xx,

1 They demonstrate an ecological approach to promoting human

development m that they foster child and adult ..2.rov,th by enhaneing both the

family's child-rearing capacities and the community context in which childrearing

takes place.

1. They ale community-hased and sen,;itive to local needs and resources. even

wren they have a federal or state sponsor.

3. They provide services in each of the domains typically included within the

concept of soeial support: They supply information (i.e., child health and

development and parenting information), emotional and appraisal support

for example, empathy, feedback. and reinforcement to adults in parenting roles

and access to other parents) and instrumental assistance (for example,

transportation and referrals to other services.)

4. They emphasize primary and secondary prevention of various child and

family dysfunctions.

5. They have developed innovatk.e and multilateral (as opposed to

exclusively professional) approaches t() ,L.1-vicL: delivers through such

means as peer support. creative use of \al'.i1(_.:-s and paraprotessionalsind the

promotion of informal nc:works.

Ti-wy underscore the interdependent relationship between family and

community (including both formal and informA supports) while at the same time

framing, this relafionship so as to reinfoiLv and respect the family's role and

20



it rogat iv es.

South (..'arolina's Tarret ?OM) Parent Education Protram is inclusive of

these six definint characteristics. Both the legislative mandate and its articulation

of the mandate Into a program framework propose components and strategies that

aim to provide parents and families with comprehensive services during die early

childhood years.. desired outcome and thus an -effectiveness indicator-) of the

South Carolina Program is to assist parents in becoming more competent in their

parenttn,, 'Ai-en:2.0,2n their fantt and ultimatek to positi\:c 1,. influence their

childten's school success Four program components are delineated

within the South Carolina Program mission statement: parenting

education. iiteracy/trainino_ & adult education, child services and porenrifamily

Lach of these components has the common goal of strengthening the

total parcnt/famil system

A distinguishing. feature of parent education programs, as they have

the focus on pirrot! ,m,//,,,,tni/2, (to/it 0.,triitent throut_th

strategies that at/t/t,-,, /Vi(' ,,ourcut.s. chi/di-en. (/17,/fiittiiiie.,

t 1993). Any analysis, of program effectiveness (particularly with regard

tcl effeLlive pra(tiLesi most constuel this Itioao outcome of addressing the

comprehensive needs of a

itore the compl,\

I of the p!;tt21- in the human levelopment aryna. To

the totality of educating and supporting parents and

1 .1 ,iii,1111111C,
. .

111%. tile ill

Hahne, but Aso a mark of ineffectiveness (Skol(nick, i99 I ).
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Context Factors and Pro rain Effectiveness

The tealities of life within the v,ar,,ing context,, of parent cduc.ation

pro:.:rams do alter the wav coal:, are viewed and actualized (Powell, 198)). Many

prOgraln outcomes Under2U 11'd adaptati011 LIS a reStIli Of feCdbaCk from

participants, chances in available l'I'0111'(.2CN, and as a result of a plethora of other

,u-iables. The fllowin(, comextfactors need to he incorporated into analyses of

effective practices in parent education programs: program design elements,

participant attributes_,_ implementa:ion issues, and evaluation approaches.

Research has shown that while pro:Iram goals are critical indicators of

effectiveness, the proec,,, variables that serve to support the achievement of such

goals are just as critical (Powell, 1988).

Program designdements include needs 'assessment, goal refinement

development of delivery systems, and the deployment of various program

activities Fach of these elements interact wilh each other and 1,k ith the mission of

the program in influencing the efrectil.erres: ,hmension of tilt' program. For

example, Powell (1989) found that a parenting program that was initially

committed to "discussion grolips- as the primary means of reaching minority

parents proved ineffective not because the discussion group techniques were

inadequate but because the parents being served were not interested in this

approach. When the program refined its Qoa/s to include more individualized

attention it) patents, the iestilts V4. 1C-" LikoNise, Swick (1942) found

through surveys of parent interests that nadttple delivery srstem,s' worked more

of fek.ii-vely because parents in the popani had divaw: need, and work Ndled u
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Several studies have noted that cpctiencLi-basciJ parent ecilW(Iti011 LICtil'illeS are

more effective in motiNating, piaci-its to leant than lectuie methods COL:Cellar],

1992). Clearly, program design elements strongly influence "effective practice-

::: parent education. liow program needs are determined, the ways in which they

are delivered, and the minim- in which and activities are carried out and

refined establish the framework by which parents experience the program.

Participant attributes establish the hying. context ill which parent education

is acttiali7ed. Several researchers have noted the dynamics that occur in the

program/parent relationship (Dunst Trivene, 1988, Olds, 1988; Powell, 1988).

/i/Tective practice regnires attention to the nail!iple 111,11 emerge in

thi.v dynamic interaction of pro) vin: For example, parent interests,

skills, cultural orientation, and educational level have been highly related to their

involvement in (or kick thereof) parent education. Nierlellai. (1991, p. 35) notes

that:

Program effectiveness is dependent on a match between
participant needs and program dynamics What works
with one group of parents may prove totally irrelevant
with Jnothcr oroup

l'urents, because of their mawti needs, typically want several different types of

ploglaill experiences and want them delivered in ways that accommodate their

personal and family situations (Swick. I987). The many dimensions of the

program-parent relationship is explicated by Powell (1989, pp. 100-102):

individual parent needs. en\ irohniental factor., in the and community,

parent personality diffetences, paient educational diffeiences, and cultural

23



influ,...necs. The once I IC ICI [WI Wit thlil Pall' ell L. all (In CITeCtiVelie Wilid (IC

ilerernuned by measuring clear cut outcomes has s;iven way to a more dynamic

iiIL".,;:anding of the prograni-paicht

Implementation issues and strateoies Present another set of factors in the

determination of effective parent education practice. In particular, involvement

methods, staff training, and the way in which programs interrelate with other

family support groups influences the program's potential for success (Weiss,

1988). /1(iw programs support the involvement of parents in learning and

support activities has much to do with their effectiveness. Process studies have

found that involvement strategies like providing. parents with transportation to

meetings, delivering services through home visits, and providing child care

duling parent Group meetings increases parent participminn (Swick, 1992). The

skills and continuing education (,)f stall also influence effective practice. The

most effective programs have had highly trained :staff, clearly defined staff roles,

and effective institutional support systems for staff (Weiss Sc. Jacobs, 198S). In

particular, staff perceptions of and aliiiudes toward parents strongly influence the

program's success potential. Powell (1988, 1989) notes that where staff and

parents have equitahle, supportive. and collaborative relationships, program

outcomes are more positive and reflective of desired parent, child, and family

changes. Significantly, staff who have a sensitive understanding of the parents

with whom they woik tend to use more collaborative and creative IIICaIIJ of

involving parents such as networking, peer mentors, discussion groups, and

active-involvement teaching methods (71,:C1('11 .1n 199?) The interface between
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the parent education program and other fc11i1111 .support groups in the community

is significant (Weiss. 1988). This is a particularly critical variable in programs

that hope to provide comprehensive and sustaining services. Fut example, the

diverse needs of families typically require educational and support resources not

available any single agency. McClellan (1992) notes that programs that

have been successful in attracting minority and at risk clients have attained an

effective multi-disciplinary arrangement with other community service groups.

Likewise. parent education programs that have suffered for lack of services point

to their limitations in achieving this -ecoiogical fit- with other family support

agencies (Powell, 1989).

ivaluation approaches establish the means by which parent education

programs refine and improke their service to parents, children, and families

(Swick, 1991). The lack of valid and reliable assessment strategies limits the

effeclivene:, of piograms. For example. Powell (1988, 1989, 1990) notes that

simplistic evaluations fail to provide program designers with the needed

information On process variables like staff attitudes and skills. curriculum (and its

relevance to parent needs), parent-program match data (such as parent

perceptions of the value of specific services), and other important program

ac.H.Ht. From the needs assesanent process w.ed to determine initial proLu-ant

:7_,,L1 t,./

the evaluation effort is ;1 critical context !actor. Elements like the need for

transportation, accommodating cultural differences with parent groups, and the

0



need for changing meeting schedules can only he determined through continuing

assessment and responsive program adaptations (Powell, 1989). Even within

program populations the need exists for determining thr effectiveness of various

program activities. McClellan (1992, p. 36 clarifies the important role

evaluation plays in attempting to respond to the needs of -sub-populations- within

the same program.

Even within program populations there are multiple
differences among parents regarding their particular
needs and learning orientation. Powell (1988) noted
that various studies have particularly cited low-
participation by high-risk parents as a barrier to
their success. He suggests that analytic studies of how
programs respond to the needs of high-risk and
other culturally different populations might reveal
how programs can better respond to the individuality
of each family.

Perhaps most impottant hi "SUCCC:4111 programs" the

Foie that evaluation plays in promoting pride in various achievements (Svvick,

i991). Feedback on even small outcomes that prove effective provide the

foundation upon which luithel success stories are based. By acquiring

information on what wulks for different parents, what lieedN require program

adjustments, and what strategies need refinement, effective program practices can

he better articulated (Weiss & Jacobs, 1988).

Effective Practices Defined Within South Carolina's Program

South Carolina's Target 2000 Parent Edul_ation Program established Ault,:

basic criteria by which effective practices can be determined. The ,s;oal,%.

identified program component), suggested -Involvoent strategies , and emphci)
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on meeting local )feeds provide a framework for eAc11111111111,7 111C111' of CflerrilV

practices Further, the orientation toward providinr intensive services to hir.h-

risk families provides additional g.uidance on this process.

Four goals of the South Carolina Program provide the overall

framework for examining effective parent education practices:

to demonstrate eftt.:ctive methods of parent education and support that will

citable 1411C111S 10 eV:VI iri thCil t';?/C% et.i alt! priltiary tea( helS 0,1 their preschool

children;

to develop and coordinate appropriate services bus.cti on the growth and

development of the child;

-Ao improve the cdu,..atioit, skill., and emploN, ment of parents toiard haviny a

1401.11.1V influence on the grm,1111 and (let Llnl)nn (1/ the child:

to assure preschool developmental .sereeninup'E- all children tit' /lose families are

wrucd iii the.' program.

These program goals It ere derived fr(im L:11 ati(111.11A of parent educadon

pro:;r,ino. that hove ha,' promincot Proitrams like Parents

As Teachers, the Kentin Ettinas Literacy Prov-ani, Minnesota Early Learning &

Development ProL;rain, and other parent education programs have tocused On the

:111m i .tr)AlS as critical indicator, .)f pare:it/family ds and program

effectiveness (McClellan, 1992: Powell, 1986). A consistent observation in the

literature is that effectie parent education programs address parent,

child, and family needs through program stratc:ties that attempt to improve

the parents competence as the family's leadensl: provide both parent and child

2 7
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wittl direct educational services: assist the family in resolving basic human needs;

and support the family in developing an effective relationship with their

environment (Weiss Jacobs. 1988).

South Carolina's program further clefined the contevt for determining

program effectiveness through the development of the program's basic

components. These components are: Parent Education, Literacy/Training

& Adult Education, Child Services, and Parent/Family Services. These

components (See Figure t. p. 81 emerged from research on what prominent

parent education program have found to he e,;sentill in addressing the

comprehensive needs of parents. children, and families.

A basic component of virtually every major program is Parent Education,

For example, a common component in programs like Parents As Teachers and

the Kenun Fantil Literac:, model is parent education in two particular areas:

parenting information and child development information ( Hayes, 1989;

& White, 19S(,').

Another component Iknind in pdrent education programs that address the

comprehensive needs of developing families is Literacy/Training & Adult

Education. Two areas of emphasis are the general literacy needs of high-risk

parents and the support of parents in completing needed formal educational

experiences and job training courses. Programs that have engaged parents in

literacy act ities such as learning to read and learning to share literacy

experiences with their :hildren and in adult education and job training

experiences report increased parental competence tlla\es, 1989).

CO
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Child Services in the form of diagnostic, developmental and health

screenings (and provisions for addressing identified developmental needs) and in

the form of direei e(lHe.itional nave pro\ ed to bc an eponent
of effective programs (Weiss Jacobs, 1988). The success of Home Start in the

early identification of health needs and their effectiveness in addressing. these

needs gained the attention of leaders in various early childhood disciplines

(Grogan, 1976). More recently, Nlissouri's effectiveness in providing

comprehensive health services (hearing, vision, physical examinations, dental

work, immunizations) and developmental assessnleilt services to children from

birth to three years of age has shown how v itai this component is to long-term

family funetionin;:: (1:\ aluation Summary, NPAT, 1985; White, 1988). Direct

ed:icational service,: /,',;ve clINO proven to be Vital to pOSitil'eh child

an,1 parcut con;petc7;c- (LaizIr, 1988). Thc.,c are delivered various

forms, but the most ploininclit tie. in\ 01).'ement f the child in child development

experiences in a center-based situation; in\ olvement of the child (and the parent)

in lemming experiences delivered through home visit strateoies: mill, involvt2mcnt

of the family in center-based educational .',Lt Ines (Powell, 1989). Clearly, the

emerging emphrisis on direct child I.earnm.r) ('\.periences is being reinforced by

engaL(ing parents in becoming effectiv(1\ H\ id\ ell with their child in enjoyable,

meanin2ful educational activities.

south Carolina's prognun reconi/es tHe need to provide a foundation of

ga

Parent/Family Support Services to sustain ih.Led make possible with families

in at risk situations. the educational 111% td% CHICHI of parents and children. I he

Pel
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findings of programs like The Child and Family Resource Program substantiate

the importance of this component. Researchers who reviewed the infant-toddler

part of this program noted (Nauta & Ilewett, 1988, p. 389):

It becomes increasingly dear that a child is unlikely
to benefit from cognitive stimulation if other factors
such as hunger, illness or disability in the family are
ignored and that child development services are most
effective when offered in the context of a full range
of family support services.

A key role of effective 11 .?.1I eLlucation programs, its recently .,11.own in the

work of the Child Survival:Fair Start Pro,;rams, is assisting parents and children

in rlattending to b' i-c PIth nand economic needs ;Lamer 1

19STL In many cases this role is actuali/ed through case management strategies

(idcntifvini the needs and conneLting the patent and child to the available

community service to meet the needs) and through effective interagency planning

(Duns! & Trivette.

Program clic( ii tenc.' iPi par ctily LIC(111V

idClitlilled int011'011CW ,S1Taiegi as files (itc C1plit tiled 1)1 program eleugn,

Implementation cicti Viii CS, clnd file nIatIlICI III Will(' 111,,SC pl7)C('S SCS C

CYclillated (Powell, 1988, 1989).

Program Design establiAi,::, [iL' I i,1111CVs oiL tot program tion.

Research indicates that the approaches used to determine goals strongly influence

the potential effectiveness of the pro,g1.1in tniinst rivette, 198X1. Need:,

as,.7,snicut .stratugie that invoke parents. Littiens, professionals of various

disciplincs. and other per,onnei :tppear to He Iii ic ct icctive than approaches dim
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rely on traditional global community indicators. Of utmost importance is that

parents to be served by the program ha\ e a major influence oil the dirutitm

es/obi/shed by the goals. For example, Powell (1983. 1988) has noted that goals

that do not reflect the true needs of the parents and families to be served often

prove to be ineffective. ill one. study tPoell, 1983) he found that whele

individual differences in parental needs were not accounted for the participation

rate W:lti low. In another study (Pcmell, 1988) he found that staff had to account

for cultural differences in parent learning styles in order to make the program

responsive to the different need', of parents. Other re:,earchers have also noted the

critical role that goal setting plays in program development. Levenstein (1988),

for example. :onnd that program,, with limited `?u ii (coLmitive information for

parents to use in educating their children) often failed to achieve their primary

mission because they never addressed the affective needs of the parents and

While it is clearly irnportmt for a program to have specific goals, these

0,i IS IILLLI to refIcLti.c of the comprehenske needs of the p,trents, children,

and families In he served. Pro,Ly-am delivery vvstems also need to reflect the

needs of parents. IS clear tHt \Out works \ \Ith one $iroup of

parents may not he effective with other parents (Dym, 1988). Further, the

conditions that surround different delivery systems influence their effectiveness.

One indicator of program effectiveness that has emerged is that programs that use

multiple delivet, (121.01.1P meetings, home visits, family resource centers,

literacy and adult education cour,,c,,. individual conlerencino, and other

Lima
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approaches) typically achieve more success (Cochran, 1982; Engstrom, 1988;

Hayes, 1989: Powell, 1989: Weiss Jacobs. 1988). Having the most appropriate

delivery system is only part of the effectiveness factor: essential support

resources must also exist if the system is to achieve its potential (White, 1988).

Implemenlation Strategies a re an important part of developing

effective parent education programs. 01 particular importance are the

involvement methods used to achieve parent, child, and family participation. For

example, basic support resources like transportation, child care, and matching

activity schedules to parent and family needs make a significant difference in the

effectiveness level of programs (Swick, 1991). Additional strategies that have

proven effective are: parent networking, use of adult tea.:hing strategies,

involvement of parent, in ,electing and shaping program L1.212ViIiCS, and the

development of positive staff-parent relationships (Cochran, 1988; Engstrom.

1988, Larner & Halpern, 19W. Another significant influence on program

effectiveness is staff tr:!ining. Inc matching of :,tatt with 1,:ogram tasks for

which they arc competent has been noted as a critical indicator of effectiveness

Warner S..: Halpern, I 98$). hiademuite stall training, a lack of continuing

education of staff for implementing new activities, and poor or nonexistent staff

attitude training can impede the program's functioning (Wasik, et. al.. 1990).

Comprehensive programs face another challenge in coordinating and managing

other family support resources to meet particular needs. For example, the

presence or adult education courses in the community dues not equate with

availability. Coordination of such services through interui:encl colic/bow/ton is



essential to their Adaptation to the percolv,ed needs of parents (11Ayes, 1989).

U)llabor Ation al' 1 ease Inana,'ement planning can result in More

services, better deli\er of services to populations with limited

resources, and more effective coverage of parents and families through

meaningful implementation (Engstrom, 19S8).

Evaluation is a process variable that is linked to program ellectiveness.

This procks,;, ;Ind ont in in Appropri:Ito manner, is illtt.TT-31

to the development of program acti\ ities on an on-going basis. Weiss & Jacobs

(1988) note that the continuing assc.vvnicnt of program activities provides a basis

for refinement of goals. act ivincs, delivery systems, and other implementation

strategies Powell t i9'88!, for example, noted that in his program group

diNcti,ion content shifted tov,ard more parent concerns as the program benefited

from evaluative feedback. Swick i.1(.-)91'._) describes how his program placed mitre

emph un :,-roviJing parents i, .. ith transportation to ineetilvi, through feedback

._..ained parent issessinent tri Niore

program goals needed through the development of pcifornhince ni('asures that

program designers belie\ e to he indicators of effectiveness. Programs

need to he asking 1\e ueti(.):1; 1'.21..;;C:1 %.11'.41111:2 \Ale is:,

& Jacobs, 1988). Ultimately, program effectiveness is strongly influenced 1-)

uotrnmes that are identified as desirable.

o additional 1;iclois Eliven emplLisis in South Carolina's prorain

Hu% itie direction tor deL.rinimu ettecti ene Responsiveness To Local

Community Needs and Providing Intensive Services For At Risk



Families. Both factors influence the de:7i12ii and implementation of parent

education in ways that require continual feedback and adaptation.

South Carolina's Parent Education developed a framework of

components that are based on etle:Ake practices relative to the factors that

research Suggests as positively influencin2 the competence of parents, children.

and families. A review of the research c onchtcted Oil (ffective practice as

C.Vperienc'c'd bV different proi;rafrns provide additional insight.

Effective Practice: The Findings of Selected Programs

The experiences of other parent education and family support programs

relative to the major components of South Carolina's program (Parent Education,

Literacy/Training & Adult Education, Child Services, and Parent/Family

Services) are instructive regarding design, implementation, and evaluati,.sn

elements. Research and practice findings of selected programs are presented in

relation to their significance for providing insight on effective practices within

the components emphasized in South Carolinti's Pr(Tram W; well as on other

emerging practices.

Parent Education: Practically every major parent oriented program in

early childhood education includes a parcitt education component. The

educational component focuses on two major areas: parenting information and

intormatinn on Child developmNit Initially. parent educators tended to focus

mainly on child development information. believing that if parents had

information and skills on proper child rearing strategies they would be

sufficiently equipped to carry out the parenting role. Yet research carried out in
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the 1980's show,cd that paients also needed information. skills, and support in

better understanding the parenting process itself, especially as it Was influencing

their poisonal and marital develkTmont (Galinky. 1087)

The most recent effo-. to addiess the parenting information 'teed of

parents is the work of Cowan & Cowan (1992). The focus of their piogram is On

helpin2, parent, trorn throak,h the c11.11,r, birtli,ILIV to better

ne,lotiate the challene. of becoming parents in productive v, ays. The goal of the

program was to reinforce in -healthy parents positive behaviors and attitudes

the wcie usin: m h.tadii.. the 1.1,2\\ ra.k`, of parenting. A part of this process was

to intervene %vith parents haN, ing major difficulties in handling these tasks SO that

they relight (1,.,_1 op Inure pOSIt1\ api)roaehes to relating to eaeli other as partner:,

in the tai= liv development process. Wink: information a significant pan

of the Cowans' more importLun, to thcur ;IpprotIch the of couplos

1.groups. Puot;:..,:,10iidi., ciN L'OilpL; gik,Up.) viaiiiit-

tlllll articulate their and form discussion and study techniques for addressing

these needs (Cowan & Cowan. 199)2 ). Unlike one-shot or brief parenting

programs, this approach calls for the continuing involvement of parents (typically

1110 discussiou-slurirL .2rotin se-,siuN tinow2h the lost

child's third birthday. The substance of the couples groups includes: idcntifvin','

.+tre.,Aors that cpic,-.4e bcc.:...P?;!!:4 parcH!s; acquirin:g informa

"di C.V.', 11f1111,,' V,11/1 Veer 1,'110",',11,

flatl

ill1111/11) 11i's'il'.

chcliiell,Ts. (Ind rexoiircc's promotim; elicetive parentinganuiv 11f0 and

.1u1%1ri4lini; each (1,1:er e.kpericnc (Coxan & ( o\\ Ht.
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1992). Parent networking, the small group intimacy of meeting and sharing with

p,ront:, over an emended period of tinie, havinL, access to other supportive

parents going through the same experiences, and learning to use reflective

problem soli mg strategies to handle the new e\perences 01 parenting proved to

be effective practices that parents cited as positively influencing, their parenting

(Cowan & Cowan, 1992). The Cowans suggest the following as effective

practices that parent educators should integrate into their programs during the

very formative stages of becoming parents.

Effective Parenting Practices That
Focus On Marital/Family Dynamics

*Yvon ng and developing parenting and 1.innly lite expectations as a couple

*Carrying out regular it:heck nps) ;is a couple on your feelings
about your pi,renting, individually and as partners in the parenting process.

*I- )n12101)114.1 a pientilig Anti fmnily ,igend,, together su that problems And
concerns are discussed openly and addressed as a team

*7:urturirL.7 the IllafTIL!2,2 tor tric.'ikkilipi thIP Avoiding Nit'
loss (If intimacy that can erode the foundation cf healthy fau-til,' lite.

'Lining up and utilizing support persons w ho you as a couple fee! ±n help
1,1111111 4.41(Ikk in positive ways.

*Locating mid des eloping a small but supportive network with friends who
discus :, the issues of cark parenting ,..,1111

*Seeking a balance among the iminy Lirnensious ol t?.2ing a person,
parent, and contributor to the community.

More estahlished programs have found these practices to he effeetic

.bill integral to the ion,,2.-term health and \eilness 4)1 families. Minnesota s Earl\

Learning and Do.cloinnent (MELD) pio...nai!, aint, to reach parents through local
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community support groups that ;.lre e`;tahliShed Him a larger framework of

parent and fainily education (Engstrom, 1988). A major evaluation criteria of

\H ID is that par,nits become ino,c LlillIt/L:clIt iii 11,111l41.111e;

transition to parenthood and the evolvins* dynamics of family life_ The program

uses a very flexible approach, allowing each community to develop strategies that

work for their parents. Research carried out over a fifteen year period indicates

this community centered approach works. In particular, the program has found

that parent networking, small group discussion teams, and home visits have been

effective in addressing the individual needs of different parent populations. Of

special sigriiii%.:ano.. in the Minnesota program are the positive result!, observed

through directed attention 10 prenatal care. Healthier newborns and healthier

mothers have resulted from this specific focus. Additional evidence of the

effectiveness of prenatal and early infancy health care practices we re noted in the

Prehatal,Larly Infanc. Pro.icct. Wasik (1990) and his co-workers found that not

only was low birth weight births reduced significantly, but that mothers were

icaiihiet after the birth of the child ;Ind returned to work and family life

functions sooner and more prodiutn.ek, A, Old, (198) notes, however, the

Ofec!ireite.vs site /)rots, dill Hi)! c)tif:1111),' (I the' \erviCe_v hlif

thc deploghent of thvolvement strat,'Ic-, that ch,l;a:;cd at risk parents with theve

ven7c,A. if; ,;;;,1 FactoN 111;', trusting and responsive

honle [1,111,poit,Itiou dud 0,1\-;,0iirsiii; ith

had similar situations proved to he significant influences on parent

pariic.ipatioii the pr();_jalll okk, 9 'i. In additiun, the found that

,f.;
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educating, parents about appropriate health and tt ellness practices i.t'as integral to

their becomini autononums in the family' s health.

One of the effectiveness challenoes facing parent education programs is to

adapt to the changing needs of parents and families as they grow and develop. As

parents become secure in their personal and iitaiital roles, their attention shifts

to,,Nald ici rrictu(ift that LiiipoweIN int!, and

guiding forces in their children's lives (Swick, 1993). Clearly, parent needs for

competence in their parenting/marital and child rearing capacities interact and

influence each other in many ways.

Child information emphases are present in most parent education

programs. While differences do exist in content focus, age and developmental

levels attended to, and in strategies used to involve parents in gaining information

on child dc,eiur''''" the Ii1C11C of ii.ost programs in v ok es

helping parents to become capable in their child rearing roles.

One of the most prominent and effective programs with regards to

engaLin parents in brearing_in competent in child rearin capacities is the Parents

,As Teachers program (White, 198S). The program provides parent education

beginning in the third trimester of pregnancy until at least the child's third

birthday and in most cast, throtio.h the fifth birthday. In many of the

projects the services have bey': expanded to include comprehensive prenatal care

alono with followun services through the early school years. The child

information and support component 4 the program includes the following: child

1
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development information (geared to the developmental needs and stages of

children); continuing developmental and health screenings (inclusive of

de\ eloliwental as,se.,sments, health chcckup:,, %Hon and hearino serceninos, and

speech/language assessments): and provisions for needed corrective services

where child needs so dictate (Nlissouri Department of Education, 1985; White,

1988). The gi)al.; of the program includc pio%iding parents with knowledge of

child do\elopmont; helpinLi them ain ,'onfidenee in their child rearing practices:

enhancing the cognitive, language, Lind .ochal development of participating

children; providing parents with information and skills to detect and reduce

incidences of handicapping conditions in their children (particularly vision and

hearing): and helping parents develop positive connections with the program,

,chool, and community t Nik,ouri DepdililiClit 0f Education. l'k,5).

While the main emphasis on many paronts as possible with

Information and support for the developing child, an eniermig focus is on

handicappini.; conditionA early preventive health and

developmental clAsessment .qrate,,,ies. This emphasis is emerging in the work of

most parent education programs and reflects the findings of research on effective

parent education practices. PreNention hwthe(l practices that appear to be

most ettecti VC include: early health .1.,e\sments !comprehensive in nature

and initiated with the birth of the first child). continuing child development

a,s...ssitients (maiclied with pment dui\ the child that Jae directed

toward particular developmental needs), In\ id% emcnt of parents in locating and

using community and parent networks that ha..c e,,ential resources for promoting
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healthy child development, and the use of delivery systems that assure the

participation of parents in program activities lPlanitmstiel & Seltzer. 1989).

Utilizing a combination of ,cIiuul-based services (lending library centers,

group training sessions, access to medical, social, and psychological services, and

other parent child supports) and home visit strategies, the program has been able

to achieve very high participation among parents. Not surprisingly, research

findings on the program indicate that the most effective efforts have been with

parents involved in both the school -hosed and the home-based activities and

services. in pal ticular, Flannenstiel OL Seitzei 19'69, pp. 15-16)) found that then

analyses provide. ,upport for the belief that high quality parental

involvement with the parent educator during home visits is the single

most important aspect of the PAT project, and it accounts for increases in

children's abilities.- This finding is reinforced by the observations of other

parent education programs. What appears to he most critical is that programs

structure their efforts toward close, supportive, and continuing interactions with

parents. It also appears that effectiveness w ith at risk populations is increased

through per,onal attention to the needs of children and parents through t he

intimacy generated by delivery systems like home visits (PowL-ll, 1990).

Another effective practice that La, been oh,erved over an extended period

of time is that of parental involvement in shaping program content and

in teaching, learning, and supporting each other in becoming capable

in the child rearing capacity (E.1%.nod. 19). (inc of :he most striking

features of Minucsota's Early Lcarnini; l),( i,ipmcnt Program (MELD) is its
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outreach to parent:, of diffeicin coiitcxt:,) and need:, the the program

is indicative of the parent participation philosophy. Parents learn with and

from each other in peer/self-help groups. The groups are facilitated by

experienced parents who have been trained but who also are seen as peers by the

other parents. Groups last two \'ears, beginning during pregnancy and continuing

through the child's second year. The parental involvement in goal setting,

,..pR)v leaueiship pctl IlIC:111l/1111,s.,:,:, allld cach other through

net\ \orkiniz are program strength., identified over ten years of research on the

program ( Engstrom. 19881. Local programs in Nlinnesota have achieved

impressive results:

*Parent participation in group meetings \vas very high.

"-All of the children of participatinL' parents received vvell-habs, checkups,

*97 percent of the children vvere free of Nerillus accidents \vhile ill the program.

"'Participating children generally exceeded the criteria for healthy development
for their age as compared to other children.

percent of the children in the program had updated inummitations.

Three important observations have emerged from Minnesota's

parent education experience that are of special significance to all

program developers: involve parents earl,. in the pregnancy in prenatal and

parenting preparation experience's; impitalize on parents' leadership potential

through the Ilw! t0! 111 ooido parent groups: and

provide multiple \vays for parents to access child information and services

( knrstrom , 198X
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The child information confetti of programs usually focuses on the

developmental needs of children at different stages of development and the

corresponding information and skills parents need to effectively meet these needs,

For example, the .S.,,racuse University Family Devt.iopmeitt Research Program

focused on assistim, parents in aequirim_, and refining infant nurturing skills.

This focus on social competence" between parent and child is a

prevalent theme in programs that hope to nurture young families

toward healthy life styles. The goals of the Syracuse Program provide a

sound conceptual framework for all programs hoping to meet parent-child needs

at this early point in the farm! 's development N1angione, & 1101118, 1988,

p, 82):

The goals of the parent outreach component were to
support a rich quality of family interactions and
increase family cohesiveness. Home visitors
encouraged an intense mother-child relationship tha,
involved affectionate bodily loving contacts, yielding
to children's needs for self-comforting aCtiVitiCti, and
responding positively to a young child's efforts or
productions to learn.

Another example of this focus on supporting parental competence in

developing healthy and supportive relationships with infants is the Prenatal/ Early

In / an Project. A major emphasis of the program is on helping parents develop

attachment relationships with their infants_ hopefully precluding risk factors that

emerge in parent child i.elatninships (Olds, 1) 8.8). Parental

involvement in learning how to effectively relate to the infant and toddler was the

theme of the Child Survival Fair Start Home Visiting Program (Lamer &



lalpern, 1987). Beyond attempting to engage high-risk mothers in acquiring

knowled,,e on essential health and development m.-eds of their infants and

toddlers, the program aimed to empower the parents by helping them learn how

to become their lead teacher. Stalf made iiir following obseivations oil the

influence of the program: positive changes in parent behaviors with the children,

an increase in mothers who breastfed their children, and an increase in mothers

who provided safe and interestimn home environments in which children could

explore (Lamer. 1990).

.\' children grow and L11,: ,:olik2iit of pi kThantleS to reflect

these new needs. HoN%ever, a common thread in the different programs
. .Is the f ,eplt." irs 111,1'1/1111 11411r/Irlti: 11 Itiljet1111,611,3 III 3I "S. ,PI. N....*A. S."

development, Typically. this includes information, skills, and active

experiences related to the jltILL, ph\ ;,1C;.11, social. emotional. language,

intellectual, and spiritual development tSw iek, 199i

LhromThom the cartv childhood \ e.1 s parent interest is very high in

ILiarning social competence skills that L n enhance the parent-child

relationship and the harmony of the famik in general. Cataldo (1987) notes the

following as areas in which p,irents eonsistenth express an interest in acquiring

information:
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'Communication behaviors of children that are appropriate for their development
and how these behaviors can he encouraged

*Parent-child communication behaviors that foster warm, positive, and happy
family relationships.

*Child social skills and behas iors appropriate for their dcelopment and vs ays
to ncourae.e and teach these skills.

*Social skill areas such as peer relationships. appropriate play behaviors, child
care and school adjustment, self confidence, and self care skills

*Distress and conflict strategies and understandings that can promote children's
self confide nice and sustain parent and family harmony.

Children's language development (and how to support it) is

another prominent content area in programs. The Mother-Child Home

Progranz used Visual Interaction Stimulus Material (in the form of a to or book

taken into the home) and correspondim2 parent training activities to encourage

llnrulP(' social, and eol:nittse development in toddlers (Levenstein, 1988). Other

programs like Parent,,,. Leachers and Home in.,,truction for Preschool

YmingsterA (HIPPY ) include languauc and co;_mitive enrichment activities as

iniportain parts of their pro;2rams (McClellan, 199 ').

Discipline is probably the most popular parent education request

during the early childhood years. Unfortunately, this content area is too

often equated with punishment. [license placticc dictates that the positke and

rmrturing aspects of discipline receise major attention when addressed. A variety

of effective tpriioaelies ale cited in thc hiciatur,... and used in various programs.

Poient Ellectivencs\ 7raintinrtt (PET) is one proerain reviewed frequently and

used with some success. It relies heavily WI the UNC" of interpersonal
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communication in resolving problems between parent and child. Active listening

is the primary strateiv used in this approach. Effective practice points to the

combination of knowledge, skills, and reflective-adaptation of this approach

within each family situation (Cataldo,

Information on children's health and development is a vital part

of :t ilk:CI:: c parent t=ducatiou program. The cuoteol oi effective

prkq.Irams is interrelated with specific health services for children and parents.

Parents are en encouraged to see them,elve, a, role models and to address then

health need, as well as their Chi Id r.",21.1 10(.1!S ar111;

(JWIL

prena:a! :'are, Lina prtpai a safe and healthy envii,:inincnt

essential (White. 198). The "National Health Goals- of reducing infant

mortality, reducing birth, weight, and increasing the use of available health

care servic es pnr ides ail C.\Leiient initial focus for programs (U.S. Department

of Health & Human Services. l'-)q"). Content emphases for the early years

include: preventative care for infants and toddlers, safety, nutrition, positive

social and emotional climate. and the development of good ftunily health habits.

Promoting children's interest and competence in being active

learners has been a historically significant content area of parent

education. Unfortunately, the stress to get children ready for school has often

promoted distorted and/or inappropriate ideas about meaningful roles for parents

in having a positive influence. Re.,,ettr:11 en What (01;:e/it t, offectv:e I1, hcqpn;...;

parcnn pronuth, tipproprldlc icar0110.,, elpffIc1Ices for children indicates tie'

thenic.,,. otter Mc in()At frLime:ti,11, ter pc11Cnt Cc/lilt/1On' (11L111111C!
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Turner, 1991).

Thematic Areas For Promoting Appropriate
Parent Invokement In Children's Early Learning

Stages of Development Theme

I n fa iic % Aitadiment, Salc-
Secure En: iamment, Natural
Learning Opportunities (Physical,
Social, Perceptual, Cognitive,
Language), Parent Infant Play.

Foddlerhootl Child-Pioof Learning Areas,
Promoting Autonomy, Self-I fell)
Skills, Social and Intellectual
Learning, Language Stimulation.
I..ncouragi ng Curiosity.

Preschoolers Nurturing Curiosity, Using
Appropriate Play Materials. Parent
Involvement in Child's Learning.
FamihSchool Linkages,.

Selecting child care for the preschool child has become a major

parent education concern. With the emergence of two-parent working

ramifies and a rise in single parent tontines, this need has become a significant

part of most proln-oin designs. Most parent education efforts How include

informal inn on :'.Cart to look for. to evaluate child care centers, and how to

best manage the family-child con: ielationship (Swick, 1991). Likewise.

programs now address the "transition to school" issues that parents

and children confront.

A syntho,is of the iesearch on effecti\ paront oduc tiOr) prict ices th:11
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development and learninis is reported 10110%.,. s tCataldo, 1987; Powell,

Swick, 1991; White, 1988).

Effective Parenting Practices That Focus
On Child Development And Learning

It)89:

*Preventive health care practices like proper prenatal care, infant
health assessments. proper nutrition, positive emotional parent-
infant attachment, and provisions for a safe home environment.

'Positive social development pracift-cs like attending to children's
developmental needs. responding posinvel> to children's interests,
modeling and nurturing proactive social skills, and promoting
rrositive parent-child social interactio

"Supportive. child learning behaviors like inv in,' children Jii
active experiences with their emironment, encouraging language
development experiences, promoting children's curiosity,
and relating to children's interests iii nurturing ways.

*Positive discipline practices like promoting positive self esteem
in children. modeling appropriate social behaviors. guiding
children's behavior toward positive problem solving, and
erk. ouraging piosticial behavioi 1h dilldFell.

ut te, and 7,,tinhilaiing
preschool child development centers, and maintaining close
relationships with children as they experience out-of-home care.

*Positive involvement in children's transition to school activities
Ike maintaining L'ommiirnc,fflon the chill -s te:icher. taking
an active interest in children's school experiences, and ,;upportin:
their learning through home-based activities.

Literacy/Training & adult Education; Early childhood parent

education has historically valued the involvement of parents in adult education,

litcrac-v euriC11111Ciii HI) TI1C basic premise

of this value has been that educated parents (particularly parents that are actively
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involved in some form of educational endeavor) are more capable of gainful

employment, better able to meet the family's needs, and are more supportive of

Their children's educatinn ;Gordon. :975). Research supports this premise, at

least in terms of observations made with regards to the int luence adult education

and job ,raining have had on patents ability to better function as family leaders

models for their children. Traditionally, parent education confined its role

in this effort to that of being a source of referrals, helping parents get in contact

\T. ith adult education /job training services and programs. however, with the

nhinLi_ed -)lal and eeonon,;- context in which parents 1 fLinCtiOn, this

limited role is no longer adequate. A more comprehensive approach to the

integration of adult learning in parent education programs has been advocated.

Head Start promoted the practice of addressing the comprehensive adult

education, training, and literacy needs of parents, especially those in at risk

en\ ironments. Exemplary programs proyided literacy services such as enrolling

parents in reading courses. English as a Second Language courses, and other

literacy enrichment experiences. It also placed parents in job training programs

and encouraged many parents to complete high school. In addition, Head Start

developed a "career ladder" program where parents could pursue experiences and

education toward becoming child development leachers tGordon, i975) Stoll

observations and other research indicate this component of II cad Start was

effective in (NleClelLin, 1992e

IFIL:tasing, parent participation in adult education courses.

'Inctl'a',ilm2. the level of education ttl piuticuratiniz
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*Engaging parents in various job tiaining programs.

*Providing parents with needed supports so that they could take advantage of
education courics.

rifeiping parents take on a leadership role in strengthening the family's literacy
habits.

.'sincreasing parent self confidence in approaching, new learning and problem
solving situations.

'increasing patent interest in their children's education and development.

Within parent education programs the most prevalent form of meeting

parent literacy and adult education itc.Tds io through collaborative relationships

joint program offerings, reterrais. and co-sponsorship) with other agencies

and/or intra- school units (Powell. In particular, Parent-Chili Cen:ev,

Center,L,-, ratnii\ Center,, and Famil: Educaridn

CenterA have cpliasi/L-d the adult liteiacy/education and job ttaining component

of their programs as a means of empimiruir parents and the entire family

(Johnson & Breckenridge. P-PeCt Nautit ct Ile-wen, i 9S8). These services have

taken different forms: general family literacy activities, enrollment in adult

education courses. participation in job irlinin,,tiacenient pr(wrains. and support

for parents so that they can participate in tilc.e ices (N1cCiellan, 19)2).

While the involvement (..)f pLM211t. in adult literacy and education

experiences has been a major concern

attention to titt.i a.wert of parenti,o; ii

in and agencies, the need

\ It'clSed With ill(' rise in youth

unetnplo Ivieh /: PUT!! StiUIed job skilh.



The W;lliarn T. cram Foundation's Report on 'The Forgotten Half- (1988)

highlights this need:

13v 1986, 32.6 of every 100 families headed by persons
under age 25 were poor, more than double the rate in
1967 (15.3%) and it iple the late in 198(, (10.9'-'() for all
American families.

Poverty, illiteracy. and L_hroni. unemployment are not only devastating to the

family but also act as a cancer on the society. I lie urfency of the need for WOW

and bettei educated people has IIJIluelILed the nature and substance of parent

education programs. At a minimum, most programs arc providing referrals to

adult education. in a more jot used Nen.Ne Nome, prov-amN el re' inc hielin hietac v

train!. ng , adult education, and job trainin,,; as integral parts of their efforts

tSwick. 1991).

Research indicates that four aspects of the Literacy/Training

and Adult Education component of parent education have positive

consequences for parents, children, and families: Parent-Child Literacy

Training and Support, General Adult Litelac, Enhancement, Adult Fducation

Courses, and Job Training (Edelman, 1990; I l :1\cs. 1959; Weiss & Jacobs, 1988).

1.1ter(1; V POW( I (11.1'N, 1999 all exemplary eirlv

childhood parent education program that id,lre\sc\ adult literacy and education

needs effectively. Parent-Child Literac Training is addressed through two

modes: Parciir /wit' and P,ircnt and ( ,H! rhe overall goal of this part of

the program is to reinforce and strengthen the tAn,i1Cs literacy habits. A special

emphasis is on the parent a:, the prnnar% L.1,11,:i. of the child. :yes (l9N9, pp.

j
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1
10-1I ) describes ilk essence of Parent Time and Parent and Child Time.

During PT, the group consisting of parents, teachers, and
any resource persons designs programs of interest to study
:Aid discuss. These sessions usually arc scheduled in the early
afternoon for a period of about 45 minutes of time. PT
topics include, examule, child nurturing, managing and
coping with child beha\ .or, community resources,
communication between parent and child, spouse abuse,
and job and educational opportunities.

During PACT time, the parents and their children arc
involved in preschool activities that stimulate and reinforce
interaction within the family. The program has two
distinct parts: one in which the teacher models working
with children while parents observe; and one in .,;:hic..1
the parents work with their children as teacher in activities
planned by the children.

The impact of these family literacy experiences on parents and children as

distinct (Haves, n 19)

The home sett* changed significantly for many families
reported ane,-ilot,11) and in int,rvi,,ys. Parents and other

teachers told instances of changes in older children in the
families as a resuit of the program. Most parents say they
can tell their family the importance of education now that
they have returned to school. One mother said: "1 used to
nil read to my children. Nov,. I read to them all the time.-

Another mother said: "Before this program I was sitting at
home, bored, with nothing to do. My child was sitting at
home, bored, with nothing to do. I was afraid to let him out
of the house because was afraid he would be hut: V, 'e
are different now.

General Adult Literac, Enhancement is promoted in three ways:

offerinng prows many informal 1,_.;irnim, ovcrionce,,. providing parents with
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literacy materials (and training). and helping parents Access community literacy

resources such as library usage. Data from the Family Literacy Project indicate

that many parents took advantage of these opportunities and that the influence was

positive on them and their families. Parents reported engaging in more reading

activities and becoming involved in more learning experiences with their

children. Of utmost importance, they UR:leased their use of the public library

(Hayes, 1989).

The Family Literac\ Project's :1 cult Education Curriculum is highly

individualized and based on the specific needs of each parent. Hayes (1989, p.

describes the basic curriculum approach used:

The parents are assembled as group because of their
common quality as parents of children vho are three
or lout-years old, not because of their academic
functioning or goals_ Consequently, there is a wide
variety of levels of skills, abilities, and interests among
the class members. The teacher prepares individual
learning programs for the adult students who range in
academic capability from non-reading to levels near
those ,seeded to pass GED exams. The teachers develop
individualized plans using the academic diagnosis of
student traits and the goals and needs of the students.
The adult students spend about three hours each day
in academic study.

One observation noted by staff and parents that has importance for

ettective practice is that the natural t;rouping el parents together in working

toward ciltu.ational achielcment, crated o setting where networking and

support emergrd iu function as a motivation for parents to persist in

their endeavors (11;tvc. 1989). The combination of havin:.! a professional



(often the parent educator) who believed in them and having mutually supportive

relationships with other parents made the difference for many parents. Gains in

self confidence, independence, and control over the environment as well as

educational achievements %A:ere noted by the project evaluator.

Almost all parents who made a commitment to the
program, and their children, demonstrated significant
gains in self concept and independence of functioning.
All parents reported greater sense of control over their
lives and greater sense of direction.

Parent performance (completion of (;1:1) r,:inirmonts and s(sr,r,s on t1.0

ind,cates a high success rate in achievement of their adult education goals. While

not fully developed yet, the Job Training component of the program has noted

some initial success stories.

The A vance Parent-Child Education Pros,,rarn Is another example of an

effective approach to addressing the multiple and complex literacy/training and

adult education needs of parents ;Rodrigue7 c Cortez. 1988). The program aims

to prevent or alleviate a plethora of risks that place children in a poor position to

benefit from school through a fancily tnnpowerment approach. Utilizing a

comprehensive design, A vatic(' has developed several "programs within a

program" to address the different needs of teen parents, abusing families,

economically disabled families, ;Ind other such risk situations. Two parts of the

program a.d6cess family literacy and adult education and economic opportunity

needs: The Parent-Child Education Program and The Educational Opportunities

and Pconomic Development Prouiam (RodliLlucz Cortez. 1988). The Parent-

Child Education Program promotes positive parent-child literacy experiences



is

through training parents on appropriate child development skills and involving

them with their children in literacy enrichment activities. The Educational and

Economic Opportunities Program engages parents in a variety of learning

experiences ranging from GED courses to learning English ;is a second language.

It is also exploring job placement and collaborative educational and training,

programs with local business leaders. Of special significance is the support

system the program has designed to encourage and promote parental

involvement in adult education and job traininglw.ork eweriences.

Transportation, child care, counseling, l'inaneial support, and other supportive

strategies have enabled many high -risk parents to achieve educational goals not

reachable under normal community conditions. In addition, the project has

found that increased parental competency (:_mmpletion of school,

parent education attainment, job placement) does influence parental

relationships With their children in p sitive ways (Rodriguez S.: Corte/.

1988 ).

Research findings from The Fami/v Literacy Project and the Avance

progfam as well as from other projects provide insights such as the following.



Effective Literacy TrainingiAduit Education Practices

*Engaging parents and children in family literacy activities treadi,ig,
language activities, parent-child play time, tield trips, and other
activities.

'Involving pareniS In 1,:ylirino ha is literncy skil1s 1,.:rn;,,g, rr
read, problem solve, and manage daily life activities.

lelping and iri

the community (library, zoo, other community resources).

*Providing literacy resources through lending libraries, home visits,
and through other school-family-community partnerships.

cditccill(irt «niururjrrr,r Lriiirung
riiirsev

*Developing a support system that enables parents to participate in
adult education and job training programs like transportation, child
care, locating courses close to parents, providing financial support,
otterme support ,ind ser.

'Otganizing coilaboratnx training and apprentice programs with
:Ind industry .

*Creating -parent :cams that emphasize peer support as an integral
part of achieving adult educational goals.

*Organizing lob placement verve ('c in collaboration with other
community agencies.

Three important findings on the interrelationships between Parent

Educuti,,u iliid Adult Literacy Training and Education indicate that the integration

of adult educational and economic training with early childhood parent/family

education will intensify in the futore: child literacy and school functioning i.)

vtrongly influenced by parental participation and achievement in education.

parental competence in family leadership roles is (0SeIV linked to the -r- ability to

"Unction elf"ctiv:_qy in the job markt::: anti parents ...rho particiihae iii literati- and

educational activities' reinforce thi., value in their children (Hayes. 1989:
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Rodriguez & Cortez, 1968).

Child Servicgs: A majority of early childhood parent education

programs now include a variety of services fur children. These services are

usually integrated into program activities whet _2 parents are engaged in learning

how to continue the services when the pro tram ends. Services are typically

offered in three areas: Developmental Sercenini.:,,, l lealth, and Dieu Educational

Services (Weiss & Jacobs, 198S). Two premises are at the foundation of the

"Child Services" component: by providinv, direct services such as health and

education to children Many risk factors can be prevented, and by involving

parent:, in the delivery of these services new and positive parent-child relationship

patterns can he introduced and reinforced (Powell, 1989). Several exemplary

efforts exist with regards to how programs approach this process.

The Parents As Teachers Project (PAT), for example, provides intensive

services and parental guidance relative to meeting, children's basic developmental

and health needs. Developmental Assessments are conducted with children

beginning shortl\ after birth and continuing through the third birthday. Some

programs continue these services through the child's fifth birthday. These

,1,;,;,,,crnoritc oomprobcri:;v0 of iThildroo's lan20:100,

cognitive, and motor/perceptual development. Health Assessments are also

conducted on a scheduled basis and include a complete medical examination

(inclusive of hearing and vision checkups) and appropriate immunizations. Based

on data acquired from the assessments, DireL. Educational Services are planned.

These occur in home visit work with parents and in roH ;-) ,essions with parent,
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(as well as in weekly play group sessions with the children). A consistent pattern

in the PAT Program is the integration of child services with parent education

(Fvaluation Summary, NP AT 1985).

The interrelating of parent education with direct services for

children (health, developmental assessments, and appropriate

educational experiences) has proved effective in the PAT Program

(Evaluation Summary, NPAT. 1955):

*N PA I children scored significantly higher on all measures of intelligence,
achievement, auditor comprehension. verbal ability, and language ability.

"N PAT children demonstrated significantly more aspects of positive social
development than did comparison children.

*NPAT parents were more knowledgeable about child-rearing practices and child
development than were comparison parents.

One of the niOAt )ignifiCant finding) of the program was that traditional risk

farIOIS like faMily in( iMie and parent emplopnent Stattl,) could be .s.uccesVully

addres.vecl. Children from all socioeconomic levels performed well in school.

Several home o:lented chiLihood programs provide direct

educational services. Home Start. for example, included health and nutrition

services for children as a part of the parent education lessons carried out during

the home visits. A distinct advantage of integrating child services with parent

activities that parents arc toward using these practices on a

regular basis with the entire family (Grogan. 1 976: Swick. 1993). Programs like

the Mother-Child Home Procram (I.evenNtein, ikki9) emphasize educational
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support for the child as a part of the home visit process. The home visitor

demonstrates a skill by teaching the child and then having the mother practice the

same skill or activity with the child. In effect, both members of the dyad are

taught to teach and learn from each other.

A plethora of combination delivery systems (where center-based and home-

based strategies are used to complement and reinforce each other) are deployed to

engage children in educational, social, and health services. The most prominent

design is the use of Child Development Programs along with scheduled home

visits and group meetings with parents of 3 and 4 year old children. Children

in these programs are involved in developmentally appropriate learning

experiences in center-based settings. These experiences are reinforced through

home visits and small group meetings where parents learn skills to use with their

children. Health and Developmental Assessment services are offered in multiple

combinations. Typically, most programs offer prevention services through

arrang,,p2,i11c thi' birth rdilge. Exemplary

program:; it familv-eentered and involve the parents in all phqses of the

program. Program evaluation on Direct Child Services as they a;-(_. delivered

within various program designs indicates a plethora of success characteristics:

*Prevention services in health and nutrition reduce the risk of serious problems
later in life, particularly vthen such services are initiated at birth and continued
throughout the early childhood sears (Olds, I 988: Powell, 1989).

*Comprehensive developmental screenings of children that are effective in
Iidentifying and addressing individual risk factors (social, language, cognitive) do
have a positive influence on children's learning and development (Dunst
rivette, 1988: White, l9XN).



*Direct educational services delivered in home and center-based programs have
had a positive influence on children's social competence, language development,
cognitive development, and general school readiness skills (Weiss & Jacobs,
1988).

Exemplary early childhood programs have found the following essentialfollowing

child services to be effective (Powell, 1989; Weiss & Jacobs, 1988; White, 1988).

Effective Child Services Practices

*Provisions for continuing preventive health care services (inclusive
of immunizations and comprehensive health assessments) beginning
at birth and continli111a throiwhout the early childhood years

*invo/venic.it of pareir. in positive lo,ini2. relationships with their
children.

*Providing children (beginning at birth and continued throughout
the early years) with comprehensive developmental assessments
anal needed j011o -Lltl 3eri.

*Involving children and their parents in safe. Stirillliall1141, and
developmentally appropriate learning experiences, in home and/or
c,ter-based child development programs.

Only a few early childhood programs have provided these comprehensive

child services from birth through five years of aie.e. The Brookline Early

Education Project (BEEP) provided a comprehensive system for addressing

child needs (Tivnan, 1988). Based in a public school, it offered an example of

how educational, health, and developmental services can he delivered to children

(and their parents) from the preschool years into the early elementary grades.

The main characteristics of BEEP were as follows (Tivnan. 1988):

*I: was a birth t() kiridergaitc 1.11/1- 1 the entire preschool period.

It was family oriented, on the premise that [he family is the primary educational
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influence on the child.

*h was multidisciplinary in approach, involving educators, pediatricians,
psychologists, and other specialists.

*It was racially and economically heterogeneous in its enrollment.

*It included a comprehensive evaluation component.

During the period birth to two, the child's educational and developmental

needs were met by educating parents on appropriate child-rearing practices

through combination home visit and small 2roup meeting strategies. Diagnostic

monitoring was frequent (carried out at age 2 weeks. 3, 6, 14, 30. and 42 months,

and entry into kindergarten) and comprehensive. Tivnan (1988, p. 224) describes

the essence of the process used:

A multidisciplinary team consisting of a pediatrician.
a developmental psychologist, and a nurse conducted
vision, hearing, physical, neurologic, and developmental
exams. Parents were encouraged to observe the exams,
Results were shared with them verbally and in writing.

Weekly center-based "play groups" were begun at age 2, and at ages 3 and

4 daily morning child development classes were provided. The "play groups" and

child development programs were e \emplarv, using small groups and a

developmentally appropriate curriculum of language, social, cognitive, motor,

perceptual, and other exploratory learning activities.

School readiness mil success were (lc:sired outcomes of the BEEP ProKram.

Ey aluation iesultN indit:dte ant progress was made ;.vith the children who

were ith the program f rum birth through the early elementary school years
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(Tivnan, 19S8). BEEP's message is an important one, that children's learning

and development can be effectively supported through comprehensive child and

family serir es that begin at birth and arc continued throughout the early

childhood years Other prot.,zrams like Parents As Teacheis, The High Scope

Pre,shool Pro:.!rapn. Iletid Start, and a plethora of other child and family oriented

efforts have found similar positi\.e outcomes.

Parent/Familk Services: Early childhood parent/family oriented

programs have a long history of recognizing. and addresin the various support

needs of parents and families. For example, Head Start's comprehensive design

includes multiple services that are parent and family oriented: health, counseling,

nutrition, social, economic, medical/dental, and other prevention and corrective

supports (S\Kiek. 1997i) .S.oulit aroirmi s Target 2000 Parent Education

Program Design includes three critical service areas: Direct Parent Services,

Direct Family Services, and Referrals. A review of the literature indicates that

oilier programs also organize their services in this IllatIllel lWeiss & Jacobs.

19 ).

The basic premise of this component is that by addressing the critical

support and developmental needs of parents and families during the early

childhood years, the familv's .1hility to benefit from educational experiences is

strengthened (Powell, I9XN. 19N9), While the Parent/Family Support component

has been a part of programs for iminv years, it has gained new significance and

attention due to the eniergence of more complex and stressful family condition,.

As Powell (1989, pp. 1,i-14) notes, this new and more comprehensive locus on
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the total family ecology is now being pursued with a new intensity.

In the 1980's many early int,2ivention programs
broadened the focus on parents to include family
support. This shift represents an emerging direction
in the early intervention field wherein the social
context of parenthood, including interactions
between the family and its larger environment, is
a target of change. Environmental influences on
family functioning such as housing, employment,
extended family relations, and health care are
among the areas of interest in intervention
programs focusing on the ecology of family life.

There ,ire ;ever:11 evImplo., of the ernph:1,,i,, on parent family support in parent

education. Direct Parent Services are provided in the areas of prenatal care,

health care, medical attention. social support, and in enabling modes (for

example, transportation) that allow parents to use these services. Given the

diversity of parent needs, many proo,rams try to match services to the needs of

their parents. Other programs focus on the needs of a specnic population's risk

attributes.

The Prenatal/Early Infancy Proiecr ( for example, focused On

improving the outcomes of pregnancy and _ark childrearing among socially and

economically at risk mothers (Olds, 1)88). LI iliting a home visit system and a

strong interagency collaboration prol4r:lin Ott . ervices the

many direct parent send ice. (Olds, 19. p.

program provided

The aim of the f_-,,rogi..an v.as to pre\ cut wide ringt.
of childhood health and developmental problems by
improving the life-cuiir.VC de\ ei,,pment. resource.,.
health habits. and caregiving Hi ciuldren',N
parents. I he specific problems taLleted for prevention
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included prematurity and low birth weight, growth and
nutritional pioblems, accidents, ingestions, selected
illnesses associated with stress and quality of caregiving,
cognitive delays, behavioral problems, and child
abuse and neglect.

Olds (1988, p. 244) describes one way in which the program hoped to influence

the child's health and the family's total system through direct services to parents:

The program was designed to meet the needs of
parents for information, emotional support, and
the relief of life stress to address simultaneously
those factors that undermine parents personal
achievements, health habits, and care of their
children.

We hypothesized that the influence of the program
on children, in general, would be mediated by
improvements in maternal health habits and
caregiving. To the extent that the nurses were
successful in encouraging women to reduce the
numbei of cigarettes smoked during pregnancy.
for example, the newborn would be less likely to
be of low birth weight. Since smoking is linked to
anxiety and stress, however, we reasoned that it
was important to determine whether the nurses
were successful in enhancing informal social support,
linking families with needed services, and decreasing
maternal psychosocial stress.

Of special significanee, the project jo. that high risk mothers

benefited the most from the intensive intervention, particularly with

regards to their health habits. It was also noticed that in the "home visited

group there ,'1- LIN i nail\ Cd del lease in child abuse. Olds (19. p. notes:

Significant imprknements also were detected in the
life-course development of the young women
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themselves and were reflected in outcomes such as
reduced subsequent pregnancy and increased labor
force participation

Another program that focused on parent/family support services was the

Alatters Prorani. In particular, tlii.l program helped to strengthen the

family by increasing parental effetivenes.s. in relating to their various support

system,s.. The goals were (Cochran, 1988. p. 27):

To find ways to recognize parents as experts, based upon the assumption that
parents brought strengths and special expertise to childrearing.

To exchange intormation with family members about children, the
neighborhood, community services, schools, and work.

*Reinforcement of, and encouragement for, parent-child activities.

*Stimulatino social exchange beyond, rather than within, the immediate family:
the exchange of informal resources like babysitting. child rearing advice, and
emotional support with neighbors and other friends.

41 acilitaie conceited LICE l()Ii by 1-1,1101t1 )11 of their children.

The program used home %, ting and cluster group meetings to pursue the

family empowerment process. Content emphases included: parent-child learning

activities, childrearing strategies, various home learning activities, information

on health care (along with referrals where needed), and other resources

supportive of parent and family empowerment.

h r.- i uthcl- r,%:i`r) I prr'ilt 1111 supportY)
efforts, found that "diversity of delivery systems" as well as effectively relating

the way in which ser% ices were delivered to the needs and situations of parents.

4



strengthened the program's integrity. Another 'effective practice" of the

program was the adaptation of program emphases to the changing developmental

needs of parents and families as they became older. These practices nad a very

positive influence on empowering parents as Cochran (1988, p. 29) notes:

The initial change appeared to involve parents'
perceptions of themselves. Some of the mothers
who viewed themselves quite negatively early in
thy; life of the program showed over time,
of beginning to believe in and look after themselves
in new ways. Another phase seemed to involve
relations with others new efforts to reach out to
spouse and child, and also to relatives, neic.hbors
and friends outside the family. A later change
involved action on behalf of the child.

Cochran further notes that in many cases the program seemed to "prevent"

parents and families from becoming eiwrossed in pathologies. In a sense,

helping parents avoid deterioration of the family's functioning is as

critical as enabling them to advance. p6.itive approaeh used in this

program has proven effective as assessed H parents, staff, :_ind helpers.

A more recent effort that emphasizes the strengthening of parent/family

systems through pr,).ictivo strategies is the Want, and Preschool

P ro,i;ram (HET locu:, or 1:1PP is _aided by a philosophy that is called

Procictivc Empowerment Throut,,h Pamir, ,1:1p (PEP;. This model places major

emphases on three strateies Dunst (k: Try, cite. 1988, p. 160):

rldentifyiiig arise stiengthenior child Lund\ capabilities using a proactive
rather than a deficit approach.

*Fri:hli ng and empu\\ QI-1!1:.; parents V. ith the necessary knowledge, skills, and
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.,. resources needed to perform famik, and parenting functicms M a competent

1 I manner.

1
*Using partnerships between parents and professionals as the means to strengthen,
enable, and empower families.

I : tole of the parent in identifying critical parent /family support needs as the basis

In carrying out this empowcrment approach the program has stressed the

Ifor creating a :)ositive and meaningful plan and program of activities. Research

findings generated through analyses of parent functioning within the program

indicate this emphasis on parental involvement k highly offec ive. Dunst &

I1
I

Trivetic t 19, p. 166) note:

The relationship between family resources, well-being,
i and adherence to prescribed regimes would indicate

II that, before parents are asked to carry out child-level
gi

interventions, efforts to meet more basic family needsI must be made in order for parents to have the time,
energy, and personal investment to work with their

I
P own child in an educational OF therapeutic capacity.
65ft i
114 Another important findin of the PEIP's empowerment approach was that many

IIle, parent and family services were best mediated by informal social
w 111

resources present within the family's ecology. Prilorlm tr;itoi-vit-

promoted "parent involvement" in organising, deploying, and integr Ring_ needed

services into the family's system. i://ccm'c practice, as highlighted by the

findings 14. DIMS! (.K Trivettc ( /W)'N) (yid Hi/wt. oro.erani Jacobs, IWO

.,:trongiv sugge.it that t etth be integralo engaged ill identifying parent and

titnitly sair,,p,)rt needA a.\ (I.\ ku_\ /('(act in in lnuli:tni; fife' S1lI)I7iilt

pr(n.C.).S.



increased parent contacts with their child's teacher and their overall

increase in family support acti% hies indicate the PEP approach certainly had a

positive influence on the family's relationships, particularly with the school. A

major strength of the FlPVPEP program is is focus on increasing the family's

ability to manage their daily functioning.

Recognizing the complex and varied needs of families with young children,

song' programs have focused on r.,,viding multiple Direct Family Services. One

such effort was the Child uric! Family Resource Program (CERP). As an

extension of /lead Start, this program was developed with the recognition "that a

Child is unlikElv to bencjit from cooitive stimtilation if other factors s-uch as

hungcr, tri tlic art' 041101ed Witt that child development

services are most effective when offered in the context of a full range of family

,yupport .services (tiauta & Hewett, 1988. p. 389). Also, in recognition of the need

for family support thioughout the earl.\, childhood years, the program served

low-income families with children . of \ et born through age 8. All of the family's

need:, were addressed within a wc11 coordinated interagency program.

Two premises of the CERP program were that each family is unique and

that "advocacy" for families through actkation of existing support services was

essential to the program's success. Services provided by CFRP included: housing,

child development, jab training/placement, counseling, parent education, social

services, and other services. While difficult to evaluate due to the breadth of

program services, eilmogiiipic data Lollk.-k.ted from the various CFRP site

provide important information on the potential outcomes of this component of

parent education (Nauta Jewett, 1988, pp. 4011-101):



The support services offered by CFRP had far-reaching
effeLts on faiiiilics. The staff Marshaled services from
multiple agencies in its efforts to work out comprehensive
solutions to families' problems. One parent called CFRP
an "ace in the hole," because it gave her one place to turn
to for help in times of need. CFRP staff were "advocates"
for families and brought some measure of rationality,
coherence, and personal concern to an otherwise
confusing and impersonal system of social services, and
CFRP always worked from the perspective of families.

A higher proportion of CFRP mothers was employed
and/or in school or job training than mothers in the
comparison group after 3 years in the program, even in
sites hardest hit by the recession of the late 1970's and
early 19SO's.

Perhaps the most consequennal finality was that parents gained an increased sense

of control over their lives. Major positive shifts in parent attitudes and behaviors

were noted by staff and program evaluators. Effective practice data that
emerged From research on the program included: the use of a diversity

of delivery systems is essential, especially when working with high-risk families;

consistent. active participatimi of families is crucial to their benefiting from the

program; parent family input ill goal setting and implementation process

strengthens the effectiveness of family services; and organized cooperative

interagency efforts are critic.,! ,ippro:[ch to :,tmily support (Natit;t cC

liewctt, 1988).

Additional and very important observations on "lessons learned" from the

CFRP program are noted (Nana l lewett, 1988, pp. 401-402):

To effectkely provide both support services and
tirst-rate developmental services is costly, requiring
o decrease in worker case-loads (from an average of
20 families), an increase in home-visit frequency
from once a month or less), more extensive child-

development training for mostly paraprofessional
worker.. and incR!d,ed staff ,,dpervkium.



A synthesis of the research on effective practices within parent/family'

services is provided as follows.

Effective Practices Research: Parent/Family' Services

*The earlier and more intensive parent and family services are provided, the
more effective they are in strengthening the parent/family system.

*Direct parent services that are prevention oriented iprentatal care, health
education, nutrition services, and other services) are most effective in
increasing parental control of their environment.

*Direct parent services are in(w ejjective when they are mediated through
fru., rr Ti'' and ,,,apporn: I:1th \ Ltif ,Ind. or close adult friervi.

'The active involvement- 01 parents l and other family members) in the
total fitmilv service process is crucial to helping the family gain a sense
of autonomy.

*The "matchiny" of services to family-perceived needs is cntical to the
success of the service auk ities.

*Comprehensive, i zed , and contiguous parent/family service
ettoris require irdinrited (Intl raw -mtinc,!,:;ernent interagency
cv tcrrl

*A dit.ersitv of delivery systems and parentzramily involvement modes
is essential to achieving high rates of parent, /family participation.

*Parent/family services are most efcctivc when intcyrated with parent
(JO thilth Pihdr(Itifill. Irnrl With /U lr child cerViec

'The use of parerrS' informal support .9 stem :lost', trusting Jriends
in activating .1,:intily support Worts has prof en to be quite effective

*Effcetive practice requires that family tiers ice .tcti vitt es responsive
to the ehangin developmental and conic ct needs parents and children,

*Advocating for _families tactivel (1.tiM.StIns.1 thCin In at cessing needed
resources) through aggressive case-management/referral strategies is
an effective family support tool.



Comprehensive, Integrated Parent Education Programs

The literature on effective practices in parent education strongly supports

tL, iinpottint system- practices: the use of comprehensive parent/child

family education and support strategies throughout the e rly childhood

years, and the full integration of programs into the sponsoring group's

organizational and operational ecology (llyrn, 1988).

It one critical lesson has been learned from the research on parent

education. it that isolated, limited shategies (child-focused only or parent-

fucused only) have minimal effect on parents, children, and families. To

achieve maximum influence, programs must be comprehensive, well

planned, adequately staffed, and "balanced" with regards to attending

to the diverse needs of parents, children, and families. This

comprehensiveness needs to be based on family-directed needs and guided by the

realization that firnilies are human learnini2 teins that require nurturing in all

areas of development. While specificity of intervention and direct actions are

clearly needed to address the needs of families, flexibility of program responses

to thc Llo.ctsit:y and ilitl ira lty 01 al-,0 required.

Pro gram effectiveness requires a delineation of purpose that is reflective of

the families' needs and that is reflective or the community's commitment.

Cultural. economic. social, and educational ilttrihutes and related context factors

must be integrated into parent education plannin.

'1 he full integration of parent education into the sponsoring or



primary stakeholder's operating system must be a program goal. While

there is value in the insights gained from pilot project efforts, the pursuit of

strengthening families requires a total system involvement in this process.

Otherwise, well designed and implemented program efforts are lost in the

continuous refinement process that goes with exploratory project funding.

Missouri's Parents As Teachers program provides an example of how the

experimental process can be used in a manner that ultimately leads to integration

of parent education into public school sponsored early childhood programs

(White, 1988). Initially conceived of at the macro-level (Missouri Department of

Education), the program engaged key professiomils, parents, citizens, and

researchers throughout its pilot phase, and pursued a strong advocacy role with

public schools throughout the state. Currently, programs are moving toward full

integration into Missouri's public schools.

Programs that are short-term or considered as "fringe" parts of the

institution's functioning rarek achieve lasting influences on parents, children,

staff, or on family-school relationships.

Emerging Dif ediuns Fui Effeitivu

Research (See Powell, 1988, 1989, 1990: Swick, 1991, 1992, 1993) has

noted some program directions that can strengthen the integrity of parent-

professional efforts to provide parents and families with quality services:

a,idr,.ssin,:, the indkidualit.? parentha need., and then unique learnim.; and

involvement styles; realignment of the traditional balance of power between

program staff and participants: and increasing attention to parent/family social



contexts. Each of these emerging emphases are briefly discussed as follows, with

attention to additional issues as they impact the effectiveness of parent education

programs.

The idea of matching prol;ram content and strategies to the needs and

characteristics of parents and families has gained new momentum. It is a

straightforward concept and yet vital to program effectiveness as Powell (1988,

p. 6) notes:

There are several indications of the field's current
interest in the matchmaking idea. One is the shift from
standardized to individualized programs. Increasingly,
programs aimed at low-income and high-risk
populations attempt to tailor the services and methods
to the perceived nced, participaffis.

This concept of program- participant congruence k also being seen in attempts to

he culturally and developmentally responsive to families' needs. Likewise,

ptogianis are exploring the use of more adult-oriented teaching and instructional

strategies for use with parents (Swick, 1993;.

The ii.; Ham re oi parciir-prf, s;.;;;aI ulation.ship.s is another

emerging direction in parent education pr-grillIS. Basically, the shift is toward

inore bekc,rn parents and staff (Powell, 1989).

The use of new lamivage to de..cribe staff roles such as facilitators, helpers, and

support, rontritoci traditiun,11 L.ler.ptors like ;.pert) is one

indicator of thi:, chanoe. Further. We on approaches that

capitalize on family strengths as opposed tarilv deficits. Recent advocates of

mole parental involvement in the developme!u of family service plans :Tint to
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the increased effectiveness of this approach in helping parents achieve autonomy

of action as support for the move toward more equitable parent-professional

relationships (Swick, 1991).

Beginning with the late 1970's, new interest in the social context of parents

anti families ,,ainecl continninv stren1,01 (eiss Jacobs. 198S). In particular.

program effectiveness is enhanced when education is combined with parent and

f',Irnily support practiL:cs i9S9). ReNea RAI from the early e\,aluations of

I /cud Simi and other early childhood parent programs suggested that limited

child-development Ntrateuies had minimal long-term influence on child and

family functioniiv (Powell, 19;8). Emerging from this research was a focus on

Me ecology or the child and family and attention to the varied needs of the

parent/child/family system (Weiss Jacobs, 1988).

Emef giug Pau rill Ethic:16mi Prattietn. A .S.,

prIL-rico; point; to ;ovortl c.morL,ing ;Ir:rie2i0,; in the

field of parent education: providing comprehensive services; engaging. parents it-

intensive and ongoing program activitie ,; capitalizing more on parent talents and

resources: adapting program systems to the specific needs of particular parent

populations; using diverse deliver\ s stems to meet locally identified needs;

moving toward more equitable parent-professional relationships: relying more on

",:etworks-. peer self-help groups. and other informal support approaches; and

relating programs to the cultural values of the families being served. interrelated

with these directions is the belief that earl, prevention and intervention are

7'1
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cs:,..ntial to any long-term success in strenothenin families. While some of these

practices have been mentioned earlier in this review, they are included here to

provide an inclusive pil ire of emergent directions in the field.

Comptchurisivc parent:family services are a prominent direction and

practice in parent education. This practice is seen in various forms but its basic

intent is to blend educational and support services into a system that empowers

families. While the original impetus for Family Service Centers and other

comprehensive efforts to address the needs of families, this practice

is now Seen as a preventive and enrichment service for all families (Weiss &

Jacobs. 198S). In its most responsive form, local needs, resources, and strengths

are used to shape the program's system. A critical element in this practice is the

collaborative planning and use of community agencies and resources.

The involvement of introits and families in intensive, continuing parent

education services is another practice receiving renewed (mention. In contrast to

short-term efforts. current practice is emphasizing intensive involvement with

parents/families, particularly at point in the participants lives where prevention

efforts are most likely to have a significant influence (Boyer, 1991). Longer term

programs (particularly where parents are involved in taking on ownership of the

program), which often involve the use of multiple services and delivery systems,

aim to empower parents and children \A, ith a life-system set of skills, attitudes,

'ail,' resources that enable them to he productive Ihrouv Lout the life span iDynn

198X ).

Thc test' 01 parents as resources Jor each other is e of the most



encouraging developments in parent education. Cochran & Henderson (1990), in

Die Family A/lottery Progrow, successfully deployed this practice by helping

parents organize and use their informal networks (inclusive of other parents) as

major resources in strengthening their families. Powell (1989) also found peer

sharing in parent discussion groups prompted many parents to form relationships

that reached far beyond the program, enabling them to resolve many family

issues. Parent mentoring (where parents guide other parents through informal

supportive relationships), parent networks, and "parents as resource teachers" are

examples of how this practice has been successfully used (Swick, 1993). This

practice is a part of a broader effort to create more parent-directed programs.

The belief ij that most parents know better than -.anyone what th,:ir key needs are

and arc very capable of addressing these needs, especially when trained and

sensitive professionals are a part of their support team (Duns( & Trivette, 1988).

Another promivin practici, is the d(!(Ipt,ition pri),i:rorn 1. to the specific

needs of different porentlanuly populations.. Within the focus on providing

families with eomprehensive services is the emerging emphasis on meeting

specific parent/family needs. Programs that .ve become more sensitive to the

cultural, demographic, and contextual Lenn-, in their parent populations ('and

have adapted program strategies to these factors) have proven more effective in

gaining parent participation and in meeting many parent-perceived needs

(Cochran & Henderson, 1990; Powell, iv89: Swick, 1991; Weiss & Jacobs,

1988). The emergence of microprogra Ithili comprehensive famil support

projects is one example of this trend. For example. many Family Service Centers
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offer programs for single-parents, parents experiencing abuse, prevention

oriented services, help for unemployed parents seeking work, and many other

need-oriented sub-programs (Swick. 1993).

The diversification o/ delivery SVNICTIIN is a practice that ts rapidly

becoming integral to the effective finictioning of programs. For example,

Cochran (1988) noted that when parents had access to multiple involvement

systems their participation increased and their relationships with staff and other

parents became more supportive. Diversity of parent education modes offer more

parents more ways to engage in meaningful learning and support activities. A

sampling of the array of NtrateN includes: group meetings offered at different

times and in different places, home visit schedules that are planned

collaboratively' with parents, use of technology to reach a larger parent

population. specially des; tined parent program to meet the needs of ,;i111-

populations, informal parent networks, job counseling services, family resource

libraries, adult training and education programs, and essential family support

services that enable parents to take advantage of program offerings (Swick,

1992).

CaSe nianagCMC111 (IL/111(114(d ,ervt (' plu/L desi, net!

parent/flintily participation have been noted as increasing program effectiveness,

partieularlv with regards to the needs of hi,'n-risk families (Dunst Trivette.

19). Three aspe(ts of this efleLtive practice that have received considerable

support are: engaging parents in all aspects of the needs identification and

program development process: development of a viable and resourceful
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interagency' famiii service system: and the use of parent-directed strategies to

achieve specific need (Dunst & trivette, 1988). Specifically developed plans that

address parent-perceived needs provide the framework for promoting parent and

Unify autonomy (Cochran & llenderson, 1990).

Equitable and reciprocal parent-p1 oti2ssional relationship are now accepted

a.% integral to efieCtiVe practice. Ilk! emergence (and success) of parent/ family'

directed education and support practices prompted a new look at how parents and

professionals relate to each other. The evolving picture is one where mutir_Illy

collaborative interactions form the basis of parent/family programs. Parental

involcinent leader,,hip ioles, parent goal setting parent-professional

contracts, and parent self-assessment are emerging strategies being used to

implement this idea. Corner & Haynes (1991), Powell (1988. 1989: and Rich

(1987) present convincing evidence that this new direction toward a partnership

appioaeh improves tl-a: L.,triicipatiori and outcome variables in programs. Parents

ease more ownership, respond in more positive ays, and change behaviors

more effectively when treated as .quttl partners in the program process (Swick,

1991).

Parent mourn-mg and peer group teainin are practices that have i,!ained

increased support. Two things happen When parents join forces with each other:

tine, they acquire a new sense of heiiT pri of a group that is focused on children

in a positive VN.dy. gild tv4,k), potential talent that is present in

themselves and others (Cochran & Ilenderson, 1990). There is another important

dimension to these processes of mentoring and networking, that of enabling
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parents who have common cultural and contextual situations to address those

issues ways not likely to be viewed by others t Rodriguez c''>z, Cortez. 19F00.

Effective Practices: A Summar\ of Strategies uhd Delivery Systems

The manner in which program activities (and the strategies used to

implement them) are deli\ ered stfonghy influences program effectiveness. The

following are highlights from the literature on current praetices that are proving

to be successful in strengthening parent-program dynamics.

Home Visiting: One of the most pies alent delivery systems in the field,

home visiting offers more opportunities for promoting family change because it

is based oil: one-to-one contact, application of ideas and strategies within the

parents' real lite setting, and it otters many trust building, moments (Gordon,

i976: Powell, 19vti). The emerging focus is on helping parents become leaders

in the sense of providing direction for their children and themselves. The process

today is nitre «11i0bul v(', ./1(11 ca. Wit" truffc thicrielcaud with Whet furfir7

NtrCil.,111C111.111; senicev (Cataido. 1987). The real strength of the home visit is that

it brings the parent into contact with a hopefully sensitive and caring person who

has me nest interests of the [amity as their guiding force. Poor planning., lack of

parent involvement, and poorly trained staff Naive been noted as inhibiting

factors (Powell, 1990). An adaptation of the traditional home visit process is the

parc/i, (mu' I ii'eni this luoccss, as patents alit all

understanding of home visiting they acquire needed training, and in turn carry

out home visits with other parents (Sw 19921.



Group Meetings: This delivery system provides an efficient but not

always personal means of involving parents. Traditionally the group meeting has

been used to provide large numbers of parents with new information. With the

diversification of parent and family needs becoming a key concern, effective

practice suggests adapting this Nteiii by using mule small gioups to address

particular parent needs (Cataldo, 17). Another adaptation of group meetings

has been the move toward adult education instructional techniques and

particularly the use of parents as resourcc persons (Powell, 1989). It has also

been suggested that parents play a more important role in shaping the content and

process of such meetings (SWiCk, 1993). Parent discussion co',1 .studv groups have

evolved from the group meeting system. This practice differs from the traditional

group structure in that parents take the lead in planning and carrying out the

pro,.Lrams. Research indicates there are several advantages to this approach:

parents engage in the development of leadership skills, they often form networks

with other parents that benefit them and then families, topics are inure reflective

of the changing needs of parents, and pa;-ents are more likely to participate

Live Ili the 1989). However, these

parent-directed group meetings nerd solid leadership and indeed the successful

nro2rams have had the ilid;h1Ce of trained 1,1-ofessionals.

Individual Conferences: t tai. practice provides A s for close
Aitt: communication between parents and professionals, particularly when it is well

planned and interrelated v, ith other in\ ANL:mew modes. Effective practice calk

for close involvement of parents in slniping the conference agenda and in
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pro iding continuing fe,dback on the effectiveness of the practice. Effectiveness

is also enhanced when conferences are scheduled over an extended period so that

the communication process is nurtured beyond simple information sharing. in far

too many cases this delivery s' stern is poorly used. with professionals dominating

the stage and holding conferences only sporadically. Critical to this and other

delivery systems is continuous training of st'aff on cornmnnicition

()n planning and human relations skills tCataldo, 1987, Swick, 1992).

Case Managernenti The move toird meeting individual parent and

family needs has stimulated renev,ed interest in Me use of ca-,.. management as a

means of more efectively supporting families. In a sense, it is the umbrella for

Lill other delivery systems. It provides the reasoned framework by which parents

and professionals can measure their effectiveness in achieving parent and family

empo%.,,erinent ;DaiiNt & T11% ette, t 9C (1). The goal of case management is to

develop a system tv tho parent-prof(.ssional team (and all family members)

can pursue activities that truly meet needs that have been fully articulated by the

parer. -prole ssIonal partnership. B Sax.' this system involye.s the 9.!

1; r::( , (ma lamily environment planning and

inlplL'nicntatwn. Unfortunatel), and as the research notes, in too many cases the

case management process is pouily planned, fails to involve the parents in

P,os, iuliiY Icadcrship i'L is only sporadically attempted, and

oitt2n left unattended (Swick. 1903 rikt.nve practice points to three aspects of

'II, 11_ tilt/ LI I-ill fit

!?!CC their ucc,/,... Lie% clopment of vstematie process for carrying Out case
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mareloemenr, involvint.4 pap,2111,, in all dicincnu., ot the pre,cess, and creati4 a

functional interagency and family-community support process (Dunst & Trivette,

I 98g). Collaborative agency relationships that are based on regular planning and

working sessions provide substance to deliveriih2, the multiple services needed.

Likewise, the ut1.;(itii:utn,,, .\oppHrt prupanis that are (lose" to the

J(1 iiii es beinQ served increases. the likelihood that parents ,,till become involved.

Case management systems need to maintain sensitive, flexible, responsive, and

nurturing relation hips between parent:, and professionals (Weiss & Jacobs,

198S).

INK

Parents Involved In Classroom/Centers: Beyond the traditional

mode of "passively- imolving parents in their children's classrooms is a more

powerful strategy, mte that purpos.ejnliv engtil;es parents in learning how they can

become teachers of their children at home and school (Hayes, 1989). The move

toward maximum involvement of parents in their children's learning and

development (and in their development as capable adults) is reflected in this

participatory approach. lypically, parents first learn a child development skill or

learning activity they can do with the child. and then go into the classroom and

observe the teacher or parent educator doing it with the children. Ultimately,

parents teach their child (and other children) the skill they learned. As parents

become skilled in this process they task: ()11 a leadership role in helping other

parents. Well planned efforts to involve parents in this process have noted that

parents increase their overall involvement with their children.
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Effective Practice: Potential Benefits of Parent Education

Determining possible outcomes of effective parent aid family

education/support programs is complex because of the nature of prot,,rams, the

dynamics of parent participation, and the difficulties inherent in relating program

treatments to parent, child, and family changes in knowledge, behaviors,

attitudes, and skills (Weiss & Jacobs, 1988). Where possible. this review has

included some of the findings on the influences of programs and practices on

parents, children, and families. What follows is a brief synthesis of the various

benefits possible when programs are comprehensive, well designed, and

implemented with the best of effective practice

Child 1'1 oc 11 C 11\ t .22 fl I "I r r :I

cv,duJtors and othel stakeholders. I he potential impact on children oi high

quality parent and fairily programs is highlighted in the research of Powell

(1988, 1989) and Weiss & Jacobs. (1988).

*Short-term positive influences on children's intellectual ability and general
school reldiniss hive been noted in vw.ions pn,:nni\

*Quality programs have found an increase in children's language, social,
cognitive, and analytic skills and development.

*An increase in children's healthy devel, nment I as mediated by proper maternal
health l Rion an,1 ser.i,.:es) has keen se,.eral programs.

*Children's understanding of their en iro.oclit has increased through effective
practices like field trips. horrw 0.n2, and other modes

*Socml competence gains in children ha\ e .,cell nt,ted in programs where parents
have been involved in child des.elopment Tamil} management skills, and



positive discipline approaches.

Parent-child interactions are central to the goa's of most parent

education programs. Research suggests that parent education can positively

influence parent-child relationships througn well planned educational and support

efforts (Swick, 1993; Weiss & Jacobs, 1988).

*Patent attitudes and behaviors tor forming close attachment relationships with
their infants and toddlers have been positively influenced.

*Parents have been noted to increase their interactions with children in positive
ways as the result of involvement in parenting programs.

*Increases in parent knowledge on various aspects of child development have
been noted in several programs.

*Parent educators have gained in their sense of the cultural identity of families
and created more meaningful program activities to foster better parent-child
relationships.

*Discussion group activities with parents have been successful in reducing
negative parent behaviors toward children.

An increase in parent attention to havine positive home learning environments
has been noted in the research.

Parent outcomes are. in many re,,peets, the real substance of the

education and support process. Lordon (19-7b) noted that whatever results in

positive pi,Irent chanz,e has a built in, long-term influence on enildren. Powell

(1989) and White t 988) review some of the more substantive possibilities of

proffarn influences on parents.

*An increase in parent abilities to have productive social and language
inter,ietions with their children



*Improvements in parental know ledge of child development, particularly as
related to developing appropriate expectations for children's behavior.

*More positive attitudes in parents toward children and Their role in supporting
children's growth and development.

In addition, recent research suggests the potential for influencing the

process behaviors of becomi,iy a competent parent. In this regard, Powell

(1989), Cochran & Henderson (1990). Gordon (1975), Swick (1987, 1991.

1993), and Weiss & Jacobs (1958) report various possibilities

*Improvernent in parent self concept.

*Strengthening parents personal self competence.

'Ilicieasint parental involvement in school [Ind conimunity activities.

*Strengthening parents' problem solving skills.

*Increasing parental awareness of family strengthening strategies.

Family stem outcomes have received considerable attention as they

rcpr(,-nt thy. me:11-K by which child and parent outcomes are eventually intrated

into the family's life system. Walker Cmekci (1988) review the family .vYstems

context in relation to possible outcome factors. live dimensions of the lannly

system provide the framework that evaluators have used to determine positive

influences: structural, controls,sanction.. emotions;allective needs. cultural

(.1SpelIN, and developmental aspect.. Potential tarml} sys Lent 1111UenCeS as noted in

the research are reported as folloks il3ronfenbrenner, 1979: Swick, 1993;

Vv.alker ,1/4.7 Crocker. :988; and Weiss J..tcobs.



*Improvements in the family's ability LO structure itself for having productive
relationships.

*Increase in family competence regarding sharing the control process so that
members have a sense of involvement in each others' lives without feeling the
need to control others.

Pa

*Strengthening the family's skills for better meeting each others' emotional and
affective needs.

Its *Increasing the family's environmental resources in a direction that improves
their ability to function autonomously.

rm.

*Strengthening the family's ability to better respond to developmental changes
that occur over the family's life span.

Family stress management has 1-womIL' ;in integral goal of many parent

education programs as a result of the increasing complexity of the lives of parents

and children r-zwick, 1987, 1993). The eileciiveness of programs in meeting

family stress man ,,emerit needs is ieviewed by Weiss & Jacobs i1988). They

emphasize that the following outcomes are hest achieved in comprehensive and

yet well designed eflons.

Increased parent and family understanding of ihe nature of the stressors they
confront.

*A strengthening of the support structure of the tamily for better responding to
stress.

"Increased parent skills for dealing with specnic stress such as relating to a
kin ld 's handicaps or spi_sial necds.

'Enriching family resources for managing -try`, s through preventive stress
management activities.

*Expandini, parent and family Arcs:, management through ;trate.,T,ies
like role playing. mentoring. and networking.
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Social support outcomes of parent education have generally focused on

increasing the family's ability to develop and maintain a viithle family-

environment relationship. Powell (1988, 1989) and Cochran & Henderson (1990)

review the highlights of findings on this facet of parent education.

*Increased parent knov,,ledg.e of available social supports in Weil community.

*Increased parent skills for accessing and using available resource-.

*A strengthening of parent self confidence' 1 hccomino. part 01 their natural
social support system.

*Increased parent abilities in developing and using leadership skills related to
improving, their social support sys.

*Improved parent performance in LOU! dulating and usin social support systems.

Lung-term child, and ,ociety outcomes of parent ;ducation

and family support programs have received considerable attention. Given the

findings. of researdi im exemplary prov-ann 11(11V1 hnii;-(errn (11C'ets on the

In-rs Of children, policv makers have fin:Inca man than i'rer on the preventive

and c ost-effectiveness 0J parentlanniy oriented early childhood programs

(Dimid jian, 1989). These findings suggest that preschool parent and family

oriented programs appear to influence the later he haviou', of :hildren and parents

powerfully. For example, reductions in crime. unemployent, time on we!fa re

and related antisocial indicators are Lorrelatcd v.nh parent and child involvement

in quality early childhood exprierice compreheniye nature (Boyer, 1991:

lases, 1989; [ittaF, 1Yr.i8; Nitwit & Hewett. 19, FoNkell, i 99; White, I



Just as encouraging is the e..idence that children stay in school longer, are more

act.ve tic.r schoolconsistent in their daily attendance, inure pro involvement,

and more successful in attainint. hitcher education and meaningful jobs as adults

tDirnidjian, 1989). It appears that three factors play an especially significant role

in this process: paroact/ catentiwi tU theirpersonat competence, parental' attention

to their children' ['0.011 l'e development, and the strengthening of the

parentifrtmily suppor: ss.teln & Jacobs, 1988). Parent education can

strc-nlithen its etie,:ti\ene:,:, desinin:1 prorams that address these factors

intensively.
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Data Collection And Analysis

The data collectioa ind analysis process were earned out in relation to the

goals and objectives of the Titroet -2.000 Parent Education Profram The focus in

this section of the report is ;)!? the source] of data used in the evaluation

(including description!, of particular instruments used) and an overview Of how

the site visit process .as conducted, In addition, the system used to organize the

data analysis is presented. The criteria upon which the key variables of the stud.,

were determined tl<ey questions of the study) ale reviewed and the development

of the data bases ti,ed in the study is described. Initially, the goals of the

evaluation itself are restated.

Restatement of the Goals of the Evaluation

As previously stated, the basic purpose of the Target 2000 Parent

Education Evaluation Was:

To conduct a comptehensive review and analysis of
the program components and elements as they have
been designed and implemented by the pilot projects.
The focus of this process v,as Oil determining the
various strategies and practices that have or are likely
to have a positive influence on parents. children. and
families.

The purpose was based in part on four program goals established by

legislative mandate. The) arc:

*To demonstrate eftective methods of parent training and support that will enable
parents to excel in their roles the primary teachers of their preschool children

*To develop and coordinate appropriate services based on the growth and
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*To improve the education, skills, and employment of parents toward havini2
positive influence on the growth and development of the child.

*To ensure preschool developmental screening for all childien whose tautilies aie
sened in the pro,,p-am.

ijIiimatel:,.. each pilot project \s as attc.mptinv, to achieve particular effects

on pr,.nts, ohildren, and families. I lois, the evaluation prr)('e5J includes an

examination of the possible relationships between how programs have been

designed, vi hat is being done, and how both design and implementation are

(1P1d , '" ,,,, ,,,,.:.

Sources of Data

Primary data sources used to carry out the evaluation process: pilot

project documents, a Parent Focus Group Interview Form, a Staff & Program

Inventory Form, and narrative data collected duriml site visits. The data sources

were selected to provide accurate information on the design, implementation.

and evaluation stakes of the proLnam as 'elated to the four program components:

Riront Ed urAtion, L
tier ic Tr- in in ol 1 fiwcattorl, Child Services, and

Parent/Family Services.

Document _Analysis, All 21 pilot projects developed annual reports on

their activities. In addition, most of the projects submitted periodic reports on

their work with parents. children. tild families Thcw ilocuments were anahzed

in terms of the followini; inlormation.

*Data relative to the parents and families, participatiny. in the projects.
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*Clarification of the goals of each project.

'Particular objectives, thcrnes, uld emphases represented in the 21 projects.

ypes of protect LI:2Li'..ities used to achieve the unique of each project.

*Types of delivery systems projects used to enga2e parents/children/families in
various activities.

Implementation

*Involvement strategies explored h the different pilot projects in attempting to
eneour;.h2c the in\ olvement of p,irt-nis, particularly those in at risk
situations.

*Pirticipation data on the v.hat, ho.: v,hy, Vs. lien, and vhere of parental
involvement in project activities.

*Staff rt:tr:t inclusive of Typc"'; 0,111i'ati'A1 tir',..:riptionN st'iff
deycloprnentltraining, :end related information.

*Organizational data such as the supervisory system, administrative scheme, and
overall relationships to the sponsorial 2 ,.chool system.

*Intenn,,ency and school-family-community collaboration data of significance to
the pursuit of effective parent/family support activities.

*SCIi-CValUal1011 and external assessment data generated by the pilot projects.

This document analysis also provided contc\tual infirntation essential to

acquiring a perspective on each project prior to carrying out site visits. In

addition, it provided a picture of the evolvin2, nature of each project and some

data useful for initiating the development of possible relationships between

project efforts and resulting parent. child. and fanlike outcomes.
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D to Collection Instruments: Development And cst. Data

collecti ,1 instruments were deveirTeil to Liciiii,ve threJr, go(M.: (1) acquiring

accurate information on the activiies of the pilot projects: (2) attaining parent

and staff perceptions of the strengths, value, and needs of the program (as

reflected in the work of the pilot projects); and (3) gaining information on

possible program outcomes. Iwo instruments were developed: the Parent Focus

Group Interview Form and The Staff & Program Inventory Form. Each

instrument is briefly described below and a copy of each is included in Appendix

D and E.

The Parent Focus Group Interview Form includes two parts; one is

ructurett and one open ended. The structure" part is completed by the parents

(in groups of 4 to 7 ) with guidance from the evaluator who is conducting the site

visit. It takes about 10 minutes to complete and includes four sections: "About

You and Your Family." "About Your View of the Program and Your

Involvement in It." 'About Your Viev, t the ProL7_,ram.,, Effectiveness." and

"About Your Views on Your Child's Development and Services That Are

Ii 1portant.''

In The opcn ended part, the evaluator guides the parents through a

discussion of their views of the prov,ram the evaluator takes notes. The

open en led part focuse, on parental perceptions of what aspects of the program

he on KmpliciAt services ;indior activities have been useful and

Dorilq.1. this Nil. the evaluator also probes for parent views Oil how

program can he improved.

(e
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The Staff & Pnwrirn Form is sinni:tr to the parent form. It

includes t\to parts: a structured Stat/ and Prol;ranz !nven!, and an open ended

f(.,rin that the evaluator us: s to ..;(.1ide `11111 LikCii1011 on their perceptions of

various aspects of the program and their involvement in it. The SPIF includes the

following sectiom: "..N.hout The Staff,- "About Program Goals/Activities." "Staff

Relationships With Parents.- -Staff Perspectives/StrateOcs 1-or Interagency

Collaboration,- and "Staff Perspective /Strategies Related To Integrating

Program Into Other Sehot l proorams

The site Visits and Wriiten Narratives. The purpo.'e of the site

visits to each of the 21 pilot projects \.\as to observe the various contexts of the

proirtm parental perTi'ctivn un the program through the focus group

interview proceN%. a uir :;tafl o!: tlhe proL,,,,,,

IleL.'ded (111:i r prcp;:r0 c_'\AW.11101 rep, rl

Thf.: G,/,14(ifiLL/liVil of the \ kit 1)1 UlA.7 ft/ill:Al N. Project directors

were involved in the planninu and scheduling of the visits at a meeting in

February. Visits \\ ere plawied around the ,,nedal,:s of the pilot projects. Each

da\ and invok in pro\ !ding the evaluators

with. intorniation and perspecti\ :M o..: it pro;.2a.am. Lvaluation team

members conducted the visits within a planned s-,Huence of events.



lite visits were structured in a fairly typical manner.

*Arrival (usually by 9 a.m. depending on travel)
*Orientation meeting/tour with project director
*Focus group with parents
*Focus group with stall
*Lunch
*Focus group with parents
*Discussion with school system staff
* Depart

An average of ei.)ht proms wore nityrviowed in the foci.r, L-,,roups; at (->;ich

of the 21 sites. All of the staff participated n the staff focus group interviews. In

addition to conducting the fok_ UN groups, (lie ev:dualors observed the physical

setting, examined the organizational and record keeping system, observed some

project activities, and gained valuable irnprev,ionistie data. All of the 21 site visits

were completed during March, 19S3. Three evaluation team members made

about seven visits each.

Organization of Data for Analysis

Data gathered in the evaluation process was organized according to the key

components arid major stages of the conceptual framework used in the Target

2000 Parent Education Prop-ant. Within the four key components (Parent

Education. Literacy/Training Achilt Education. Chi'.d Services, and

Parent/Family SL vices). the daia weie organited to Jtithess the primary design,

implementation. and e\.aluation act and outcomes as carried out by the pilot

piojects. Thus, the foll,-)cing questions (as related to each of the key components

1 11 pro,;iam the iii' tp:r provided a context for the
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organization of the data.

Design Stage

*What are the goals of the program as reflected in the work of the pilot projects?

*I low were these gkrals determined'?

*What deiivety systems (lot example: home visits, group meetings) were used to
carry out the program goals?

*Flow were these
projects?

delivery systems used as reflected in the work of the pilot

*What program activities were developed and used to achieve the goals of the
program?

*f low were these activities used?

Implementation Stage

*What involvernmt methods (for example: providing child care or providing
transportation) were used to achieve parental participation in the program?

*How were these involvement methods deployed?

*What staff training was used to enable staff to be effective in carrying out the
work of the program?

*Flow was the staff training achieved?

*What interagency and/or 1), ,ollaboratiou system(s) were
used to achieve the goals of the program?

*1low was this interagency and/or school-family-community system achieved?

Evaluation Staoe

*What assessment process/system was used to record the program's progress
toward meeting its goals?

liow was this ',iss;,,,sment (1:sploNed in the nrograrn?
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*What performance measures were used to determine the program's effectiveness
in meeting particular goals?

*How were these performance measures used?

*What outcomes were used to provide evidence of achieving program goals?

The data were also organized in a manner that relationships between

program factors (for example: use of particular involvenzent strategies) and

participant factors (for example: actual participation in group meetings) could he

determined. This was achieved by organizing the data according to the

relation.;hips among five concepts: Program Design, Participation Scheme,

Immediate Outcomes, Application, and Long-Term Benefits (as shown in Figure

2, p. 13). Further, data organization aimed to provide insights on effective

practices as reflected in program activities. strategies. and resource usage that

could potentially help parents, children, and families participation in the

program, acquire appropriate and needed knowledge, skills, attitudes and

behaviors, and use new behaviors and skills.

Data gathered from document analysis 'Acre organized in a manner that

facilitated the description of program Lloals, strategies. resources, and related

activities. Data for each pilot project included annual project reports, required

evaluations, narrative descriptions on particul.it features of projects, and related

information unique to each project. The data proved valuable in gaining a

qualitative picture of how different projects functioned.

To facilitate data analysis of both the 1.c% components and major factors of

the pilot programs Mu data bases 1/4L'i'c constructed using all structured
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variables from the Parent Focu.% Group Interview Form (PFGIF) and the Staff

and Program Inventory Form (.STIE .

Each of the 166 parents that completed the PFGIF was assigned a unique

identification number. Fah pilot prop.riiin tn-,21) was also assigned an

identification number so that participating parents could be identified individually

as well as by program. This dual identification allows the unit of analysis for the

parent data to be either the parent or the program, depending upon the question

beino, addressed.

The PFGIF data base contains a record for every parent with each record

divided into 74 fields. The fira two fields contain the parent and program

identification numbers and the remaining 72 fields contain responses to the 72

structured variables in the PFGIF. Parent Education Database Legend Nas

developed so that each variable was easily identifiable when exotnined for analysis

and interpretation.

The SPIF data base contains a record for every program with each record

divided into 120 fields. The first field contains the program identification number

and the remaining 119 fields contain responses to the 119 structured variables in

the SPIF. ;\ modified form of the Min' data base v.as constructed by

aggregating the responses of parents beimg served by a sint,le program. This data

base can be linked to the SPIF data ba.,c hen dant aildIVSiS calls for relatino,

variables from both the PFC.:11: and SP1F. Cor organizing data

CI Yl



provides fur multiple analysis, allowing for examination of all aspects of project

data of importance to the evaluation.
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Findings Of The Study
The findings of the study are reported in four sections: 1) a profile of the

participating parents and families, 2) an overview of the context and background

of the program, 3) specific findings of the Parent Education Program Evaluation,

and 4) a brief discussion of the implications of the findings for future efforts in

parent education. More general recommendations based on these findings are

included in the next section.

The findings reported in this study were derived from tour sources:

parent responses n items included in the Parent Focus Group Interview Form

(PFGIF-1: field notes taken bti the evaluators during the focus group discussions

with parents; project directors' responses to it.fins on the Staff and Program

Inventory Form (SPII'); and, field notes tal.en by the evaluators during the site

visits: and document analysis data. 166 parents participated in and completed the

PEG1F. All 21 project directors completed the SP1F.

The Families: 1 Profile

"1 he Target 21)00 Parent Education Program has served two basic groups of

parents and families: the general parent population in the community who have

children in the birth-5 year age range, and at-risk parents in this same age range.

The general population is representative of parents and families from all social

and economic strata in South Carolina. Parents in this population participated

mainly in the iar.:e ,i;roup puicnt lid(1ttnati;,n scs)iohs (typically held 4 times a

ycar) and in rciatcd cducational and litmcilioncll artivitic. available to till

yo



The major emphasis in the program was on serving parents and families

whose children were most likely to be at-risk for school failure. More

specifically, the profile presented here is based on the 166 parents who

participated in the site visit focus group sessions. This profile includes

three aspects: 1) a deniograplik: profile of the parents, 2) !amity membership and

composition, and 3) parental perceptions of their family living conditions. In

cases where it was essential for accuracy, data from the pilot project documents

were used to clarify items that data from the focus group sessions may not have

clearly shown.

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF PARENTS. Based on parent

responses on the Parent Focus Group Interview Form, the following profile is

presented.

*40 percent were single and 60 percent were married.

*39 percent were divorced and 61 percent remarried.

*68 percent were unemployed, 17 percent were employed full time, and 15
percent were employed part time.

*28 percent had not completed high school, 4() percent had completed high
school, percent had :one education heyond high school.

*49 percent were caucasion, 49 percent were black, and 2 percent were other
ethnic groups.

*69 percent lived in rural areas. 15 percent lived in urban areas, and 13 percent
lived in suburban areas. The remaining three percent were unclassified.

An ana/ysts of the data on the parents. cord J1un dies included in pilot project

documents indicates this sample is representative of the group of parents who

as
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participated in the projects on a regular basis.

;-1. !11111Y._11,1LNJ ILlaa_..tiC 11(1I Pi' P aLIDLSF Parent self-report data as

recorded on the PFGIF also indicated that:

*92 percent of the parents participating in the program were mothers.

*The mean age of parents in the program V. as 29 years of aal.

*The mean number of children per family was 2

* 16 percent had one adult in the family, 56 percent had two adults, and 28 had
three or more adults.

Data front the project documents. aixo suggest that: a majority of parents

had at least one adult kin or friend they relied on in emergencies, that many of

the parents had no real mentor (other than the parent educator or a person

introduced to them by the parent educator) to help them effectively plan for

improving their situation in life, and that most of the parents (60 percent

according to document analysis of sell-reports submitted by pilot projects) were

very young (age 24 or below).

The data from parent responses to the Pl:GIF indicate that a diversity of

parent and family situations were represented in the parent education program.

1 he data suggeAt parlICUlar and /110111C, Woe prevalent.

1) Unemployed, single-parent family with three or more children.
One adult is in the family and typically lacks the needed literacy and formal
education skills for attaining long term employment.

2) Partially employed two-parent family with one or two children.
One of the adults has completed high school but the family is struggling with
economic stress and needs additional social and educational skills.

3) Single, teen-parent family with one child. The teen-parent is or should
pursuinr, completion of high chool (and other post-secondary training).
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Often, the tech - parent anti the Linid -aic living with the parents' family of origin
or with other kin.

FAMILY LIFE CONTEXTS The parents involved in the focus groups

= 166) responded to a series of statements related to their living conditions and

family relationships. Parental perceptions of their families' self sufficiency, living

conditions, health, housing, relationships, and support systems are as follows.

*20 percent of the parents felt that they were either not self sufficient or only
partially self sufficient. While a majority felt they were self sufficient, they were
most often dependent upon a family support program for meeting basic family
needs. Document analysis combined with analysis of the percentage of parents
lacking high school and the percentage unemployed suggest that close to 70
percent of the families are not self sufficient.

*IS percent believed their living conditions were poor or barely adequate. While
a majority felt their conditions were good, this perception is not supported by
project documents which showed that a majority of parents depended on public
assistance for housing or other basic needs.

*90 percent of the parents felt their family's health was good to excellent. It
should be noted, however, that most of the families were receiving health care
resources through some federal or state program.

*95 percent of the parents were quite satisfied with their housing - which was
often funded in part or whole by federal/state family aid programs. Data in the
project documents indicated housing conditions of the participating families were
often inadec uate in terms of s ace safet sanitation and ro )er ventilation.

*90 percent of the parents believed their family. relationships were good or
excellent.

*66 percent of the parents said their main helper was a relative, 15 percent said it
was a friend, and 10 percent identified the home visitor as their main helper.
Project documents indicate that while most parents had a "friend" they could
socialize with, they rarely had a person who was skilled in hel)in them manaue
family life challenges. Many narrative examples aregiven by project staff in their
documents on the reliance of parents on home visitors for problem solving tasks.
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The families participating in the South Carolina l'arget 2000 Parent

Education Program can he summarised in the following way. The parents are

young, often unemployed, and in need of adult education and/or related job

training skills. While the families are often dependent upon social support

agencies, they see themselves and their children as gaining in confidence and

autonomy through experiences and support:; received in the parent education

program.

The Parent Education Program: Context Information

Two elements that are important to understanding the Target 2000 Parent

Education Program are the number and qualification of the staff and the

characteristics and quality of the program.

STAFF INFORMATION is \Hal to gaining a picture of the

prolioras and citiieos involved in piloting the parent education program in

various school-community settings. Data on tall and staff roles and functions

were gathered through Ilse Staff till(! Piu rclrr; ill crii(11 i rut m (SPIF), fok.us

group sessions with staff, and document anal\

A demographic profile of staff %,)11,iii,2 in the various pilot projects is

as follows:

'51//e average uge of project di rcutor co 42. Site visit observations indicate that
project staff in general were mature and everienced, which might indicate that
districts chose an experienced professional to provide leadership to these new
projects. It might also indicate that mole experienced professionals in early
childhood education are more sensitive to the need for parent education and
family support.

*75 percent of the project directors were c'xoasian and 25 percent were black.
Site visit observations and document anak sis indicate this same racial pattern
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existed with other staff. There is a need in many of the projects for the
involvement of more minority professionals in project leadership roles, since
one -half of the parents are black.

of the project directors have college degrees in areas appropriate to their
parent education role. Document analysis data indicate that professional staff in
the various projects were early childhood or child development trained.
lowever, paraprofessional backgrounds varied greatly. More attention is needed

in the selection and training of paraprofessionals for specific parent education
roles.

*Thu project directors- tenure with their programs was an average of 2.7 years.
Given that the programs are only three years old, this figure is indicative of the
stability neede for strong program development.

*Past professional e.vperiences of staff provide an added dimension to the staffing
icture

-90 percent of the programs had someone on staff with prior
teaching experience.
-62 percent of the programs had someone on staff with prior
experience in social work.
-43 percent of the programs had someone on staff with prior
administrative experi, rice.
-86 percent of the programs had someone on staff with previous
experience in home visiting.
-67 percent of the programs had someone on staff with other
relevant experiences such as hn counseling and in child
development.

In summary, the project directors in this program were experienced professionals

who have remained with the program virtually since its inception. The directors

'sere well educated and have a staff with a variety of relevant professional work

experiences applicable to their rolets) as leaders in parent education. More

minority involvement in project leadership roles is needed and more attention

needs to he focused on the selection and training of paraprofessionals.
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Staff Positions/Title/161o: The most common staff position identified

by the project directors was that of Parent Educator. This is true of similar

parent education programs like the Missouri Parents As Teachers program. All

21 programs have a role-person they identified as a parent educator. Also, all of

the projects had a person in the role of Project Director. In many cases,

performed two or more roles .such as being project director and

parent educator, All of the program directors, for example. performed at least

one other role. The role of liome V knor was typically noted as a "role within a

role- as within the role of parent educator. While most programs had home

visitors, most programs integrated this role into the overall role of parent

educator. None of the programs had adequate Llerical support staff. This proved

to he a real Ntress as many directors spent time on tasks that in turn took time

from more valued roles they needed to be performing.

Sample position descriptions taken from project documents provide a

picture of the multiple roles and diversity of staff in the parent education

program.

Prozram Director: Provide overall leadership to the parent
education program. Responsible for supervising home
visitors, monitoring program activities, coordinating the
advisory council, and handling budget and management
tasks. Must hold a degree in early childhood education or
child and family development. Will carry out parent
education tasks like conducting home visits and small group
parent meetings.

Parent Educator: Carry out all tasks rL!lated to planning,
implementing, and evaluating parent education program
activities. Home visiting, small group meeting coordination.
administering child assessments, working with other family
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agencies, and coordinating parent education activities with
early childhood teachers are major job tasks.

Home Visitor: Conduct home visits with parents of
preschool children at risk for school failure. This is a
part-time position that requires 20 hours work a week.
Responsible for planning visits and communicatin2 on
a weekly basis with project director. Must have some
college work and prior experience as a paraprofessional
in a early childhood program.

Staffing patterns in the program were diverse with most programs having

combination of professionals and paraprofessionals who knew the community and

had the skills for effectively relating to the needs of the families involved. The

following is a summary of the full time/part timeAolunteer mix present in the

pilot projects.

Full Time Staff Data On The Pilot Projects
(Reported in percentages)

Number of Staff Percentage of Pilot Projects
in Full Time Positions

1 17.5
47

3 17.5
12

5

6 6

Alost programs ( appro.yimateiv 05' hags two or fewer Pill time staff

(typically one professional and one paraprofessional). Projects that had three or

more full time staff typically did so h\ conihinin,: funds from other sources.
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Nianv programs used pa :t tune staff (usually in the role of home vitiitors ?. Based

on data gathered front the project directors, most pro..,!rams used two or three

part time staff. Some prog:Ams used volunteers, particularly to help out with

child care, record keeping, and in other support roles. Based on analysis of pilot

project documents, the following estimated staffing patterns were determined.

Parent Education Program Staffing Pattern
On percentages)

(7( projects 1.1i112, Full Time Part Time Volunteers

60 X X

X X X

St ft' triin in.) has been an inte'g'ral part of staff and program activities of

the pilot projects. State required trainiii!4 (coordinated by the South Carolina

Department of Education) has been conducted over the three year period of the

pilot projects. "Awareness training- programs held during this period included
workshops on parent education programs of a similar nature being implemented

in other states. Overview sessions (often conducted by the lead designers of the

programs) were held on the following models or approaches.

*Parents As Teachers (PAT)

*Kenan milt Literacy Prculrani

"'Minnesota Early Learning & Development (MELD)

AVANCF
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These "Awareness Programs- provided staff w ith a knowledge of how the key

components of South Carolina's program were being carried out elsewhere.

As pilot project staff began to identify a program or model in which they

were interested, they often visited that program and/or pursued more elaborate:

training in it. For example, several pilot projects had staff visit and train in

Missouri's Parents As Teachers. Project. Some project staff visited family

literacy programs in North Carolina and Kentucky. The kinds of information

staff learned and then integrated into their projects were goals/objectives, needs

assessment techniques, home visit curriculum guidelines/activities, record keeping

systems, delivery system ideas, involvement techniques, management strategies,

communication skills, and other practices and strategies.

In-depth material was provided through statewide training in areas such as:

case management, home visiting strategies, planning and conducting group

meetings, human relations training, program management skills, assessment and

evaluation, and other topics -- particularly as requested by project. staff. In

addition, periodic "project networking meetings- both formal and informal were

held. These sharing sessions provided project staff opportunities to exchange

ideas, plan advocacy efforts, and to pursue further refinements in their programs.

Ail of the pilot projects participated in at least part of the training on

parent education offered by Dr. Burton L. lt.hite. This training (which took

place once a month for one year) was a comprehensive course on a birth to three

years of age parent education approach, involving participants in examining

every aspect of the development and implementation of a preschool parent
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education program.

Analysis of project documents indicates that all of the pilot projects carried

out "local training.' to meet staff needs specific to their situations. Examples of

project-specific t.pes of training arc as follows.

Sample Training Activities Of Pilot Projects

*Consultant from South Carolina Health & Human Services
conducted workshops on dealic.g with unique needs of at risk
families.

Project staff visit another program to gain ideas on improving
the home visit process.

*Staff use each other's skills ill A sharinL, session with the focus
on problem solving.

*Workshops held on child assessment strategies, record keeping
systems, parent involvement incentives, and other topics.

In summary. then, the Target 2000 Parent Education Program staff can be

portrayed in the following manlier.

*The typical staff person was experienced, well educated, and has been with the
program from its inception.

The staff were multicultural in composition. saw each other in positive ways,
and believed the program was influential in improving the lives of parents and
children.

*Project Director and Parent Educator were the most common position titles in
the program. Staff in the pilot projects performed inultipie job roles.

*The most prev,Ilent staffin pattern in the pilot projects was a combination of
full time/pat t time positions with a strong emphasis on interagency sharing and
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creative use of volunteers.

*Staff received continuing training in parent education with an emerging focus on
activities pertinent to the specific needs of pilot projects.

Data collection during the site visits and

information gained through document analysis provided oeneril nrooram

information on: major program purposes, program emphases (as indicated by the

stated goals of the pilot projects), major program activities within the four

component areas, parent participation in program activities, and child

participation in various services. The information presented in this section of the

report provides a general picture of the program's goals, key areas of emphasis,

major program activities, and participation data on parent and child usage of

services. The general prografrn infinmation presented here is based on the SPIF

results , obtained during the site visits. and document analysis results.

:Major prorarn purposes, as developed by the pilot projects, represent

the intended direction of the program as presented in the Target 2000 legislation.

Document analysis provides die following .vinipic) of ,i;eneral pruxrarn purpu3c.,.

*To support in parents the belief that they are their children's
most important teacher.

*To improve children's readiness for school by strengthening
parents' abilities to serve as their primary educators.

*To empower at risk parents and children through parent
education, adult education, and needed child and family services.

*To empower parents to support their children's physical,
emotional, and cognitive development.
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'To assist at risk families in overcoming barriers to their being
effective in nurturing children, and lo assist theni in bccoinin
proactive learners.

Vithin these general purpose:,, each pilot project /evelopei./ proQram

that Pith :heir "i" p"ile.'"- While

all 21 pilot projects included activities in the four component areas, each came to

emphasize particular components more than others. Indeed, one goal of the pilot

projects v,as to explore those component areas that appeared to best meet the

needs of the parents and families in their .:otilinunities. Data from the Sh.bif

Proerwa Inventory torn/ indicated that the foihming were program emphases.

Pilot Project Key Component Emphases
( In percentages)

Key Components Percentage of Projects Emphasizini2,
Component

Parent Education
Child Services 52
Parent/Family Services 52
Literacy/Training/Adult Education 2

Because of limited resources, the pilot projects were realistic in selecting

"need areas" upon VIliCh t i concentrate. This selection process evolved over the

three year period, with projects refining and focusing their efforts more each

year on particular needs in their communities. 7/u variance in lOc us from project

to project is a reflection Of community necds. .staff competence. school district

goals. parent desires. and related issues. For example, while practically every

project had a major parent educatio emphasis, less than a third of the projects
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had a cleat emphasis on adult education. Slightly more than half of the projects

had emphases in child services and family services. Samples of the various

program emphases (as reported in pilot project documents) are described below.

It is important to note that most projects sought to address need areas currently

not attended to when possible.

Sample Pilot Project Emphases

*Child development information, family literacy materials, and
comprehensive child health and developmental assessments.

*Parent as teacher information and resources, adult education,
and child development services.

*Family literacy emphases through the delivery of multiple
services in a family education center. Emphases in the center
include: parenting information, adult education, child
assessment, and family learning resources.

*Parent education with emphasis on improving child's school
readiness ani strengthening parental self confidence.

*Major focus on parenting sessions for the total community
combined with a Parent as Teacher curriculum in a home
visit program for at risk families.

Pilot projects were also asked to respond to SPIF items related to ma or

tiaugamjuliyifu they used in the implementation process. The following is a

summary of their responses to SPIF items related to major program activity

areas.
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Major Program Activity Areas

Activity Areas Percentage of Projects Using

I tome visit 81

Group meetings 81

Child Services 71

Adult education 57
Family services 48

In addition, project directors identified the following as strategies they used to

encourage and support the involvement of parents in these project activities.

Pilot Project Strategies To Support Parent Involvement

Strategies Percent of Projects Using

[tome Visits 95
Transportation 80
Home Visits 95

Videotaped Lessons 45
Collaborative Meetings $0
Child Care 90
Telephone/Written Romindtsr 95

Adaptive Schedules 90
Media Coverage $5

The diversity of program activities and the various strategies used to

promote parent participation Was a major 'ar;.n,.Itli of the pilot projects. Effective

practices research (See the Literature Rey section of this report) indicates

that a diversity of involvement strategies and the availability of supports such as

child care and transportation increases participAon in parent education.
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Partnt participation in program activity areas (Parent Education,

Literacy/ Training Sc Adult Education. Child Services, Parent/Family Services)

was reported by project directors on the SP1F. The following is a summary of the

parent participation data.

*Participation in parent educutio :' activities was assessed by examining data on
attendance at group meetings and parent participation in home visits. Projects
offered 12 group meetings per year on average. This figure includes large and
small group parent meetings/seminars. While the mean for parent attendance at
each meeting was reported as 115, this figure is most likely inflated by the
success of large group sessions in some projects. Document analysis indicates
small group meetings with 8 to 15 parents per session) were most successful.
Home visits were offered an average of 1.5 times per month. 78 parents per
program (on average) participated in the home visits.

*Participation in adult education activities averaged 25 parents per program, per
year. Doeument analysis data indicate that parent participation in adult education
and family literacy training increased each year over the three year span of the
program. Thi increase reflected an increase in the project's attention to this
activity area

*Parent p(irliCipatiMi in parentiji may services is sumtnari:ed as follows. These
data were provided by project directors on the SPIF. The figures represent "best
estimates- by the project directors based on case management records.

Mean Number Of Parents Receiving Parent/Family Services
(Mean number per program for 1992/93)

Services Parents' Usage

Referral services 43
Counseling services 26
Food support services 25
Transportation
Clothing 15

Prenatal care 13

Medical services 11

Health checkups 7

Heat

1 i 3
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Document analysis data also indicate a significant amount of time and

expertise were invested in supportiny parents,jamilies in meeting basic personal

and family needs. Based on the above data, projects provided direct support

services to over one third of the parents who were involved on a regular basis in

thcir proranis. TI1:7 inten:,ity pur;:tulfLuitil,y support service activity varied

from project to project. Document analysis suggests that programs with large

numbers of high risk families provided more of these services (particularly

medical, food, clothing, and heat) than projects with fewer high risk clientele. It

is also important to note that most pilot projects were unable to meet all of the

critical needs of families in then' communities because of limited staff and

financial resources. Like other family support agencies, the projects faced many

needy situati:ins they were linable to resolve.

Given the findings of research see the "!_iterature Review- section of this

report), it is important that future parent edliCtItiOn ell(Iit.s not neylect addressing

these very important parent and jamilv needs. Sick, insecure, and economically

disabled parents are not likely to become fully engaged in becoming teachers of

their children. Howevt'r, prOjCrty mu st (11\7) 0101(1 becoming so inVolved iri

delivering these Acrvices that their primary mission of parent education is

negleiled. Improved interagenc and infra-school district collaboration on

j 1,1( CA io jcWitlit.f t.) C..1.1(.1111(1/ I() (111,idirig the sai4a1ion Lt licit, the

projects become soci(il ai,,encies

Staff perceptions of parent participation in all aspects of their projects were

quite positive. All of the project directors rated parent participation as either
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good (72 %) or excellent (28(7( Document analysis supports this perception.

Beyond the expected challenges of maintaining parent attendance at meetings or

home visits, the majority of parents maintained high participation in both

activities and services.

Child participation in project services was also reported by project

directors on the SP1F. Those data are summarized as follows.

Mean Number Of Children Receiving Child Services
(Mean number per project for 1992/93)

Service Child Usage

Developmental screenings 133
Immunizations 66
Child development services 65
Health screenings 57
Medical services 46

Document analysis indicates additional child services that were prevalent

speech and hearing therapy, direct educational activities, and transporting

children to receive services.

As the data presented in this section of the report indicate, the program has

achieved a remarkable level of ser,,'ice to harems, children, and families over the

three years of the pilot effort. Each pilot project \erved an average of 100-plus

parents and families and 250-plus children per year. Pilot projects focused

heavily on parent education activities and ld services with considerable

attention given to helping families acquire needed health and basic life supports.

Less attention was given to involving parents in literacy training and adult
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education activities. Parent participation in program activities increased each

year, particularly where supportive strategies such as child care and

transportation were used. Based on the information presented in this section of

the report. particularly as related to staff and general program activities, the

following recommendations are offered.

General Recommendations: Parents, Staff, And Program

*Continue and increase the emphasis on .vervin,i; parents of chil4lren
ft10.1t at risk far schoul failure.

*Increase efforts to create collaborative parent education offerin f
(particularly for parents of children birth to three) for all parents
in the community.

*Increase emphasis on using full-time staff wheie possible with
an emphasis on training paraprofnsionals in specific parent
education skills and roles.

*Increase recruitment and use of minority staff in professional
leadership roles.

*Increase the training and use of volunteers (particularly parent
mentors) in all aspects of the program.

*Increase the emphasis on parent education activities, particularly
for parents with children in the birth to three age range.

*Increase program emphasis on literacy training (especially
family literacy) and adult education/job training of parents.

*Expand and strengthen interagency and intra-school arrangements
for delivering child and family' services.

*Continue the strong emphasis on using ,tipport strategies like
transportation and child care to encourage parent participation.
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Parent Education Program Evaluation Findings

This section of the report provides a comprehensive picture of the findings

of the evaluation. The findings are reported according to the four key

components of the program: Parent Education, Literacy/Training Sr. Adult

Education, Child Services, and Parent/Family Services. The 12 key questions used

to guide the collection of the data are used to organife the reporting of the

findings for each key component. The assessment questions are further organized

according to the three program stages: design. implementation, and evaluation.

Parent giaLAL,1i n The Target 2000 Parent Education legislation

established the broad goal for this component: to enable parents to excel in their

roles as the primary teachers of their preschool children. The translation of this

goal into actual project goal areas was influenced by the program models South

Carolina examined in preparing the Target 2000 program. Two parent education

sub-components have emerged: parenting information and child development

information. While all 21 pilot projects developed goals in these two sub-

( I 1 1 p 111 (i( I lineot :111:11rsis,) 1110 ,..1111,,t'inct, tho 0();11,.., varioci ac.(snr-dins,

to the emphasis in each project.

Design Stage

1)What are the goals of the parent education component of the

program (as reflected in the work of the pilot projects)?

The SPIF data indicate that 19 of the 21 pilot projects had a major

emphasis in the Parent Education component of the tp:Lwim. Document analysis

showed that all 21 programs had parent education }oats in both the parenting
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information and child development information sub-components. Further, the

document analysis revealed the existence of ten parenting information ,i4oals Were

as follows,

Pilot Project Parenting Information Goals
(Number of Projects with Emphasis in Goal Area)

Goals Area Projects With Emphasis

*Parent-child learning activities
*Family health and safety 2 0
*Positive discipline with child 19
*Parent-child relationships 19
*Immunization information 1 8

*Importance of parent nurturance of child 17
*Parent attitudes toward child 17
*Parenting self image 16
*Prenatal care information and resources 14

*Importance and skills in parent self care 10

'1

The major emphasis of most programs clearly reflects the desired "parent as

teacher" locus inherent in the legislation's goal (f helping parents excel as their

children's primary teachers. At the same time, pilot project efforts suggest the

recognition that parents have to attend to inure than simply educational tasks to

carry out this role. Indeed, it is imperative that all of the pilot projects increase

their emphasis on parental sell are skills, prenatal care, and other areas of

parenting. Data presented in the related literature section of this report strongly

support this suggestion.

Nine Child information goals for parents were developed and carried out

by the projects (evident in the document analysis) are summarized as follows.
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Pilot Projects With Child information Goals
(Number of Projects with Emphasis in Goal Area)

Goal Area Projects With Emphasis

Child development/learning
How your child learns
Language development of children
Cognitive development of children
Social development of children
Emotional development of children
Motor development of children
Physical development of children
Childhood diseases

21
18
17
16
15
12.

9

7

The most prevalent child information goals were providing general

information on how children develop and learn, and information on the language,

cognitive, and social development of children, birth to 5 years of age. This

emphasis is generally consistent with the emphases in other parent education

programs. Of some concern is the need for inure attention to the emotional and

physical development of children in the program. Research, as noted in the

literature reAiew section of this report, indicat2s that successful parent education

programs give priority to c!-ildrori-. cm-lotion:II development and the parent's role

in that aspect of development. Otherwise, the parent education goals of the

program, as being implemented by the pilot projects, represent an important

direction in terms of knowle '[,,e and .Skills ',ceded bv effective parents. Further,

the goals interrelate with the identified school readiness goals for children with

an emphasis on physical, social, language, cognitive, and analytic skills.
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2) How were the parent education goals determined? Document analysis

indicate that initially all of the pilot projects relied on the goals of other

programs of a similar nature such as Parents As Teachers and Minesota' s Early

Learning & Development. Further, they appropriately used suggested parent

education emphases prevalent ;11 the literature in child development and family

studies. As projects implemented their initial program designs, they used needs

assessment strategies such as parent surveys, feedback from participating parents,

case study reports based on their home visits, and information gained from

program training sessions to refute their goals. On the SPIF, project directors

reported using four primary needs assessment strategies as.

Assessments Used To Determine Parent Education Goals

(Reported in percentages)

Strategy Percent Using

Parent surveys 67
Parent discussion/feedback .)

C-1 7

Case studies 29
Other assessment took 13

Included in "other assessment tools" were strategies such as getting

suggestions from teachers, using input from collaborating agencies, and

responding to suggestions from the advisory council. While assessments used to

determine the broad parent education goals were viable, projects would greatly

benefit from utilizing more refined as.sessment tecluziques in determining specific
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objectives for sub-populations within their programs. This observation also holds

true for designing individual parent education goals for particular families. One

of the strongest suggestions in the literature on parent education is that more

parent-professional planning of goals and objectives occur at the dyad level of the

parent and family involved in receiving the service. The goal setting process

with parents needs to promote more autonomy in parents in terms of problem

solving situations.

3) What delivery systems were used to carry out program goals and

how were these systems used? The most prevalent delivery modes were

home visits and group meetings. SP1F results indicate that 81 percent of the

projects used home visits, the same percent used group meetings. Other modes of

delivering parent education included personal visits with parents at the parent

education center, newsletters, parent lending libraries, and public dissemination

activities at shopping malls, churches, and other community places.

An important question related to the delivery of parent education was:

How were these delivery systems used'? Document analysis and staff discussion

during the site visits indicate the following:

*!tome visits were used to deliver both parenting information and child

information. The visits t\picallv included the following elements: clarification

of purpose, presentation of information, demonstration of use of knowledge,

involvement of parent(s) in application, and discussion of how the

information/skill could be used in the home. Often relevant materials (books. a
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learning game or activity, or other material) were left with the parent for use

with the child. Parent questions were invited and used as the basis for providing

further information.

Home visiting, according to document analysis and parent responses on the

PFG1F, proved to he a very effective practice throughout most of the pilot

projects. The data indicate that home visiting provided parents and children with

individualized attention, a convenient means of participation, and a context in

which home learning activities could easily be demonstrated and practiced. On the

PFGIF, 98 percent of the parents (n = 142) cited the home visits as "helpful" in

terms of a parent education approach. The major problem with home visits cited

by project directors (only three directors mentioned this problem) was that of

parents not being home at the appointed time.

Parent Perceptions Of Effectiveness Of Home Visit
(Reported in percentages, n=109)

Not Helpful Somewhat Helpful Helpful

98

*Group meetings were used in two major w a\ s: to provide information to large

groups of parents on parenting and child development, and to provide small

groups of parents information and activities on parenting, child development and

home learning. Small group parent meetino where discussion and networking

were prominent activities were cited as most tlfective by project directors in
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their documents. Only a few projects pointed to much success with large group

meetings. The large group meetings that were successful were usually interrelated

with other activities that were attractive to parents. For example, several projects

reported in their documents that meals, child care, transportation, family

projects, and related activities of interest to families were ways of attracting

parent participation to the large group sessions. Ninety-seven percent of the

Parents (on the Ph-GIP) assessed the group meetings as a very helpful parent

participation mode.

Parent Perceptions Of Effectiveness Of Group Meetings
(Reported in percentages, n=146 )

Not Helpful Somewhat Helpful Helpful

0 3 97

*Several other delivery system modes proved useful. Among the most mentioned

were personal visits, newsletters, i-irent/fmnily lending libraries, public

dissemination strategies (e.g., displays at shopping malls), announcements at

churches, and media coverage of program activities. Personal visits at the

center- or school program site were used to leaeh patents who elected not to

participate in the home visits. In some cases, parents were unable to participate in

any other manner. Newsletters vtere used in all of the pilot projects. However,

only 16 projects had a regular (usually monthly) newsletter. Staff used the

newsletter to promote particular home learning activities and to introduce parents
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to new resources for use in enriching parent-child relationships. 87 percent of

parents (on the PFGIF) said they read and used the newsletter regularly. A few

projects found the parent lending library to be effective as a means of delivering

parent education information.

A small number of programs (only three as noted in the document analysis)

used videotapes of parent education activities as a means of reaching parents. One

program had a videotape machine in the family education center for parents to

view tapes while visiting the school.

An effective practice (as noted in the parent education literature see the

"Literature Revieit" section of this report) used by the pilot projects was the

deployment of multiple delivery systems in currying out parent education

activities. In a related manner, projects adapted the use of various delivery

systems to the schedules and preferences of parents and families. The

participation of parents (based on both document analysis data and on the results

of the PFGIF) in parent education activities is indicative of project effectiveness

in this area of program development. The following is a synthesis of parent self-

reports on their participation in various parent education delivery system modes.

This synthesis is based on the 167 parents who completed the PFGIF and on data

reported in the docUments.
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Parent Participation In Delivery System \lodes
(Reported in percentages)

Delivery system Percent reporting participation

I tome visits 88
Group meetings 86
Newsletters 94
Parent lending libraries 56
Personal visits/conferences (at Center) 32
Other (videotapes, informal contacts) 22

In summary, the home visit served as the primary means of delivering

parent education activities to parents who participated in the continuing aspects of

the projects. Group meetings served as another major delivery system with the

small group meetings that used parent discussion and networking as strategies to

be most effective. Newsletters that included parent information, child learning

activities, and related items of interest were perceived as very useful by parents

and staff. The us,' )f' multipIP syst,'ois was a vrrength yj nii)vt of he pilot

projecty.

4) What program activities were developed and used to achieve

program goals and huw were these activities. used? Analysis of pilot

project documents indicate that the follow ing types of activities were used:

information dissemination, demonstration. participant involvement, cooperative

learning, materials and resources and nc: or km . Each of these types of parent

education activities is briefly described as the, ,,.ere used in the pilot projects.

Information Dissemination. All of the pilot projects relied on information
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dissemination strategies and activities. Information dissemination took place in

many different ways: presentations at group meetings by authorities on child

development, introduction of parent-child learning activities, information On

child and family health, home visitor explanation of a skill or activity the parent

was to learn and use, and presentation of information through the newsletters.

Demonstration. Home visitor demonstration of how to use a learning

activity was the most prevalent form of this activity type. Some group meetings

included demonstrations on how to do activities, like sharing a book with your

child. Some of the more typical examples of demonstration were: home visitor

shows how to interact with child on a language activity; presenter demonstrates

how parents and children can enjoy puzzles; home visitor shows parent how to

respond to a child behavior problem: and home visitor demonstrates how parent

and child can do a math activity together.

Participant Involvement. In home visits, vroup meetings, and in parent-

child activities in play group settings, participant involvement was used often as a

learning activity. Home visitors included parent-child interaction activities in

most visits. Small group meeting time included parent involvement in discussion,

hands-on activities, and time fui parents share with each other. Child

involvement in doing activities with their parents and/or with the home visitor

was prevalent in home visits, center activities, and in tutoring arrangements. Time

parent education literature Atronyly ,oipports participant involvonent as cln

effective strategy.

Cooperative Learning. Several of the programs practiced the
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strategy/activity of having parents work in cooperative learning situations. This

was particularly true in small group parent meetings, seminars, and work

sessions. Home visitors modeled this approach in their work with families.

Examples cited in the documents include: parents working together in making

home learning activities; parents discussing child behavior problems in a sharing

manner; parents working with their children on a problem solving activity;

parents working in teams discussing key points made in a large group

presentation; and parents working together to plan a field trip.

Materials/Resources. One of the most prevalent activity approaches was

the dissemination of learning materials and resources that could enhance the

family's learning. Most often this took the form of a parent or family lending

library. However, some of the programs left books and other materials in the

home on a permanent basis, hoping to instill literacy habits.

Networkin became one of the strongest parent education activities used hr

several programs. Parents were organized into teams sometimes in a formal way

but more often they were simply encouraged to use each other as learning

resourc....).

The content (4- parent education act(' -:ties used in the project,'; was drawn

from several sources: exemplary programs like Parents As Teachers , resource

booklets, commercially node kits, early childhood curricula (like the High Scope

Early Childhood Curriculum), local district cart y childhood education skills lists.

and teacher and parent developed learning activities. Eighteen of the pilot

projects used activities from the Parents As Teachers Program curriculum in
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some adapted form. Several projects also used the Bowdoin Parent Training

Method. However, over half of the projects used a combination of sources for

developing their parent education activities.

Parent e'dlu activities focused on the following: infant learning,

parent-child relationships, general parenting skills, preparation for parenting,

parent self-care, information on and usage of parent/child/family resources in the

community, family management, home care, stages of child development, health

and safety, and school readiness. School readiness learning activities focused

heavily on: language. social skills, reading, math, problem solving, and general

readiness for school (inclusive of attitudes, knowledge, and skills needed for

school success).

All of the pilot projects' had an organized parent edkcation activity. system.

This system usually included a curriculum framework for the age groups targeted

(:or example, birth to three or three to five ycar olds), a lesson plan sequence

(usually flexibly organized) for use in home visits or site-based programs,

identified resources to use in the various lessons, and an evaluation component

such as a checklist to signify mastery or achievement of an activity.

ihc pilot projects matched at least part of the learning activities to

identified child anchor parent needs articulated through the developmental

assessments and through home visitor (or teacher) observations, For example.

child needs identified on the DIAL or on other assessment tools were used to then

develop a learning activity plan for use in the home by parent and child.

Sometimes this process included the child's classroom it he or she was in a child
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development or kindergarten program. The use of individualized activities was an

effective strategy for the projects that used it. The targeting of learning activities

toward child skill-needs (as based on appropriate assessments) has been noted as

one means of effectively aiding the child in becoming competent.

In summary. parent education activities used included information

dissemination, demonstration, participant involvement, cooperative learning,

materials/resource deployment, and networking. with families. Content emphases

included parent need areas and the comprehensive needs of children. Programs

adapted activities from other exemplary programs, developed their own, and used

commercially developed materials. A major strength was the use of

individualized activities to meet particular child learning needs. This strength was

noted by parents during the focus group discussions. Based on field notes taken

during the parent discussions, one evaluator noted that parents commented very

positively 01 the value of parent education activities that (I) helped them to better

relate to their children, (2) gave them ideas on learning things they could do /ith

their child, and (3) improved their child's skill in completing activities like

counting, identifying words, and picking up after themselves. Also, many parents

commented that the "hands-on activities" and the "networking activities" were

most helpful.

Imatemenlatign Stage

Regardless of how well organized or meaningful parent education program

designs are, the literature indicates that the most difficult challenge for programs

is to attract and maintain the int'uh:etiletil (I' at riAk parents. Thus, a key question
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asked in the evaluation was:

5) What involvement methods did projects use to achieve parental

participation in their programs and how were these involvement

nethods deployed? In effect, the evaluators closely assessed what incentives

pilot project used and how they used them.

As indicated in the General Program Information section of the report, 80

percent (or more) of the pilot projects used six basic methods to improve

participation in parent education activities: child care, transportation, home

visits, telephone and written ietninders, adaptive scheduling, and media coverage.

These are proven practices according to the literature, and pilot project narrative

in their documents indicate these practices did increase their participation rates

over the three year period.

Projects used these involvement methods in various ways. For example.

child care was used at group meetings so that parents with a younger child could

attend without having to find or pay for child care. Transportation to and from

meetings and other activities made it possible for parents without transportation

to be a part of they: programs. Home visits removed the time, space, and

transportation barriers for many at risk families, thus allowing them to

participate in the program's activities. Telephone and written meeting reminders

acted as a support for busy parents to keep on target for assigned group sessions,

home visits, or other scheduled activities. Adaptive scheduling (scheduling

according to parent/family needs) included repealing group sessions twice or even

three times and planning activities at times and places convenient for parents.
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Perhaps one of the most effective strategies projects used vvas matching program

activities and related context issues (place, time, and clate) to the particular needs

and styles of different parents and families. The literature consistently identifies

this matchirn! of activities and involvement modes to parent and family needs as

an effective pract ice.

Parent assessments of the value of different involvement methods in

helping them to participate in parent education program activities is instructive.

The following is a summary of parent responses on the PFGIF to items related to

involvement strategies that enabled them to participate ill program activities.

Parent Responses To PFGIF Items On
Strategies That Enabled Them To Participate

(Reported in percentages, n=166)

Strategy enabled participation Percentne Responding Yes

Adaptive scheduling of meetings 57
I lome visits 55
Child Care 52
Transportation 30

Clearly, many parents were able to participate in program activities

because they had support resources like child care, transportation, home visits,

and adaptive scheduling of meetings. Collaboration among school and community

groups on using incentives and supports to enhance parent participation is one

way to better use existing resources

relationship.
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Staff training and development are essential to the integrity and

effectiveness of programs. The question studied in this fegard was:

6) What staff development activities were used to enable staff to

effectively implement the parent education program?

Prior staff experiences and education provided the Inundation upon which

the programs based their initial efforts.. As noted previously, the staff of the pilot

projects had a diversity of prior work experiences and were typically well

educated in early childhood education, child development, and/or related c.hild

and family study disciplines. Based on data from the SPIF, project staff had

considerable prior training and related work experiences.

Past Professional Experiences of Staff
(Percentage of projects pith staff who had the following work experiences)

Experience Pei eenta,,e

Teaching
Home Visiting 86
Teacher Aide
Social Work 62
Administrative 43
Nursing 9-

All of the projects directors had a college decree and the average director had

considerable experience in early childhood education positions in their district.

As noted earlier in this report, st,iff training was an integral part of the

pilot projects' continuing activities. Parent education programs such as Parents

As Teachers, Kenai Family Literao, Pr, .21am. and Minnesota Early Learning
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and Development Program were reviewed in terms of their goals, activities, and

delivery systems. In some cases, pilot project staff visited these programs or had

consultants from them present workshops to their staff. Statewide training

sessions offered information and resources on case management, home visiting,

planning, and conducting group meetings, human relations training, program

management; :.1titsi-nentievilwition, :Ind other topics. Project to project

networking also provided a means of training with projects sharing ideas and

issues of importance to each other. The networking approach needs to be

nurtured as research indicates that many effective parent education strategies

emerge from these types of sessions.

Interagency and school and community collaboration are important parts of

parent education. Thus, this process was examined within the pilot projects.

7) What types of interagency and school /community collaboration

have parent education programs used to achieve their goals?

Pilot projects collaborated with various agencies in the community. This

process was typically a two-way relationship with participating agencies. Ninety

percent of project directors reported that collaboration with other agencies was

holpful, playing pith4,n- nplii,!--,t10 or un!ljnr mh. thr, %;iirres0; of their prognImi\

Yet a majority of project directors said that interagency collaboration needed

improvement. The following is a summary of the projects use of particular

groups in the community as reported on the SPIF.
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Project Lse of Interagency Resources in Their Community
(Report,-(1 in pen-r'nt;i,2es)

Agency Percentage using agency

Other (Hospitals, business, churches) 95
Health Department 90
Department of Social Services 80
Babynet 70
Clemson Extension Service 55
WIC (Women, Infant, & Children) 50

Typically, these community agencies were used to meet specific parent.

child, and family needs. For example, several pilot projects collaborated with

Clemson Extension in planninL, and offering specific parent education programs

on topics like safety, parent-child relations, and positive discipline. Likewise,

collaboration with the Health Department on child and family health issues as well

as on prenatal care wel-C examples identified by projc,s in their documents.

Pilot projects also contributed to the efforts of collaborating agencies. 80

percent provided parent education services for clients of other agencies. Many

project directors Nerved on advisory councils for other community agencies. A

few pilot projects have developed strong and continuing interagency relationships

in their communities. However. ii10:a of the pilot projects need to improve their

interagency and comnuinity collaboration systern. This need is also present in

intra-school and district ' elationships. In too many cases, intra-school

collaboration on parent education activities is only minimally present. Closer

orking relationships between the parent education programs and district early
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childhood programs is needed.

Evaluation Stage

Evaluation of One succes:, of parent education activities is essential to the

refinement and improvement of programs. Of particular importance is the

assessment processes used to monitor the r ,:nrocoim' :ichipvoment of goals

ob

8 ) What assessment processes have parent education programs used

to record progress toward achievement of their goals?

Pilot projects used several means of recording progress toward

achievement of parent education goals. Participation records were a means of

recording parent attendance in home visits. group meetings, use of materials and

resources, and staff-parent conferences. Recording of stuff completion of

activities was another process used. The number of home visits, group meetings,

and related parent education tasks carried out by staff were documented by

projects. Most projects used some form of case management to coordinate this

process. Projects also used parent evaluations of activities to gain a perspective

on the effectiveness of various services. For example, some projects had parents

complete home visit evaluations. Most projects had parents complete an

evaluation form after each group meeting or small group seminar session.

Document analysis showed that 90 percent of the projects had an external

evaluator assess their program at least once during the three year period. In

addition, staff evaluation of the parent education activities was carried out in all

of the projects.
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The evaluation philosophy used in a majority of the projects (about 70

percent according to document analysis) was that of managem

That is, projects used a check list to record completion of particular parent

education objectives. In addition, open communication between parents and staff

provided valuable assessment information. This was particularly evident in the

staff evaluation of progress made with individual parents and families.

Like most beginning parent education projects (See the "Literature

Review- section of this report), South Carolina's program was strong on

collecting and documenting data related to parent participation, completion of

tasks, parent feedback on usefulness of various activities, and staff perspectives on

what was working in the program. The need exists, however, to refine the

assessment process to better evaluate the influence of activities and experiences on

parents and families as related to desired outcomes. In other words, the program

needs to develop more specific and longitudinal evaluation processes that address

the relationships among program design, program implementation, and program

outcomes( related to parent behaviors that are furthering children's readiness for

school). This is particularly needed at the dyad level of parent educator-parent

planning of activities for individual parent/family clients. The philosophy of

individualization of parent education is present in most of the pilot projects but its

actualization needs more refinement and development. More specific case

management assessment processes would provide a basis for better articulating

progress toward objectives vvith individual parentlamilv (silents.

01 significance to the evaluation component is the criteria and standards
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used to determine program effectiveness.

9) What performance criteria and standards have programs used to

determine their effectiveness in achieving their parent education

goals?

Like most pilot project efforts, the South Carolina parent education

program focused on observable phenomena as initial criteria for determining

their effectiveness. Thus, the criteria most often used were the (1) delivery of

parent education activities, (2) parent participation in activities, and (3) parent

and/or staff perceptions of the usefulness and effectiveness of the activities.

Document analysis indicates that all of the pilot projects used these criteria (in

some form or another) as baseline data for determining their effectiveness. Only

about 20 percent of the pilot projects used more sophisticated criteria such as

increased parent knowledge /skills in specific parenting, areas, parent and parent-

child behavior changes, and improved parent attitudes toward their children.

Even fewer programs used outcome-based criteria related to children's improved

school readiness. As noted in the literature review, most pilot projects in parent

education initially focus on what is happening in the program in order to establish

a functional identity. Yet, program leader need to now devise and use more

school readiness related criteria in the evaluation process. This is the next natural

step in the evolution of the evaluation scheme for the program.

The recording of evidence to support the Johieverent of parent education

goals wls inherent in the programs design.
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10) What evidence has been provided by parent education programs

to support the achievement of their parent education goals?

Four types of evidence have been used by pilot projects to document the

achievement of parent education goals: delivery of activities, parent participation,

parent satisfaction, and usage of ,ALI.V A ICN by parents and children.

Data from the SP1F indicate that the program provided and documented

parent education activities in the form of home visits, group meetings, individual

conferenini, newsletters. lending libraries:. and other means such as media

awareness. Projects documented completion of activities through weekly record

keeping and case manz.zement records. Projects delivered an average of 1.5

home visits a month and 12 group meetings a year. Depending on program

emphasis, some programs delivered 4 home visits per month while others did not

deliver this service. Group meetings ranged from 1 to 72 per year across the

projects. Document analysis indicates that the average project disseminated 5

newsletters a year. provided lending library services a minimum of once a week.

and published or broadcast media pieces on the program 4 times per year. Parent

education was clearly the major emphasis of most programs as shown in the

document analysis records and as empirically documented in the SPIE and PFGlE

ICA LILY.

Parent participation in parent education activities was another means of

documenting achievement of goals. As noted earlier in the report, an average of

76 parents per project participated in the home visits. Projects reported (SPIN

results) that an average of 116 parents per month participated in group meetings.
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Again, programs whose primary emphasis was parent education achieved higher

participation in these activities. Data from the PFGIF indicate that 76 percent of

thclDarents(n,---143) reported, participating in home visits at least once every two

months. The following table summarizes parent participation in group meetings.

Parent Participation in Group Meetings per Year
(Reported in percentages, n,--153)

Number Attended Per Year Percent attending

12

2 11

3 11

4 12

5 7

6 12

7 3

8
9 5

10 6
11 19

Almost 90 percent of the parents attended two or more group sessions each year.

77 percent attended three or more group sessions, and 66 percent attended four

or more session:;. Compared to the early e \periences of other projects like South

Carolina's, this participation pattern is very stron2.

In addition, PFGIF data suggests that SS percent of the parents read the

newsletter regularly and 54 percent used the lending library regularly.

Document analysis data su,,!gests that parents were also regular participants in

conferences at the parent education centers and in site-based parenting activities
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with the children.

Parent satisfaction with parent education activities was also used to assess

the achievement of program goals. Data from the PFGIF indicate that 98 percent

of the parents (n=109) who participated in home visits found them to he helpful.

while 97 percent (n=146) found the group meetings to be helpful. In addition, 97

percent said "family educational activities- provided by the projects were helpful.

Document analysis data noted that parents pointed to in-home learning activities

and group meetings as very helpful to them in better preparing their children for

school. Several parents commented in the focus groups that they were learning

and using activities that are making a difference in their children's becoming

ready for school. One mother said, "I wish I had this program for my older

child: he would be doing better if I had known then what I know now." Staff also

believe that the parent education activities are having a positive influence on

parents. Ninety percent of the project directors (SPIF1 said the program was

helpful to parents. 75 ) ercent said their parent education program was

vilatiuLaulutaghgiut11.i

Parent, child. and lamily involvement in parent education activities was

another means used to assess program effect. Unfortunately, projects did not

fully document this aspect of their programs influence. Some documents included

parent testimonials. For example, one mother noted "we visit the library every

week now that the home visitor introduced us to it." Another mother said: "I

spend more time talking with my child now when we go grocery shopping. I

realize now that it is important.- Many other examples of involvement by
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parents and children were noted.

The data support am projecty achieved a very high parent participation in

parent education activines and that projects achieved the delivery of many

appropriate activities. Future efforts need to focus on better assessment of

involvement, behax.'ioral change, and long-term program influences on children's

school readiness.

11) What have parents perceived as most helpful to them with

regards to the parent education activities in which they participated?

Parent responses on the PFGIF and program self-report data in the

documents indicate parents were most pleased with three parts of the parent

education endeavor: (I) the delivery of activities, (2) the activities that enabled

them to be better teachers of their children, and (3) the involvement strategies

which enabled them to participate.

On the PFGIF, parents indicated that the diversity of delivery systems and

the manner in which services were delivered were most helpful. As noted

previously, home visits and group meetings were perceived as very helpful by the

parents. Document analysis indicates that parents felt the home visitors were

effective in delivering meaningful parent education activities and that their

flexibility in scheduling visits was most helpful. Analysis of data presented by

projects in their self-report documents suggests that statewide, parent attendance

(being home at the agreed 'ipon time) in scheduled home visits slightly exceeded

80 percent. This is a kev indication that parents saw these visits as educational and

relevant to their concerns. Nationally, the literature suggests that any percentage
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of attendance above 70 is very

Parent perception.i of die cfrcctil:eness of parent education activities are

noted in project documents. The three benefits mentioned most often by parents

in the documents are: (1) improved in relationship with my child, (2) helped me

better prepare my child for schou!, and (3) helped MC better understand my

child's development.

Parents were most responsive to the supports programs provided that

enabled them to purticipatc, Over 50 percent of the parents (PFGIF) said that

child care and adaptive scheduliniz, of activities enabled them to participate.

Almost one third said that transportation enabled them to take advantage of group

programs at the school or center. Document data adds an important parent

perception: that the positive, warm, and supportive behavior of the staff increased

their desire to participate.

Based on parent perceptions as expressed in the PFGIF and document data,

South Carolina's program is seen as supportive, relevant, and

effective. Staff competency and sensitivity to individual parent needs is often

noted by the parents as the key to this success.

12) How do parents perceive the impact of the parent education

program on themselves, their children, and their families?

Parents noted in the locus Qroups that improved parent self image was one

major influence of the parent education cr,mponent. They continually commented

to the evaluators that they felt better prepared to help their children and

consequently felt better about themselves.
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Parents also noted that their children are better prepared for school.

Parents often made observations about this aspect of the program's influence. In

one focus group, for example. seveal parents talked about how "this child" uses

language more and is more interested in things than a older sibling. A few

parents who participated in the focus groups had children who had been in the

progran. and who were now in first grade. They commented that these children

are succeeding and doing dramatically better than their older siblings.

r n ELLsiAusidani nr
1 ) increase the pro4rain's parent education component emphasis with a clear

goal of increasing the school readiness of children at risk for failure. All

projects should have a major emphasis in the parent education emphasis.

2) Explore the development of a collaborative birth to three years of age parent

education pro.s4rant with "key supportive agencies /groups" in each community.

3) Develop an intrachool early childhood preschool parent education

component t3 years to school entry) that provides all parents with basic

information on helping children get prepared for school and that provides

intensive services for parents of children at risk for school failure.

4 Continue the for, of -parent \iippt)11- Vtlatc'giO.V like child care. transportation.

and adaptive scheduling. Stall have achieved a remarkable level of parent

participation.

5) Reinforce the competent and Aen.Q-tive job sniff have achieved by providing

more statewide attention to the program'; pioneering work.

6) Provide more technical a.,..,.1.%taice to staff in their efforts to develop more
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refined parent education curricula and assessment systems.

Literacy Training & .adult Etlueation. The second component

examined in the evaluation was the literacy and adult education activities carried

out by the pilot projects. The same set of evaluation questions as used in the

parent education component was used in ,assessing this component.

Design Stage

1) What are the major literacy/training and adult education goals of

the parent education program as reflected in the work of the pilot

projects? Ali of the pilot projects have some form of literacy training and adult

education focus whether through direct or indirect services. The breadth and

intensity of these services vaties from program to program, depending on their

goals and objectives. While 90 percent ;according to document analysis) of the

pilot projects include literacy training and adult education as a focus of their

efforts, less than 30 percent identified it as a major program emphasis on the

SPIF.

'No goals that are prevalent are: t I) addressing the general literacy needs

of high risk parents, and (2) helping parents complete formal educational

experiences and to attain needed job training experiences. In addition, some

programs have developed family literacy goals as a major emphasis. Pilot

projects using the Kenan Family Literacy approach have literacy and adult

education as major components III their plogiams. Given the ie.,ear(h findings

that adult education and lob traininl; inc rcase parent functioning, this goal area

?weds con.,,idcrabl:,. more atienuoii South Carolina's program.
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2) How were the parent education program literacy/training

and adult education goals developed? Pilot projects used needs assessment

strategies like-parent surveys. demographic data on percentage of parents who

had completed high school, parent feedback, input from advisory councils,

feedback from adult educators, case study material, and other means to determine

literacy/training and adult education =goals and objectives. Beyond these typical

assessment modes, some projects developed their goals through planning efforts

with local schools and with individual parents. Parent input, often gained from

parents at group rrtootillo InHr source of information on this need.

Projects also used parent feedback on how to best organize literacy and adult

education activities. An integtal part of this component was the manner in which

adult education activities were designed and delivered to parents. 'Thus, a key

aspect of the evaluation was the assessment of how programs delivered

literacy/training and adult education services.

3) What delivery systems have been used to carry out the

Iiieracy/training and adult education goals? Several delivery systems

were used: providing parents with informal learning experiences, providing them

with literacy materials (and training), helping them access community literacy

resources, helping them enroll in adult education courses, and involving them in

literacy enriching experiences in school sponsored activities. In many cases,

liteTa(- cnrichnient activities were delivered a that the entire filmily was

involved.

Group meetings, home visits, and lending libraries were the most prevalent
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delivery systems used for promoting parent-child and family literacy

enhancement. For example, in one project parents learned how to share books

with their children through a group sharing activity. In another project, home

visit activities included literacy enriching materials for the entire family. A few

projects used the Kenan Family Literacy approach and involved parents and

children in various shared learning experiences.

One of the Inert, promisini; pro,'ticev usecl is the Family Education Center.

This concept provides a "center- in the school or parent education program

where family literacy materials. resources. and training are available. A diversity

of literacy activities took place at the center: group meetings, examination of

literacy materials, training, individual counseling, parent-child learning times,

and other experiences. Adult education courses and related adult literacy

enhancing programs arc offered in the "center-. This practice gives more

visibility to the literacy/training and adult education component of the program.

It also provides a central defining place for parents to identify with in terms of

hoth their adult learning needs and their children's educational and developmental

needs.

Aduit (//It) job truman activities were important delivery

modes in some of the projects. The approach, context, and process used in some

of the pilot projects proved very effective in attracting and sustaining parent

participation in adult literae\ and educational endeavors. For example, one

program used individualized counseling in helpine parents plan Lind study for

their GED examination. Within a Family Education Center this same program set
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up an adult education library, study tables, and on-site counseling and tutorial

support. The "matching" of the scheduling of adult education courses with

available child-care (and in some cases transportation) proved especially attractive

to many parents. The housing of adult literacy/training and educational activities

in local elementary schools prove to be very enticing. Field notes of discussions

with parents indicate that the traditional structuring and offering of adult

education needs to he reconsidered in light of parent and family situations in

today's world.

4) What program activities were developed and used to achieve

literacy /training and adult education goals and how were these

activities used? Adult and family literacy goals were actualized through the

use of activities similar to those used la the parent education component of the

program. Activities that include: information dissemination, demonstration,

participant involvement, and the distribution of resources and materials were

predominant. For example, all 2i programs presented information on general

literacy skills such as the importance of talking with your child, how to share

reading materials as a family activity. ideas ui community literacy resources like

the library, and many other literacy enriching experiences.

During home visits, another program demonstrated ways for parents and

children to use daily reading as an enjoyable activity. One of the most effective

activities. (whether ccirricti (.,tit in a Lnif ;Jr in a gr(...' ip meeting) 1,1'as the

demon:.tration and involvement of pc1I-Cilt iii parent-( laid learning activities. The

core of this approach was that parents li,id to first learn a literacy skill in order to
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:Tilly it with their child 11 .n Thus, in a group setting parents

would learn how to read a story to each other (in a parent role playing type of

activity) and then at a later time engage in this same activity with their child.

Leaving literacy materials in the honk: and making them available in family

learning centers proved quite efIC'clive. Parents, during the focus groups, often

commented on the value of having such materials for daily use in the home.

Literacy/training and adult education activities consisted of established

study guides for use in achieving GILD certificates, adult education diploma

courses, inateriak foi attaining iI specific job skill (e.g..

computer skills), and supplementary materials for attaining needed adult

education. The use of peer teaching, networking, cooperative learning, and

individualized instruction were learning activity approaches that parents

positively commented on in the jOcus groups. The literature findings in this

component of parent education :,tronl.v supports the use of adaptive,

individualized, and personalized learnnu.L activities. South Carolina's parent

cuiuciiion pruyrum ticcd. to develop even more intensive (Jul individualized adult

education activity approaches.

Implementation Stage

Attracting and sustaining parent participation in literacy and adult

education activities is a major chalienge to parenting programs.

5) What involvement methods did projects use to achieve parental

participation in literacyltraintng and adult education and how were

these methods drployed? Projects uscd various involvement methods to
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achieve parent participation. ln addition to using supports like on-site or nearby

child care, transportation, and adaptive scheduling, .s.orne programs used effective

practices such as individualized coun.seling. scholarships (or other financial

Aupports), tutorin.1;, home-based study modules, on-site adult education

offerings, and "parent networkiny," Field notes from the parent focus group

sessions indicate that many parents were enabled and empowered to participate

meaningfully in adult education courses and activities as a result of these

involvement strategies.

These involvement methods were used in various ways by the pilot

projects. For example. child care was used to free up parents from the cost of

finding such care (which often precluded their participation). Transportation was

critical because traditionally adult education courses are offered at only one place

in a school district. Adaptive schoduling allowed parents to pursue adult

education study while not neglectintz other critical parent and family

responsibilities. Locating _iourses and materials/resources close to parents

increased the access of this service to parents. Financial support enabled parents

who wanted to participate but could not afford books or materials to take

Lill V CZ 1.111.3 .1%. I V 11,... I It( LZIL(//I (1/ trlI,./C L/1 VAIL V 1,4 al.lifpu, 1.J &WI/ I-4

"center approach" proved highly effective. The meshing of child care, on-site

availibiliry of course,,_ counelino from the professional,

establishment of parent networks, and daily transportation created an ecology of

successful pursuit of adult learnin rn ,onie of the pilot projects.

Staff competency is critical to developing and refining an effective
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literacy/training and adult education component. Thus, the question examined in

this regard was: What staff development activities have been used to

help staff -carry out the literacy /training and adult education

component of the parent education program? Staff have acquired ideas

on planning and using family literacy activities from various sources: the general

parent education materials training they received, informal sharing of ideas

among staff from different projects, workshops on parent-child learning

activities, and through participation in interagency training programs. For most

staff, the training has focused on activities to use with families. Some training

emphasized organizing and using lending libraries and a few staff members

acquired information on organizing family education centers. Document analysis

indicate that staff of a few programs received training in family literacy program

strategies through participation in workshops offered by model program trainers

like those associated with the Kenan Family Literacy Project.

Adult education planning and implementation training was mostly acquired

through informal working relationships \\ ith adult educators within the districts

of the pilot projects. All of the pilot project directors had at least exposure to

this aspect of program development through workshop topics presented by the

South Carolina Department of Education. A major need for staff training in the

/(,!lire' is more emphasis on staff trUillillK in the literacy/training and adult

eduatiun component. This need is being partially addressed by the availability of

family literacy training by staff from the National Family Literacy Center. Only

a few programs have fully developed and integrated a family and adult literacy
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and education component into their parent education programs.

Interagency and school/community collaboration is a key to having a

successful literacy/training and adult education component. Thus, a major

evaluation question was:

7)What type of interagency and schoollcommunity collaboration has

been used to achieve the literacy /training and adult education goals?

Data from the SPIF indicate that 75 percent of the pilot projects have an

active interagency council or are a part of an active interagency council. Between

75 and 80 percent (based on combined calculations from SPIF and document

analysis data) have collaborative relationships with adult and family literacy

groups in their communities. These relationships typically involve a sharing of

talents, resources, and activities related to enhancing adult and child literacy. On

the SPIF, for example, 65 percent of the project directors said that tutoring was

made possible through interagency eflOrts. Oiher examples are highlighted in the

project documents. These include cosponsoring literacy fairs, exchanging ideas at

advisory council meetings, and networking, with each other on various projects.

Adult education and job training are most effectively deployed in those

programs with strong intra-school v.stem (Ind interagency collaboration systems.

Document analysis suggests that only about 40 percent of the pilot projects have
2

this needed combination of internal and external support for implementing

effective adult education and job training courses and activities. When in place,

the collaboration system provided the framework for offering adult education/job

training activities that: supported the involv,2mcnt of at risk parents, guided
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parents in planning and completing needed adult education courses, and helped

them (where desired) achieve job placements. Examples of collaborative

outcomes cited in project documents include: business sponsorship of internships,

loaning of business staff to an adult educational program for tutoring, sharing of

supplies and reOurces, providinu child care, of courses and activities at

sites close to the parents, and providing transportation for parents.

The etu and intro-school collaboration paradigm needs to be more

fully developed in some of the pilot projects.. While 85 percent of the project

directors said they work with adult education staff in their districts, document

analysis and site visit data suggest that the relationship between several of the

projects and their adult education partners is not a truly facilitative endeavor:

Project staff are often more insightful of the needs of at risk parents and how to

meet those needs than adult education staff. In too many cases, rigidity of course

offerings, a lack of willingness to use adaptive scheduling, and other "turf -

related" behaviors preclude the projects f :om achieving a higher level of adult

education involvement of parents.

Essential to increasing prograin CITCLIII'CrnS In enrolling and supporting at

risk parents in adult education and job trawini; activities iv a more coherent and

proactive intra-and extra collaboration .,.[,,,n

Evaluation Stage

Attainment of Literacy /'braining & Adult Education goals was assessed in

vario ways, with the emphasis on attain .sat of individual parents goals in this

regard.
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8) What assessment processes have been used to record progress

toward the achievement of literacy /training and adult education

goals?

Projects with a fully developed literacy and adult education component

used parent enrollment in courses/activities, usage of the family and adult literacy

facilities, parent completion of GED or Adult Education courses, placement of

parents in job training, parent feedback on the value of particular experiences,

and staff observations to determine the effectiveness of the program. Pilot

projects emphasizing this component maintained a case management approach to

assessing the progress of individual parents toward achievement of goals mutually

developed. Feedback was an essentia: part of this process with parents providing

insights on obstacles to their pursuit of educational goals and staff using this

information to restructure particular aspects of the program. The most effective

adult literacy and educational assessment processes were focused on an

individuali:ed plan for each parent.

9) What performance criteria arid 5 tandards have programs used to

determine their effectiveness in achieving literacy and adult

education goals?

Pilot projects with a literacy/training and adult education component used

performance criteria such as the offering of a specific service, parent

participation, parent completion of a specific course or activity, parent

satisfaction, and staff assessment. Appropriately, most projects focused on

improved parent self competence as the primary standard by which to judge the
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effectiveness of this aspect of the program.

10) What evidence has the programs used to support the achievement

of their literacy /training and adult education goals?

Family literacy activities and usage i'ere used to document achievement of

these goals. Data on the use of lending library materials, parent attendance at

literacy events and activities, and parent comments on their usage of literacy

materials in the family were collected by project staff. Two of the most noted

items in documents are parent confirmation ot iii ;eased public library use and

increased literacy time with their children.

Adult education and training achievements were documented through

percentage of parents completing Achool, GED equivalency, or a job training

placement. Parent satisfaction with their adult education activities was another

means used.

11) What have parents perceived as most helpful to them with

regards to the literacyltraining and adult education activities in which

they participated?

Parents viewed the faintly literacy activities and resources provided by the

projects as most helpful. Ninety-six percent of the parents (PGIF, n =l 17) said the

program's family education services were helpful. Parents using GED, Adult

Education, and Job Training services also noted these services were helpful.
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Parent Perceptions of Literacy/Training & Adult Education
Sery ices

(Reported in percentages)

Service Not Helpful Somewhat helpful Helpful

Adult enrichment courses (n=4M)
Job training (n,,..1))
GED activities (n=39)

0

(l

0

6
_I/
-,-,

5

94
63

K7

Document analysis indicates that parents felt that support services like child care,

individualized counseling, adaptive scheduling of courses. offering

courses/activities at nearby sites, transportation, and helping attain financial

support were essential to their involvement and completion of literacy and adult

education activities.

12) How do parents perceive the impact of the literacy /training and

adult education activities on themselves, their children, and their

families?

Parents noted the positive impact of completing high school or other adult

1,,arning experiences on their image. During focus groups parents often

commented that they felt like better role models for their children and believed

they were better equipped to acquire a job.

Parents also noted that their children admired their commitment to attain

an education. Some parents, however, did note that their returning to school

caused stress with a spouse or friend. They 1, ere pleased that counseling and

support hum staff were available to help them handle the problem.
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and Adult Education Recommendations

1) Increase the programs' emphasis on this component. The integration of adult

education into early childhood parent education has proven to be a most effective

antidote to the risks of poverty, illiteracy, and unemployment.

2) Strengthen the intra-5hoo1 sv.vtem collaboration process between parent

education and adult education. More responsiveness within adult education

programs is essential not just for the parent education effort but ix parents and

citizens in general. The world has changed and new supports and resources are

needed to enable young and old adults to attain needed and enriching educational

goals.

3) Continue to build program-community business partnerships that integrate

educational training and job placement opportunities for parents.

4) Pursue the further development of Family Education Centers where parent

education, child development. adult education, and child/family services are

offered in an integrated and relevant fashion.

Child Services. The Child Services component of the South Carolina

Target 200o Parent Education Program aimed to impact the child's school

readiness through appropriate educational. health, developmental, and related

activities. It hoped to achieve parental participation in these services so that

parents could eventually become brokers of needed child support services and

activities. Findings of pilot project achievements in this component of the

program are reported in a manner similar to that of parent education and

literacy/training and adult education.

L
,J
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Design Stage

1) What are the goals of the child services component of the parent

education program as reflected in the work of the pilot projects?

71 percent of the project directors noted on the SPIF that Child Services

were a major emphasis in their program. However, all of the projects noted

goals for child services in their self report documents. All projects had a specific

goal for delivering Developmental Assessments to children in the birth to 5 years

of age range. Projects also had goals related to providing children with:

educational services, health services, medical services, dental services, and other

child-support services. Projects consistently noted a major goal of these services

was to improve children's school readiness. /1.9 important goal for some projects

was to provide children it ith individualized services based on identified needs. In

addition, programs that focused on deli,,erina individualized services usually

integrated this aspect into their overall parent and family case management

system. The integration of child services parent education activities through

home visits and center-based strategies b several of the projects is noted as a

vet, dfective praclice. The parent education literature encourages this

integration as research suggests that parent, and children acquire new knowledge

and skills better within contexts where tiic arc sharing and supporting each

other.

2) How were the child service goals determined?

Initially, projects relied on data available in school records and on referral

data from other agencies. With the establishment of a program structure, projects
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reported using staff observation, parent feedback, teacher reports, developmental

assessment inventories, and related procedures to develop child service goals.

Staff used criteria identified as indicative of a child being at risk" as a means of

initial assessment in many cases. Thus, a child who was poor, in a single parent

family, and/or identified by school personnel as likely to experience difficulties in

school was chosen for further assessment. Individualized child assessments (case

study method) were used to determine specific goals for (..hildrerz in most of the

pilot projects. "Fliese %Neue typically comprehensive in nature and carried out in

collaboration with parents and other professionals as appropriate.

3) What delivery systems were used to carry out the child service

goals?

Projects wisely used a plethora of delivery systems to reach children with

critical services. In many cases, services were delivered during home visits (thus

integrating parent and child services), in connection with group meetings, in

individualized modes at school sites, in the community through interagency

activities and events, and through other means. A major part of providing

children w ith particular iike medical or dental help was transportation.

Likewise, many staff worked intensively with parents in scheduling and arranging

for certain services. In effect, the delivery of child services that required outside

expertise was time intensive but effective. 1- some cases, staff used the delivery

of services process as a teaching tool with parents. The use of multiple and

adaptive delivery s\ stems increased child participation in getting needed services.

Parent comments and staff observations (noted in project documents) confirm
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that without flexible and supportive service delivery many children would not

have received needed services.

4) What program activities were developed to achieve child service

goals and how were they used?

Projects used three basic activity areas to achieve child service goals:

Developmental Screening, Health Services, and Direct Educational Services. All

children of parents participating in the continuing activities of the parent

education component participated in Developmental Screening. In addition, many

of the pilot projects reached many other children with this service. The Denver II

Developmental Screening Test and Dial R Assessment Battery are the instruments

widely used. Other instruments that are developmentally oriented are also used.

Parent input is sought and used in the developmental assessment activity. Direct

Educational Services usually are interrelated with the results of the developmental

assessment. That is, educational activities promoted in the home visits with the

parents and the child are usually selected to meet a need identified through the

assessment. Activities are also selected for child interest and for promoting

parent-child enjoyment and positive literacy habits in the family. Health Services

are provided in both preventative and corrective modes. A few projects begin the

health service with prenatal care and education for mothers and extend and

expand this through direct Nei vic cm for the children. Several programs, for

example, involved parents in !(.711iiig on a regular schedule of visits to the

physician for child health assessments. Projects generally have forged a proactive

collaborative relationship with their l lealth Department in meeting health needs.
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Implementation _Stage

What involvement methods have projects used to achieve

participation in child service activities and how were these methods

used?

Beyond the involvement methods already highlighted in this report,

projects used various media pieces and collaborative community awareness modes

to giin child participation. Posters on availability and time/place of particular

services were posted throughout schools and community places. Business support

of parents getting involved helped in one community. In another community the

churches made announcements and sought parent and child involvement in

developmental and health assessments. Collaborative involvement effinls by the

projects and their agency partners have influenced an increase in children

receiving immunizations in some project communitie.s. Document analysis shows

examples of where collaboration increased child immunization numbers over

previous years. Transportation, child care, light meals, and incentives (like free

children's books or a pass to Hardee's) also we very effective in attaining child

and parent participation.

K) What staff development activities were used to enable staff to

effectively implement the child service component of the program?

SPIT data indicale awl all project, ha ve had Italia* in the child service

component of the prat rani. This training was achieved through workshops on

developmental and procedures, strategics for achiev ing
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maximum child involvement in services, case management modes, use of child

assessment information for individualized educational plans, brokering

community agency services to meet child needs, and planning and implementing

developmentally appropriate educational activities with children.

In addition, staff in all of the projects meet regularly to discuss child needs

and ways to meet these needs. Some projects have engaged in interagency training

and planning with regard to providing child services. Some projects, as noted in

their documents, relied heavily on the Parents As Teachers approach to child

services and took training in how to use that approach. While projects generally

were effective in planning and delivering this component, it is suggested that a

more systematic interagency child service system he developed and deployed

statewide. Such a system would assure more uniform delivery of child services

and better utilize the eNisting resources and skills of various agencies.

7) What type of interagency and school community collaboration

have parent education programs used to achieve child service goals?

In terms of meeting general child :;ervice needs like developmental

assessments, preventative health services, and direct child educational services, a

majority of the pilot projects have deployed an effective interagency and

community collaboration system. There appears to be agreement among agencies

to pursue community wide child assessment and preventative health assessments

through collaboration. llowever. the meeting of indiriduali:ed and specialized

child needs is not as effectively addressed through interagency efforts. Projects

noted in their documents the frustration of trying to help a Lin ld with medical
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care or other specific services within a climate of rigidity. Too often the

deliverer of particular stirs ices is not clear or not clearly known.

major effort is needed for communities to articulate a child service

that identifies. etgencie) pride seruces and provide those agencies

with support to oiler The servwc . In spite of an often rigid climate regarding

child services, pilot prujecis achieved a yen, tUnctional level of interagency and

community partnership in delivering basic services like child development,

health, developmental a vsessments., and related .',upports.

Evaluiltion Stage

8) What assessment processes have parent education programs used

to record progress toward achievement of child service goals?

Projects have used documentation 01 ,ervice delivery, documentation of

child participation, ,tssessment of parent satisfaction with child services, and staff

observations about service effectiveness as means of recording progress toward

desired goals. Weekly and monthly records of services delivered are kept by

each pilot project. Informal disciissiim %ith parents on child services has been

used to gain insight uri usaf,e of service-. delk,ered. For children of parents

involved in the program on a re,ul'ar management records are kept and

include some record of child services like developmental assessments.

immunizations, and educational skills aLliie

9) What performance criteria and standards have programs used to

determine their effectiveness in achieving child service goals?

The performance criteria or chl:,! _gals in the pilot projects have



focused on: delivery of service, level of participation achieved, effectiveness of

service, parent satisfaction, and longer term impact of the services. Projects

have, for the most part, kept thorough records on the number of children served.

Likewise, the number and types of services are documented. Parent satisfaction is

typically acquired through informal discussion and/or through parent

questionnaires. Longer term influences of child services on children's school

readiness has yet to receive the full attention of the projects. The need exists for

program to develop a longitudinal data system by which the influence of

services on school readiness mii;ht he more 'idly explored.

10) What evidence have the parent education programs provided to

support the achievement of the child service goals?

Participation data is one means projects have used to support their

achievement of this goal. Data from the SP1F indicate the following participation

of children in various services,

Nllean Number of Children Receiving Services
Per Pilot Project

Child Service Mean number participating

Developmental screening 133
Medical services 47
Child development 62
Health icreening 57
Immunizations 62
Other (Speech therapy, dental) 14

Calculation of total mean number of children served with various services
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indicate that 375 children per project per year received services. Projects with a

major child services component emphasis reach 500 plus children.

The impact of child services- like immunizations, health screening, medical

services, and speech therapy on children's school readiness is powerful. Data

from similar parent education and family support projects indicate that the

removal of health, medical, and social barriers to learning greatly improve a

child's readiness to benefit from school. Pilot project documents record examples

of teacher comments related to children's improved readiness. One teacher noted:

"He is more alert and more involved in the learning activities than his older

brother who had the same speech problem." Another child development teacher

commented: "He's more active than when I saw him last year at this time. He

seems happier and is certainly picking up language more effectively than his

older sister."

Results from the PEGIF indicate parents were very sati.sfied with the

services their children received. All of the parents responding (n=93) to the

health services question said these services were helpful. Also, all of the parents

responding to the educational 01=134 and developmental services (126) questions

found them to be helpful. Total calculations indicate that 95 percent of

participating parents believed the project had definitely achieved the child service

goals.

Increased «,11aboration among s(hool and community 'would likely 'flake

this component of the program even stronger. Only a few projects took note of

interagency and corn mu nil v collitmmition data that influenced the delivery of
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child services. Yet it is important information because the delivery of multiple

services to children obviously requires a strong partnership approach be used.

Future program evaluation and development efforts should focus on organizing

and documenting interagency and community collaboration systems used to

achieve child service goals.

11) What have parents perceived as most helpful to them with

regards to the child service activities in which they and their children

participated?

Document analysis and jOcus group field notes indicate parents believed the

most helpful aspects of the child services component were: correction of child

health and medical problems, health assessments, direct educational services

(particularly the one to one attention received in home visits), and the support

resources available so they and their children could participate. Parents often

commented on the importance of health checkups and the educational activities

their children were doing as a result of the program. They also commented on

the ability of staff to help them achieve services for their children that previously

they had difficulty attaining.

Child Scrvices Recomrnendation

1) Continue to place major emphasis on preventative services like early and

continuing health assessments, immunizations, developmental assessments,

correctie medical and social services. and oducation:d intervention activities,

2) Strengthen the involvement of parents in the delivery and monitoring of child

servic es. A few pilot projects have modeled the integration of child services with
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parent education by closely inyok ino parents in learning how to carry out

specific services. This practice is effective and needs to be pursued in all of the

programs.

3) Develop a more .v.stematic case management, interagency collaboration

system for delivering child services. Project staff often spend excessive amounts

of time in helping parents attain services that should be more readily available.

Project networking could stimulate the sharing of "model case management

interagency schemes" among program stall'.

4) Develop transition plans fOr educating children's child development and

kindergarten teachers about information gained and services provided for

children. Child needs and achievements need to he articulated with school

personnel as the child moves into the kindergarten and primary school years.

The child services component of parent education should not end with a child's

school entry

Parent/Family' Services. The main purpose of this component of the

program was to provide parents and families with needed services to strengthen

their position to be competent learners. While other agencies in the community

usually provide such services, at risk families often neglect to use them or are

unable to use them. Thus, pros iding direct and indirect assistance to parents and

families in need of such sCrViL:C was an important aspect of the program. The

findings of the evaluation for this component are reported in a manner similar to

that of the other components.
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Design Stage

1) What are the goals of the parent /family services component of the

parent education program as reflected in the work of the pilot
projects?

Pilot projects developed parent/family service goals that aimed to support

parents. children, and families in becoming capable learners. Supporting parents

in becoming their children's primary teachers was often stated as the basic reason

for offering services to families. 52 percent of the project directors on the SPIF

indicated that parentijanuly services. vvere a major emphasis in their program.

However, all of the pilot projects had specific goals in this component as noted in

their documents. The most prevalent goal focused on providing parents and

'amities with needed basic services like prenatal care, medical assistance, food,

clothing, counseling, and other such services la integral part of this goal in most

of the programs ivas to carry out needed support activities so that parents and

families could use services once they were provided. This often took the form of

transporting parents to a physicians office or to the Ilealth Department. Projects

also included case management and interagency referral strategies as integral

parts of this goal.

2) How were the parent /family services goals determined?

Projects initially developed their gollk from the knowledge acquired from

the literature on family support programs and from training programs offered by

the South Carolina Department of Educitikm parent and family services

goal,: were derived through several iniormation from partnership
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agencies (particularly the Health Department and the Social Services

Department), home visitor observations, parent requests and feedback, requests

from school personnel, and case study strategies. Case management became the

most prevalent approach to determining and addressing specific parent and family

needs. Pilot projects ere ,generally very effective in identifying parent and

family needs ami often integrated these needs into the plans used for educational

and other support a(tivities.

3) What delivery systems were used to carry out program goals and

how were these _)'storms used?

Pilot projects used home visits, group meetings, and individual conferences

with parents as ways of acquiring a general picture of possible family needs.

Genera! parent and tanuiy needs were met through parent networking,

information dissemination (newsletters, announcement, media specials), group

meetings. home visits. and through activities held in family education centers.

Spec atli:ed needs HI cit riSk parents and tanult CS Were usually organized and

delivered through .tonic' Joint 01 a case management system. For example, one

project identified a mother in urgent prenatal care. 'The staff developed

trust with the mother, helped her set up an appointment to see a physician, and

assisted the mother in getting to the appointment. They then followed up on the

situation and continued to help her connect up to otter needed services like WIC

and Medicaid.

Projects often noted the need fOr more ease management training of .ctall

o better handle the needs of at risk parent, and families. The fact that almost half
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of the projects did not identify this component as a major emphasis suggests the

need for more training on the needs of at risk parents and families and on how to

best meet these needs. In particular. training and community involvement in

developing effective interagency systems fir responding to parent and family

needs is critical. Most projects would welcome such efforts as they have often

been frustrated in the delivery of services by the lack of such systems. Also,

projects need to pursue the use of parent networking in the delivery of services

with the focus being on helpin4 parents become more autonomous as they learn

about the use of different services.

4) What program activities were developed and used to achieve

parent and family services goals and how were these activities used?

Projects used several means to achieve their parent and family services

goals. Educational actvities like dissomin:iting information on parent and child

needs and on available community services to meet these needs was a continuing

effort in most of the pilot projects. For example, document analysis indicates that

19 projects educated parents about the importance of prenatal care and provided

information on available prenatal care services in the community. A similar

finding wa:, noted with areas such as immunizations, health care, and social

services that addressed basic family need,. 4 percent of the pilot projects (SPIF)

carried out intensive parent and family services activities. Yet, document analysis

suggests that 18 of the 21 projects actually' uttered services to families like

prenatal care, counseling, food supports, and related family services.

ITCH' data on patent and Lund\ usa12.e of different services in this
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component are highlighted as follows.

Usage of Parent/Family. Services in Pilot Projects
(Mean number per program per year)

Service Mean Maximum

Referrals to a service 4 180
Food 1Q., 250
Counseling 26 125
"Isransportation to services 26 100
Clothing 16 67
Prenatal care 13 71
Health/medical 11 50
Health checkups a 40
Heat 9
Other services 2 14

Document analysis indUates that these seivices were not used uniformly across

projects but rather reflect local family needs and the emphasis of the different

pilot projects. For example. projects serving teen parents had higher usage rates

for prenatal care than other projects. One rural project had a very high usage

rate of transportation to services. On the other hand, a few projects whose

laiuilieti were nor ha { fewer users of these services. The

individualization of parent /family usage of services is reflective, for the most

part. of good planning and nccds-assessment within pilot projects. However, some

projects need technical assistance training in this regard.

Implementation Stake

5) What involvement methods did projects use to achieve parental

participation in their program services and how were these

involvement methods deployed?

1(0



As indicated in previous sections of this report, projects used

transportation, child care, adaptive scheduling, home visits, continuing

communication with parents, media coverage, and incentives like prizes at

meetings as strategies to increase parent participation. In addition, participation in

parent and family services was encouraged through individualized approaches to

meeting specific parent and family needs and through the development of a

trusting relationship parent v by home visitors. In projects where the

component of parent and f.trnity services was a priority, the following

involvement scheme was prevalent: development of a positive and supportive

relationship with the parent, assessment of specific needs as articulated by the

parent (and as observed by the home visitor), organization of a plan of action to

meet the identified needs (usually involving an interagency system),

implementation (which often involved transportation and assisting the parent in

making initial contact with the service agency), and evaluation and feedback on

the outcome of the efforts to meet the needs. Many parents commented during the

jacus i.;raup.i that the help riF their, tO resolve

family and personal nec,12). One mother commented, "She ,the home visitor; went

with me to the Health Department and then to the Medicaid office. Without her I

would not have had the courage to make plans to solve my medical problem."

6) What staff development activities were used to enable staff to

effectively implement the parent and family .services goals of the

program?

Staff used the saine basic staff development expel iences attained in the child
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services training in the parent and family services component. In particular, staff

noted that workshops on use management and on working with at risk family

situations were most helpful. In addition, staff spent considerable time in learning

about community family services they could use in meeting family needs. Several

pilot projects have developed community service manuals {Or use with parents

and for distribution to parents. Staff have often performed beyond the call of

duty in helping parents and families meet particular needs. More technical

assistance for staff is needed in the area of better organizing interagency and

1' CO 1 la n VV11,'1)1 \ tril 1)1 ( ) ) 1,

7) What types of interagency and school /community collaboration

have programs used to achieve their parent and family services goals?

18 of the 21 (Document pile); projects have some form of

established interagency and community collaboration plan. 15 of 20 (SPIF)

reported having active interagency advisory councils which meet regularly to

share information on services and to plan fur the effective use of these services.

Pilot projects with a major parent and famik seiv ices emphasis have developed in

depth collaboration systems they use to help meet family needs. On the SPIF,

projects reported using intera.,Iencv resources to meet various needs.
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Services Provided Through Interagency & Community
Collaboration

(Reported in percentages and number of projects using interagency resources)

Service parents using interaLenev Number of projects
using interagency

Food 75 15
Medical services 70 14
Tutoring 65 13

Housing 60 12
Health checkups 60 12
Heat 55 11

Immunization, 55 11

Medicine 45 9
Other 80 18

The examples of services provided to families are many and diverse. The

following were reported by projects in their documents. Housing Authority

provided housing for a single parent family. Some programs like "I Care" and

"Helping Hands" assisted families with rent and utility bills. Local Department of

Social Services helped families get reinstated for food stamps and the Salvation

Army often helped \%ith food basket:; and clothing. Local clinics. hospitals.

medical centers and schools cooperate in physical, occupational and speech

therapies for families and children in need. Clemson Extension provides

information on various family safety tmd health topics on most of the programs.

Pilot projects have used a vast array of local services to help parents and families

meet various neods '1/u' 'wed runt e ust v in most coninninities is for n bettur

planned intera,i;enc and colnnurni0 u()Ilahoralion A\stem.
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Evaluation Stage

8) What assessment processes have been used to record progress

toward achievement of parent and family senices goals?

Projects have used basically the same assessment processes in recording

goal attainment in parent and family services as used in the child services

component. Staff have been effective in using documentation to note progress

made toward achievement of individual family services goals. Some case

management stratepjes have been used /nit most project directors expressed an

interest in unprovin4 this aspeci of their operation.

9) What performance criteria and standards have programs used to

determine their effectiveness in achieving their parent and family

services goals?

Pilot projects used the criteria of service delivery, parent participation,

parent satisfaction, and effectiveness of services delivered. Document analysis

indicates that proieets clevelopeci criteria collaboration with cooperating

agencies and parem participants Future cruel-id should include the assessment of

the viability of interagency efforts and the progress made in helping parents

achieve in meeting their pers 'Ion nd family noocis . Outcome'

elite, .0 such a.' improved jamil) fun( tioning and improved family living

conditions were used by !Our projects. Criteria that are used in monitoring the

long-term influence of parent i.ld family services err children's school readiness

are needed.

10) What evidence has been provided by programs to support the
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achievement of parent and family services goals?

PFG!F data indicates that parents vvere very satisfied with the parent and

jamily set vice.1 they 14.1ed. 95 percent of the parents said the health, educational,

and developmental >erviceN they used were either helpful or very helpful.

Document analysis suggests that projects served families in an effective manner

with extensive effort going to the plannin2 and delivery of services. Outcome

data noted in some project documents indicate that improved living conditions

(heat, better housing, food, health services) positively influenced family

jiinctioning as assessed by parents receiving the services.

11) What hare parents perceived as most helpful to them with

regards to the parent and family services in which they participated?

Parents often noted during Pelts ,group sessions the dedication of staff to

Helping them meet ,I;),/ If,/f),H fnund thP

workabil ty of their small but highly supportive parent education program to be

a key factor in their accessing services of vital importance to their families. On

the PFG1F 95 percent of the parents said that educational, developmental, and

health services were most helpful to them. Project staff (SPIF) also felt these

services were effective in meetino. parent and family needs. Given the short

duration of the program, a high level of parent participation and satisfaction with

parent and family services was achieved. Parents and staff have shown that when

services are located close to participating families and easily accessed, the use and

ehectiveness of thee enhanced.
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12) How do parents perceive the impact of the parent 2nd family

services on themselves, their children, and their families?

Parents perceived the parent and family services component of the

program to have a distinctly positive impact on them, their children, and their

families. 92 percent responded of the PEGIE that these services were of a

positive influence on thiem and their jamilies. Document analysis indicated that

parents became more invoked in promoting their children's educational

development as particular family stre.soi, were resolve'!. For example, one

parent was doled :1', ''We spend more time together now that I have taken

care of nr\, medical problem.- Another parent noted how the family's

relationships were positiyei effected by getting needed food and clothing.

Project staff also noted improved self esteem among parents who benefited

Ifrom project service, . One st;i T member exclaimed during the focus groups that

1
II

I
I 1 protects that their referrals have Influenced the parents toward having more self
a
I I

III
confidence in solving different family needs.

; I
Parent/Family Services Recommendations

i
1 ) ----4 ,,,,,, .'ii4i,1.41 i;i(.i liL (HI in if I ( ti;iti r.)±c't liVc: paii..71t ii/iii jiii/N11;'5

three parents she worked with on prenatal care practices were now taking much

11,I\e .11\0 oiven feedback to the pilot

CO/UP(///e/ii in (lit it ')«.1 CHI ;111;q1 ,1.01.;rclI1i. Document analysis

showed that pilot proiects that empha,i/ed the,. services had a greater positive

influence on parent behaviors and on parent-child relationships and overall



family functioning.

2) The program should continue to pursue stronger community and agency

involvement in the delivery of essential parent and family services. Most project

leaders noted the need for a more comprehensive approach to meeting parent and

family needs in their communities.

3) Increase the emphasis on preventative services to at risk parents and families

as well as for the general population in the community. Educational, health, and

developmentally supportive services that locus on prenatal care, maternal and

infant/toddler health, parent-infant attachment, positive and nurturing family

relationships, and family literacy should receive priority attention.

4) Community-wide interagencl and collaborative involvement training should

he pursued vigorously. Several pilot projects have gcod case management and

interagency ideas but lack a supportive school-community setting in which to

implement these ideas. The entire village has to get excited about prevention

oriented parent and family services.

Summary and Conclusions

The Target 2000 Parent Education Program, as carried out in the work of

the pilot projects, has had far reaching effects on the participating parents,

children, and families. It has also had a distinct influence on the staff and

participating school districts. The folloing are highlights extracted from this

evaluation of the program
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*Based on document analysis and SPIF data. an average of 3X5
parents and 394 children were served per project per year. Of
this number, each project served approximately 6( at risk
parents and 72 at risk children each ear.

*All of the pilot projects had an emphasis in parent education.
slightly over half of them had an emphasis in child services
and parent/family services, and slightly less than one-third had
literacy/training and adult education as a major emphasis.

*Home visiting and group meetings \Acre the most used
delivery systems. All of the pilot projects appropriately used
multiple delivery systems in an attempt to improve parent
participation. PFGIF data indicates most projects were
successful in achieving that goal. In addition, over 70 percent
of the projects used involvement methods like transportation.
child care, and adaptive scheduling as participation incentives.

*The Parent Education Component of the program focused
on the use of appropriate, concrete. and relevant activities
that aimed to improve parent competence and confidence
as their children's primary educators. The activities vere
oriented toward enhancing children's sc hoof readiness.

*The Literacy and Adult Education Component, where
emphasized, was effective in supporting patents in acquiring
both basic family literacy skills and in achieving adult
education and job training goals.

*Child Services and Parent/Family Services were effectively.
deployed by several projects as a means of strengthening
the parent and child's total learning system.

*Projects that utilized effective interagency and community
involvement strategies \Acre oust influential in creating a
comprehensive parent education, family literacy, and family
support program. Future program efforts sit( quid build oil
of the success of these priijects

*Parent evaluations (PFGIF and Document Anaksis)
indicate that over 90 percent of the parents were very
satisfied with all aspects of the program and that 95 percent
believed that the program had a positi\ int-filen::: on them.
their children, and their families.

*Staff responses on the SPIN also support the positive
influence of the program. Staff \Acre partiLularl;. pleased
with observed improvements in parent competence. parent-
chiki relations, and in children's learning gains.
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Based on the findings of the evaluation, five conclusions are offered

as follows.

1) The pilot projects achieved the goal of effectively designing and implementing

comprehensive early childhood piirent Liucation with the parents and families of

preschool children at risk for school failure. The projects were also effective in

planning and deploying parent education activities and services relevant to parents

of children birth to 5 years of age for !he community at large.

2) The most effective program practices included: using parent education

activities that strengthened the family's literacy environment; carrying out home

visits that included both school readiness learning activities/resources and

activities and services based on the individual needs of parents, children, and

families; using multiple delivery systems and support methods such as child care,

transportation, on-site location of activities. group seminars, home visits, and

lending libraries; inolvirw parents in both parent-child literacy experiences and

in adult education; using existing interagency and community resources to

effectively meet parent and family needs; encouraging and promoting "parent

networking"; and planning with parents with regards to meeting various parent,

and fanniy needs.

3) The pilot projects that had the highest level of intra-school and intra-district

support were able to achieve the roost progress in integrating the parent education

program into already existing early childhood and adult education programs. The

best example of this is where a district has supported the expansion of the concept

to other schools in the district with 'onibined district and externally acquired
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grant funds. Of particular significance is the emergence of Family Education

Centers in some of the projects.

4) Staff training, interagency collaboration, and adequate staff and parent support

resources were noted as significant contributors to project success, and where

lacking, as impeding forces. Continuing technical assistance in the form of staff

training on parent education strategies (particularly case management,

interagency partnership systems. and effective organizational activities), and in

the area of developing more family literac\, and adult training opportunities can

he a major force in further strengthening the program.

5) The influence of the project on children's school readiness has all of the

apparent indicators in place but will need longitudinal data collection and analysis

to fully document its presence. Parent:i .1tq11. point to the following as most

likely to be positivel\ billueneitil; the school readine.ss pattern: increased parent

know ledge and skills in being teachers of their children; increased amount of

direct educational attention children are receiving; improved family living

situations as needs arc now being met: increased educational attainment by parents

(throu':h adult education and tr.": cour:,es;, and the earlier iCIIVely of critical

health, developmental, and educational services to children of parents enrolled in

the program.

In e: feet, the evaluation has found that the pioneering efforts of (Ile 21 pilot

projects have provided ., new rich source of potentially revolutionary preschool

parent and family support practices through our public schools. These efforts

should he viewed as a bc.giniiing and not as a one nine effort. The projects have
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learned a great deal on how schools an reach into tne very earliest part of the

family's life and begin the school success process in a sensitive, nurturing, and

enjoyable manner. Much remains to be learned about how to more effectively

collaborate, support, and involve the partners of the teachinv, and learning

process. Yet, these initial attempts to engage parents and children in enriching

and expanding learning experiences has been impressive and important.
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Recommendations

Several recommendations can he derived from the results of the site visits,

document analysis, and the re., icy,. of literature on effective parent educatioi,

programs. Ten of the most important recor:unendutions are presented and

discussed in this part of the report. These recommendations can be grouped into

five categories: purpose and focus, staff selection and :raining, program

components and elements, coordination and integration, and monitoring and

evaluation.

Purpose and Focus

Recommendation I: Parent educaiion programs should

emphasize the promotion of children's school readiness. More direct

attention should be given to strategies, activities, and services that address the

critical factors related to school readiness: parent prenatal care, maternal/infant

health eine. parein-child attachment, positive family relationships, and basic

readiness skills , positive self-image, Lonyetcnce, physical and motor

development, perceptual and language skills, analytical reasoning).

In this regard, the programs should either broker or provide a variety of

services that are directly related to ,ehool ic,idiness. Examples of such services

include immunilations, health assessment\ e.g.. \ 'skin and hearing checks),

developmental assessment., Lo.ith the re,ult-, tied to educationally appropriate

experiences and activities), and information on proper nutrition. Whenever

1 8 2
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possible, project staff should broker the services that are or should be available

through other community agencies. Delivery of such services is more costly than

brokering and may be duplicative. Some of the pilot projects have attained

effectiveness with regards to this recommendation and project networking is one

means of strenvhenini; this aspect of the program.

Recommendation 2: Parent education programs should focus on

serving members of at-risk populations (e.g., single parents, teen

parents, parents with multiple risks), addressing the basic parent

education needs of all parents as resources permit.

There will never be enough resources to serve all those in need. Thus,

sonic focus is ikcessary if the available resources are to be used wisely and

effectively. Community-based parent education programs which are based on

interagency collaboration and corn iunity-school partnerships are likely to be

good investments of money, time, and effort. Some of the pilot projects have

demonstrated the value, both educationally and financially, of such programs.

Staff Selection and Training

Recommendation 3: Those in charge of parent education

programs should make every effort to recruit, train, and employ

members of minority groups to work in both leadership and support

roles.

The majority of parellts rved by the pilot projects were African-

Americans. Having project staff members \k ith whom they can identify may

contribute to these parents illingness to particil ate in the project activities and
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avail themselves of the project services. In this regard, efforts should be made to

involve existing district and school staff who have both skills in the earl"

childhood parent education field and skills for working with parents in at risk

situations. Community volunteer and mentoring resource people should be

eagerly sought.

Recommendation 4: Those in charge of parent education

programs should ensure that adequate training and technical

assistance are provided to all staff members.

It is particuidr/\ important am .vtalf reeil.e ft-dining in the following

areas:

(a) the curriculum of parent education. with a focus on school readiness;

(b) adult education and .job training designs that incorporate collaborative

partnerships;

(c) skills for working with at-risk parents and their children;

(d) skills in case management and interagency collaboration: and,

(e) methods of developing comprehensive parent/family education and early

childhood development programs through collaborative efforts within schools.

Program Components and Elements

Recommendation 5: Parent education programs should include a

clearly defined sequence of activities and services within a flexible

structure that allows for meeting the individual needs of parents and

families.

The activities should reflect a NN tem:itic approach to parent education with
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emphasis on learning experiences that relate to the child's school readiness needs.

Home visit plans need to be based on this systematic approach while utilizing

individual needs as noted in home observations and developmental assessments.

The content of ,i;roup meetings should he based on a needs assessment of parent

participants and where jeasible related to home visit emphases.

This recommendation, %.kihile emphasizing the need for systematic

educational plans, also recognizes the need for being responsive to individual

needs as they arise. A balance between specific educational activities and

individual parent and child needs should be the main goal.

Recon;mendation 6: The family literacy and adult education

component of parent education programs should receive increased

emphasis. At present, this component receives the least emphasis. Only six of

the twenty one pilot projects included it as a primary emphasis. A similar

percentage of the parents interviewed during the site visits indicated they had

participated in activities related to this component. The renewed emphasis on

family literacy and adult education shoula address three issues. They are:

(1) an emphasis on family literacy similar to that which currently exists in the

pilot projects using a Family Education Center approach;

(2) the refinement and improvement of the relationship between adult education

and parent education within each district; and,

(3) the development of a comprehensive adult education program in each school

or district which integrates early childhood education with parent education and

adult education.
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Recommendation 7: The supports and incentives that enable and

encourage parents to participate in the various components of the

parent education program should be continued and where possible

strengthened.

Quite obviously, parents must participate in the parent education program

if it is to be successful. Parent participation in these programs appear to be

!awed to several enabling ;actors, most of vnich several pilot projects have

succes,,fully deployed. Amon, the niw;t Lommon are

(a) the provision of transportation:

(b) adaptive scheduling:

(c) nearby service locations:

(d) the provision of child care: and,

(e) the establishment rat parent n,T.yorL,.

To the extent that these factors AFC 111 place ill a particular proaram, the

participation of parents is likely to be enhanced.

Coordination and Intcgralion

Rec-ommendaiion 8: Parent education programs should work

toward being fully integrated with the school, school district, and

larger community.

Parent education piogr.inis do out nitt: !iiiiicient resources to function on

their own for an extended period of time. Thus, both the survival and success of

such programs depend to a large extent on their ability to coordinate with other

agencies and service proVidcr,. Wi/hir/ thc //mil thAttit tt. parent education
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prommis sitot/Id be directly linked with existing early childhood programs (e.g.,

preki,,L'igarten program,:, pril'ate child development programs) and related

kindergarten-primary and adult education programs. This recommendation is

consistent with the direction of the primar, school success criteria presently

being explored in South Carolina.

Further, within the school districts is well as within the state as a whole),

state-funded parent education programs should be coordinated with other

federally funded early childhood programs like Head Start and Even Start. Such a

collaborative arranilement i in place in ,otne if the pilot projects and should

serve as one model for others to emulate.

Recommendation 9: Parent education programs need to clearly

determine which services and activities they can best deliver and

those that can best be handled by other community agencies.

Parent programs must avoid becoming all things to all people. Staff need,

among other things, a thorough know ledge of other programs and agencies

within the community, skills in case management, and the ability to arrange and

make referrals to other programs in a s\ stem,itic manner. Sonic pilot projects

have promoted such interagency relation.,hips in their communities and these

projects should serve as models for other ploQrams. Improved case management

and more viable interagency referral and famil service arrangements can free

up the parenting prorams to direct IlloLe energy to the primary program

function of educating parents and childicn, /1 crer, basic family needs must he

met before parent and child learnin:4 expi can be expected to have much



effect.

Monitoring and Evaluation

Recommendation 10: A longitudinal ,valuation of parent

education programs should he designed and implemented.

Such an evaluation vv ill enable legislators and educators to judge the

progress of the programs, recommend and make adjustments in the programs as

necessary, and, perhaps most importantly, assess the long-term effects of the

programs.

No program is as effect:\ e as it might be the first time it is tried. Program

effectiveness needs to be monitored and improvement made in accordance with

the information gleaned from the A longitudinal ev,aluation can

provide both immediate feedback on program effectiveness and longer term

progress. particularly as progranLinfluence children's school readiness.

The conceptual Lame ark underlying our evaluation of the parent

education programs includes a description of program strategies, activities, and

services, and the impact of these Ntrateg,=n, activities, and services on the parents

and, ulmnately, on the students. Because of time constraints imposed on both the

pilot projects and our evaluation efforts, this report includes mainly the program

descriptions and the perceived impact of the program on the parents. A

longitudinal stud would he needed to examine the actual impact of the program

on the parents is well as the impact of the pioLnain on their children. Such a

study should expand on the database., created in the present evaluation. Every

child served should be tr eked into the school system. l he PEP and BEDS
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databases could be combined to longitudinally assess the benefits of various PEP

programs. Cross-sectional comparisons of PEP-aided and non-PEP-aided groups

could also serve similHr pur-poos. Without a longitudinal study, the extent to

which the program benefit, children w ill never L. known.
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Executive Summary: South Carolina's Target
2000 Parent Education Program

The evaluation of the Target 2000 Parent Education Program was

conducted durino, the period January to May of 1993. The purpose of the

evaluation was:

To conduct a cumpieliensive ley iew and analysis of
the program components and elements as they have
been designed and implemented by the pilot projects.

The focus was on deteimining the vai ions shi.itet2ies and practices that have or are

likely to have a positive influence on parents, children, and families during the

period from birth to five year, of a:2e. In effect, the evaluation attempted to

delineate effective parent education practices as related to increasing parental

competence, strenPthening fainil, functioning, and ultimately positively

influencing children's school readiness and success.

The evaluation framework included four components and three stages. The

/our components are: Parent Education, Literacy/Training & Adult Education,

Child Services, and Parem/Famity Service,. The three stages are: Design,

Implementation, and Evaluation.

Within each of the major Components of the evaluation framework, the

following questions were studied:

Design Stage

I ) What are the major ,i4oa/., of the parent education program as reflected in the

work of the pilot projects?
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2) Flow were the parent education program goals developed as reflected in the

needs assessment activitie.; carried out by the pilot projects'?

3) What de/it:dry system.ss have the parent education program used?

4) What parent education program activities have been used to achieve the

identified :2 Oak)

5) What methods have the parent education programs used to increase parent

participation in program activitic?

6) What staff development activities were used to enable staff to effectively

implement the parent education program?

7) What types of intera.s4encv and liool-conimunity collaboration have parent

education programs used'?

Evaluation Stage

8) 'What assessment pt «' .1 C.1 have parent education programs used to record

progress toward achievement of their ooals?

9) What performance criteria and Atandards have parent education programs

used to determine their effectiveness in achieving particular goals'?

10) What eviden, e have parent edik: pio::.nuils provided iii sLippiai the

achievement of their goals?

11) What have parents perceived as most Important to them with regard to the

activities in which they have participated?

12) How do parents perceive the impac t or the pros;ram on themselves, their

children, and their tanhlies?
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The primary. sources of data used to carry out the evaluation process were:

projeet doeumems, parent and stair nue iv i0. (01-111. and narrative data collected

durini2, site visits to the pilot projects. Two particular evaluative instruments were

developed: The Pareitt Focits Grov IntetTicw Form (PFGIF) and the Staff &

Program Inventory Form (SPIF). In addition, each pilot project was visited. The

purpose of the site visits %kits to observe the \arious contexts of the programs,

acquire parental and staff perspecti\ es on the program, and to obtain needed data

to prepare the evaluation report.

Data collected during th CV 11:11.1011 1/4.cc organized according to the key

components and major stares delineated the concept; framework. The data

were also organized in a manner that relationships between program factors and

participant factors could be studied. Further. data organization a:med to provide

insights on effective practices as reflected in program activities, strategics, and

resource usage that could potentially ha\e a positive influence on parents.

children, and families.

The findings of the study are 01.12j111/Cd anti presented in four sections: a

profile of participating parents and famiiies, an overview of the context and

background of the program, a synthesis 01 the findings on the parent education

program. and a discus ion of the implications of these findings. Findings of the

cvaluatiod arc dt:M_ sio2gesike dein correlational as projects have

had limited time to develop and implement their designs, and assessment

procedures are just beginning to reflect loneuudinal emphases as related to the

1



impact of the program on children's school readiness. In spite of these

limitations, the findings suggest, wherever appropriate, longitudinal possibilities

as strongly proposed in the research literature in early childhood parent

education.

Two basic groups of parents and families participated in the program: the

general parent population who have children in the birth to 5 years of age range,

and parents of children considered at risk for school failure in this same age

range. All of the 21 pilot projects provided some form of services to both

populations. The oneral parent population participated basically in the large

group sessions and related activities like using the family lending library and

participating in child development assessments. Parents at risk w with preschool

children al ri.vk were the major participants in the intensive services like home

visits, adult education, small group activities, and family services. These parent

are mostly poor, single parents, unemployed, lacking in needed formal

educational skills, and experiencing multiple problems. Typically, they have 2 or

3 children, are very young, and have little support or guidance on parenting and

family issues. The families are rural, in need of continuing public support, and

have often experienced an intergenerational cycle of failure in school.

lhe context and background of the prozram includes two important

elements! staff and program information. The major attributes of the staff are:

they are experienced, well educated, and have been with the program since its

inception: they are multicultural in makeup and strongly believe in the program:

the most common job titles and roles are for parent educator and project
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director; the most common staffing pattern combines full and part time

personnel; and they are continually upgrading their skills through specific

training programs.

A review of data on the 4cncral pro,1;ratu content indicate the following as

carried out by the pilot projects: they have established goals that aim to increase

parent competence and family well-being so as to positively influence children's

school readiness; they have developed a strong emphasis in the parent education

component, along with substantial involvement in literacy and adult education and

child and parent/family services in about half of the projects; they have used

multiple delivery systems with home visits and group meetings the most

prevalent; they have intensively pursued parent participation with several

involvement methods; and, they have achieved high levels of parent and child

participation in program activities and services.

Evaluation findings are presented for each of the components of the

program as follows.

Parent education component finding:, ruchide.. I) emphases were on both

patenting and child development information; 2) activities reflected a major focus

on preventative infonnation fur parents (e.g., prenatal care) and on the skill areas

essential to healthy. child de\ elopment and school readiness (e.g., social

competence, language development ): 3) deli\ cry sr stems were diverse with home

visits and group seminars the most prevalent; -1) p. rents were involved in

assessing, and articulating major needs to be addressed in program efforts; 5)

various involvement methods were successfully deployed to maximize parent
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participation; 6) interagency eiToi is included the offering of collaboratively

sponsored group meetings and the sharing of resources; and, 6) projects used

continuing evaluation to refine and improve their activities. Staff delivered an

impressive amount of program activities \Nith the average program offering 1.5

home visits per parent per month and 12 group meetings a year. In addition, they

disseminated newsletters on an average of 1 per month, maintained active lending

libraries, and disseminated many community wide materials through the news

media. Parents were active participants in the parent education component. On

average, 76 parents per project participated in home visits each month and 116

parents participated in group meetings per project. Parent evaluations were quite

positive with over 96 percent evaluating the home visits and group meetings as

very helpful.

hteracv!trainiii4 and .Adult Education ( omponent findings include: 1)

emphases were on addressing general literacy needs and helping at risk parents

attain essential educational goals; "2) delivery systems were inclusive of providing

family learning activities, offering adult education, and placing parents in job

training; 3) activities included courses and informal learning with the use of

Family Education Centers as most effectie; 4) participation supports included

individualized counseling, child care. transportation, adaptive scheduling, and on-

site course offerings; 5) interagency. efforts (particularly intra-school

collaboration) proved to be a major success indicator for projects using them;

and, 6) the combining of parent involvement in adult education and child

involvement in child development (within the same facility and on the same

95
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schedule) proved highly effective. A major lesson learned was that effectiveness

in this component require and coherent intra-and-extra collaborative

efforts. Parents viewed the family literacy activities as most helpful and those

parents enrolled in training or adult education courses assessed them as most

helpful. They particularly pointed io an improved self image and to their

children's improved perception\ of them parents as outcomes of their

involvement in adult learning.

Child Service:, componc include: emphases were on

providing children k.\ ith De\ elopmental and I lealth Assessments and supportive

educational activities and resources; 2) delivery of services were carried out in

schools, community places ,nid thrkiugh hum: isits; 3) major activities included

Developmental Screening, Direct Educational Services, and Health Services; 4)

various incentives and involvement strateL,ies were used ,:uch as community health

fairs, interagency service delivery, and such means as transportation: 5)

interagency efforts were helpful in service delivery but need improving; and, 6)

an average of 300-plus clUldien were pro.vided services in each project. Research

suggests that the impac of child .,ervices .olCh as those proi.'ided in the program

will be powerful in toms 01 Improving children' s readiness f'or school. Parents

and staff were unanimous on the positive outcomes of the child services activities

carried

/

out by the program.

arent,fimilv eomponentfin,lin...,,s include: I) emphases were on

meeting the individualized needs of parents and families; 2) supportive delivery

systems such as transportation, child care, and home visits enabled parents to use
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1
.seeded services; 3) activities mnged from providing needed health services to

helping families acquire food and heat; 4) involvement methods were adaptive

and supportive of parents; 5) case management and interagency efforts were

present in the more effective pilot projects; and 6) parents assessed this aspect of

the program as very influential in helping them become better role models for 1
their children. Anecdotal proviat'Ll by Mc pilot projects supported the

belief that improved parent and family livirn.; conditions have a positive influence

Oil the child' C h,)Ine It'arninv1; si.ualion Future effor1S in this component of the

program need to focus on improving the inicragk.snev delivery system.

In summary, the Target 2000 Pa rent Education Program, as carried cut in

the work of the pilot projects, has had fJr reaehim4 effects on the participating

parents, children, and families. It hiis also had a distinct influence on the staff and

participating school districts. Based on the findings of the evaluation, five

conclusions are presented as follows.

) The pilot projects achieved the goal of effectively designing and implementing

comprehensive early childhood parent education v ith the parents and families of

preschool children at risk for school faihire.

2) The most effective program practiees included: using parent education

activities that strengthened the family's literae\ ironment; carrying out home

visits that included both school readiness ,icti% 'ties and services based on the

individual needs of the famine:, served: using multiple delivery systems and

support methods; involving parents in both parent-child literacy experiences and

adult education: using interagency and communit resources to effectively meet
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parent and family needs; pronioniT parent netwoilcing; and planning with parents

in regards to meeting various parent, child, and family needs.

3) el-he pilot projects that had the hi..,11e:A level of intra-school and intra-district

`u' hurt vvere able to achieve the inoA progress in integratin thc parent education

program into already existing early childhood and adult education programs.

4) Staff tiaininil, interalmiCV collithoiat ion. and adcpaic and parent support

resources were noted as significant contributor, to pioject success, and where

lackinu, as impeding forces.

5) The influence of the project on children's school readiness has all of the

apparent indicators in place but requires longitudinal study to fully explore the

dynamics between the program and the potential effects on children.

Several recommendations can be derived from the results of the site visits,

document analysis, and the review of the literature on effective parent education

programs. len of the most important recommendations arc presented. These

recommendations are grouped into five categories: purpose and focus, staff

selection and training, program components and elements, coordination and

inteuation, and monitoring and evaluation.

Purpose and Focus

Recommendation 1: Parent education programs should emphasize the promotion

of children's school readiness.

Recommendation 2: Patent education proaams should focus on serving

members of at-risk populations (e.g., single parents, teen parents, parents with

multiple the h prom education needs of all parents as
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resources permit.

Staff Selection and Training

Recommendation 3: Those in charge of parent education programs should make

every effort to recruit, train, and employ members of minority groups to work

in both leadership and support roles.

Recommendation 4: Those in change of parent education programs should ensure

that adequate training and technical assistance are provided to all staff members.

Program Components and Elements

Recommendation 5: Parent education programs should include a clearly defined

sequence of activities and services within a flexible structure that allows for

meeting the individual needs of nirents and families.

Recommendation b: The family literacy and adult education component of the

parent education programs should receive increased emphasis.

Recommendation 7: The supports and incentives that enable and encourage

parents to participate in the various components of the parent education program

should be continued and where possible strengthened.

Coordination and Integration

Recommendation 8: Parent education programs should work toward being fully

integrated with the school, school district, and larger community.

Recommendation 9. Parent education programs need to clearly determine which

services and activities they can hest deliver and those that can best be handled by

other community agencies.

Monitoring and Evaluation

199
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Recommendation 10: A longitudinal evaluation of parent education programs

should be designed and implemented.
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Appendix B

Target 2000 Parent Education Pilot
Project Roster



Beaufort County School
N1s. Kay Broxton, Director

Pickens School District
Ms. Stella llolliday, Director

Hampton School District 1

& Allendale (Salkehatchie
Consortium)
Ms. Denise Parker, Director

Aiken School District
Ms. Gail Graham, Director

Marion District 1 & 2
Ms. Helen Smith, Director

Darlington County School
District
Ms. Brenda Avers, Director

Georgetov. School District
Nis. Lorine PresNley, Director

Anderson School District 5
Ms. Lee Looney, Director

',aliens School District 56
Ms. Beverly Madewell, Director

Spartanburg School District
Ms. Karen Moore, Director

Sumter School District 2
Mrs. Barbara Ragin, Director

Greenville School District
Ms. Alana Maitland, Director

Lexington School District 4
Ms. Sylvia Yarborough, Director

Lexington School District 1

Dr. Clare Hodge, Director

l'Ition County School District
Ms. Mai), Foster, Director

Lee County School District
Ms. Bunchie Jordan, Director

York School District 4
\ls. Pat Wolfe, Director

Calhoun School District
Ms. Ever leen K. Fredrick, Director

Greenwood School District 50
Ms. Rosemary Wilson, Director

4 Sumter School District 17
Ms. Dorothy Johnson, Director

Spartanburg School District 2
Ms. Jean Nirassef, Director
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Planning Meeting With Pilot Project Directors
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target 2000 PEP Evaluation Planning Meeting
(February 16, 1993)

Agenclp

1) 9:00 A.M. Coffee/danish

2) 9:30 A.M. Evaluation framework presented

3) 10:15 A.M. Evaluation framework discussion

4) 11:45 A.M. l3reak (Lunch ai 12 Noon)

5) 1:00 P.M. Format, structure, and scheduling
of program site visits

6) 2:00 P.NI. Data needed from programs and
plog.ram visit scheduling

7) 2:45 P.M. Adjourn
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About You And Your Family

'Iclationship to child ( inotherifittlierigrandparent/rclitti\ e/other)

*Nlarital )1l I lel

*N,Voik (Cinpll)Ved gull time, part time 110 hours, 20 hours, other(, unemployed)

*I highest le\ el of education 10 or 1C,;,t21' y Cdr... 11, 12, 13. 14. iibove 14)

*Currently enrolled in an educational program Or training eourse.
Yes

4:111-reilil'y enrolled in au adult education or training course spon,ored by the parent
education program.

es No

*1-:.thinc/raelal background (Cauciisnin. Hispanic, t.)riental. Indian, Other

'Geographical locale (Rural, l.' rhan, SuburNin, ()then

*Number of children t 1. 2. -1. "3-plus)

*t1:1111Ci lit ,.11i1).11k_a) ih to 3 2,

"hi% ulv,:ci 1;1 a relp:io;,..

*Fmily is s.-if s111TICILAIII Yes No

*Nullifier of Liduits living in the household 0, 2. 3, 3, :3-plus

"l'annIv Lon,lnion, aie Wool, Adequaie, (loot!. I. \%:1/4:11',:iii)

*Our house lias [kin (Yes, Noi Running Water (Yes. No)
Electricity I Ye',. No

*(lur family has adequate food (Ye,, No).

'Our fainil's health is d=oor, Adequate, Good, E\celik.mt)

*Our famil's relationships soh each other arc. (Poor. Idcipate. Good Escellein

*our family 1 main helpers are (Relatives. lriends. I tome VINItor, Uthcr_,
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About Your View 0f The Program And
Your InNokement In It

"I low you learned about the program (1 lume Virator, Tt.adiet. Friend. New, spaper, Relative.
Other

'llow long have sou been involv cd in the pkTiam! (Less than I year. I vear, more than
1 yea), 2 yeais, iiu than 2 y eats, i e,trs)

the most important things in your child's development? (Social skills. Good
I Icalth, cledelutaittent, Cul turat>, Latit2.utqlt: Self image,
I lappiness, Other

*Which services have been helpiul in making it p)ssible fur you to participate in program
activities! (Iloint_s isit, Transportation, Child care, Group meeting schedule,
()Wei

'What thIng,, do \rot, make ah.olutek, Mut %Our child h,is' t inmitnuimions, Regular health
checkups. A happy home life. e perien02,,,. I ()\ Gold Nutrition,
Other )

*How often do von do home visits? (2 per moiith, 1 per month, 1 every two months,
Other._

*I low many group parenting meetings or discussion groups have you attended per year?
(1. 2. 1. -1. 5, (). 7 8, 9, 10, 10

*Are you participating, itt 311 01 the Adult klacatiou courses or activities uttered by the
parent education program? (Yes, Nu)
Describe.

*Circle any of the parent or faultily services s ou have used since you have been a part of the
parent educanon piugrain?

(Prenatal checkups, medical checkups, medical services, counseling, parent
lending library, nutrition services, family support I food, clothing, heat, other].
Other

41-lave you used any of your projects referral services t Yes. No)
Describe

*I)oes your project have a newsletter? ( Yes. Ni» on read it' (Yes, No)

*What other program activities have you participated ' (Field trips, Faintly night,
Parent night, other_
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Programs:
Parentiril,

Parent Pereeptiou Of Program Effectiveness

Group Meetin
1 ) Not helpful
3) IleIptul

Howe Visits
1 , Not helpful
3)

Adair Educanon
(.:112_1) Equivaltlt:uur c
1) Not helpful
3, Ihelpful

Servi cc s
Child

Parent athily

Adult Enrichnlent Courw',
1 ) Not helpful
3) !helpful

Job rain
) Not help; iii
) I helpful

Ic:;lIth St.T\

I i NO( helpful
Helpful

Educational Ser% ices
) Not helpful

3) Helpful

Developmental Ser\ lees
1) Not helpful
;) I helpful

I health Services
1) Not helpful

i-ielpful

Educational Service\
1 ) Not helpful

I Helpful

DeVelOpillental Ser lees
) Not helpful
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2) Some hat helpful
-II I )1(.1 nut participate

' ) S;;Inc+.\ hat helpful
-I) 1)1d not participate

Somewhat helpful
I) Did not participate

) Sonic hat helpful
1) Did :10? p:truLlp,Ite

:soine%liat helpful
) hot ucipate

2.)

4) Did 1101 parilCip',IIC

) Some\khat helpful
41 Did not participate

2; Soinehat helpful
4; Did not participate

Sonle, hat helpful
1; Did not participate

hat helpful
Ihd not partie wale

Soinevs hat helpful
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Staff And Program Inventory Form
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Part One: About The Staff

"The position titles and roles of the staff are:

Director !Ionic Visitor Parent
Educator

NUrse Secretary Other-

",limber of Full time stall Part time staff

Volunteers

*Ages 01 staff

'5 Racial ethnic background (Caucasian. Black. Hispanic, Indian, Other

*Staff have been w ith the program for ( 2, 3 \ ears).

*Educational level High School Some College College

*Past experiences of staff include:
Teaching experience ilome visiting experience
Social work Nursing
School administration Other

'Staff Live in the communit) _Know parents personally
Know the conlInuoll 111\,' olved in community

'Staff relationships with each other are:

__Poor Adequate Good __Excellent

*When staff talk about the parent education program they use descriptors like:

(Helpful, Effective, Needed, Ineffectie
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Part Two: ,About Program Goals/Activities

*Main purpose of pror:im is

*Programs major emphasis is on which of the following components:
(Parent education, Adult education, Child services, Family services),

*Program goals were arrived at through needs assessment tools such as:
(Surveys, Parent discussion, Community case studies, other ).

*Major program activity areas are: (Itome visits, Group meetings, Adult
education, child services, family services, other

*

number of parents are in the home isit program and are home visited
times per month.

number of parents attend ioup meetings times per year.

number of parents are enrolled in adult education/training activities
per year.

*The number of children receiving the following services are:
Developmental screenings Ilealth screenings
Medical services Immunizations
Child development Other

*The number of parents receiving the follow ing services are:
Prenatal care Health checkups
health/medical services Referrals
Counseling _Other

The number of families receiving the toilowing services are:
Food Clothing

_Transportation to a :,ervice Heat Of other

*Describe other services/activities here:
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Part Three: Staff Relationships With Parents

*Staff interact with parents on a regular basis (Yes, No).

*Staff believe that their ielationships ith parents are based on a partnership
(Yes. No).

*Staff believe that their relationships \Anil parents promote a positive self image
in parents (Yes, No).

*Staff attitudes toward parents as indicated in the focus group discussions)
appear to be (Negative, Somewhat positive, Positive, Very Positive).

*Staff have training and inserviee activities that f,-)eas on strengthening their
knowledge and skills with regard to promoting positive relationships
with parents (Yes. No).

Part Four: Staff Strategies For Involving Parents

*Staff have made provisions for gaining regular parent input on the direction
and work of the program (Yes. No).

*Staff have made provisions for maxi iiiiig parental involvement by using
the following support strategies (Please check the one you use regularly):

Transportation Telephone or written reminders
I Ionic visits Adaptive scheduling
Videotaped lessons Newspaper/radio/tv coverage
Collaborative meetings Other
Child care

*Staff involve parent representmivo\ in all rn:ijor program decisions (Yes, No).

*Incentives such as the following are used to attract parents to meetings:
Cash Food Child Care Prizes_

Other

*Parent participation in our program has been (Poor, Adequate, Good
Excellent).
Explain why_
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Part Five: Stall' Perspectives/Strategies For
interagency Collaboration

'Interagency collaboration is: lot. little help in our program, of some help, of
major help).

'Interagency efforts in our program play: to small role in meeting parent/child
needs, a somewhat helpful role. a hie role).

Our main strategy for attaining effective interagency collaboration is

'lnteragenc\ efforts in our program ha\ c made possible the following services
for parents and families:

Food I felt Medicine,

flousing Medical Services Immunizations
Tutoring Health Checkups Other

*The primary groups and agencies we collaborate with on a regular basis are:
DSS Health Department Babvnet,
WIC Clemson Fl\tension Other____.

*Our provram makes _referrals to agencies per month.

*Activities and services our program pro\ ides for clients of other agencies are:
Parent education Adult education
Child development Child assessments
Other services

*Our program has an active interagenc\ ad\ isor\ council (Yes. No).
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Part Six: Staff Perspecti% es'Strategies Related To
Integrating The Program Into Other School Programs

rOur parent education program is physically housed:
separate from other early childhood programs
connected N, ith other early childhood programs
other

*Our parent education program is programmatically interrelated with the
school and district's earl, childhood programs:

Yes No
Explain

*Our school district is substantively supporting the parent education program
Ycs No-

Explain

*Specific examples of ways our program effectively interrelates with other
early childhood and related programs in our school district are:

We work with the staff in the child development program
__We work with the staff in the kindergarten program

__We work with the staff in the primary grade programs
We work with the staff in the adult education programs
We work with other staff

*We meet regularly with other early childhood and related programs in the
planning and implementation of our program (Yes, No).

Ways we can improve our interrelationship with other early childhood and
related school district programs arc



Appendx G

Parent Education Program Specified Outcomes:
A Summary of the Findings
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A synthesis of the findings of tic evaluation relative to the desired
outcomes of the program pro., ides a basis for both immediate feedback on the

program's efforts and for long-terin program development. Each specified
outcome is reviewed relative to the findings of the study.

1) The children benefit in terms of readiness for Kindergarten and
First Grade.

While the pilot projects are only three years old, data gathered in the study

indicate children's readiness for school is being positively influenced. On the
PFGIF, parents noted that the program had helped my child to he better
preparerd for school. Field notes kept by the evaluators indicate that parents and

staff observed improved school readiness behaviors in children (i.e., language,

social skills. general readiness). More specific longitudinal data on children's
actual school performance is needed to fully assess program influences on this

outcome. However, the initial indicators (parent and staff assessments) are
positive. Studies on other similar programs such as Parents As Teachers
substantiate the positive school readiness outcomes (Swick, 1993).

2) There is increased awareness and use by parents and guardians in
the program of a.'ailable cummunitl services to assist in parenting.

In pilot projects 1k here parent. child, and family services were emphasized,

parent awareness and use of community services was extensive. SPIF data shows

that community services relative to food, counseling, prenatal care,

transportation, clothing, heat, and child care were used frequently by parents.

Data analysis also shows that close to 50 percent of the programs had a major
emphasis on increasing parent awareness and usage of family services available in

the community. Slightly more than 50 percent of the programs used interagency

resources on a regular basis to strengthen this practice. 95 percent of the parents

using these resources assessed lnenl as Vel.v helpful on the PEG1F.

3) There is increased use of prenatal services by expectant mothers
in the program.

19 of the 21 pilot projects provided access to prenatal care services. SPIF

??
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data indicates that an average of 13 parents per project received prenatal care

services. In projects where this service was a major focus, as many as 70 parents

were involved in prenatal care services. The emphasis on prenatal care services

should be increased in all of the projects.

4) There are increased opportunities provided to parents participting
in the program for improving their level of education and there is an
increase in the level of education of parents participating in the
program.

While all of the pilot projects involved parents in general adult and family

literacy activities, slightly less than 30 per.:ent had a major emphasis on providing

parents with access to adult educational and training services. SPIF data indicates

that approximately 7 parents per project were enrolled in adult education courses.

Ire projets where adult literacy and education was a major emphasis as many as

0 parents ,,ycre invoi veil and cis 111(111.1' as /0 per year completed their high school

diploma or GED. Parents valued their adult education experiences as so indicated

in the PFGIF data. Ai/projects should have a major emphasis on adult and family

literacy services. 1,vith a clearly delineated plan for increasing parents' level of

5) There is increased participation in the program y parents and
guardians.

All of the pilot projects had parent participation increases each of the 3

years. The enabling involvement methods that were most effective in increasing

parent participation lkerc: offering relevant services and activities, use of
adaptive scheduling and service locations, formation of close trusting
relationships with parents, provisions for child care and transportation, and high

visibility Of program services through interagency and intro- school efforts. An
average oI 7h parents per project per e:tr Crt' ely \ rvcd , In addition,

each project served close to 150 parents each year through general group
meetings, newsletters, and tithe' individuaitc..d services.
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6) There is a reduction in high risk factors such as single
parenthood, teen parenetuud, low birth weight, children's accident
and injury rates, and rates of child abuse and neglect as a result of
participation in the program.

This outcome will need longitudinal data to provide an accurate picture of
how the program influences it. ilov,ever, data from the SPIF and the PFGIF
suggest that participating parents are more Lt' are of the need for a healthy
environment for children. Further. other research (Olds, 1988) indicates that
mothers receiving services such as prenatal care and parent education will have

healthier babies and that reductions in child abuse and neglect are likely as the
full impact of the program is longitudinall ae,se. (1. It is critical that these
variables be addressed in the 10,14111001a! deXiLiil.

7) There is an increase in positive interactions between parents or
guardians and their children as a result of participating in the
program.

Parent-child interactions was a major parent education focus in all of the

pilot projects. Positive discipline, parent attitudes toward the child, parent-child

relationships, nd child development ,,,,ere major program topics in 19 of the
pilot projects. 95 percent of the project directors responded on the SPIF that the

program had positively influenced parent-child interactions. Focus group field

notes indicate that 92 percent of the particIpattng parents felt the program had

helped them to become more positive with their children.

8) There is an increase in time spent h parents or guardians in the
program with their children in actin ities that help the child to learn,
build, self-esteem, and gain confidence.

When asked to identify the maim impact of We program on them and their

children on the PFGIF, parents noted their increased participation with their

children in learning activities related to school readiness. In the focus groups
parents continually commented to the e'.du,ctors that they felt better prepared to

help their children. Project staff also noted increased parent involvement in home
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9) There are inure favurabie attitudes of parents and guardians in
the program toward education and their local schools as a result of
participating in the program.

Parents consistently reported their belief that they and their children were

better prepared for school (PRIV. ).ite visit data suggest that parent attitudes
toward the sc hoof unproved the tnoAt when the ',t/tool stall were highly Involved

in and Aapportie of proi4i.con etc tnities. More data is needed to assess this
outcome. However. parent and \tall testimonials indicate improvements in parent

attitudes toward education and in some cases toward the school itself.

10) Parents and guardians who have school age children are more
involved sEith their children's schools during and following
participation in the program.

This outcome was not directly addressed by the pilot projects and needs to

be includcd _yttiii-c iota c oliccaoh efforts.

11) The program has recruited and is serving parents of childrul
who are "at risk ".

The program has successfully recruited and served parents of children who

are --at risk-. As the demographic profile (generated from the SPIF and PFGIF

data) indicates, 40 percent were single-parents, 68 percent were unemployed, 28

percent lacked a high school diploma, and over 75 percent were receiving sonic

type of federal or state aid. Additional data from the PFGIF indicate that 33
percent of the parents and families were "very high risk ". Parent participation in

program activities is very high 80 percent. Parent assessment of program
services as "very helpful" indicates that the program is indeed effectively serving

at risk parents and children.

12) The program provides developmental screening of preschool
children

An average of 133 children per pilot project received developmental
screening t,',11.cb vc:it- In iddition. many children received health and medical
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screenini2s as well as visik.m, hearing, and speech screenings. Significantly,

projects also immunized many children. Even more impressive was the followup

services provided. 95 percent of the parents (11-.611-.) said these services were

very effective and inflluential in their children's lives.
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Appendix G

Longitudinal Design Framework
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The longitudinal evaluation of the program is essential to acquiring a

comprehensive perspective on the value and effectiveness of the various
dimensions of the program. With re:4.rd..'0 ;he desire,' outcomes of the
program, data collection Luta analysis should focus oft the

1) Influence on redaction of high risk factors in the parent/family systems within

the community.

2) Influence on increased partic'ipatiu of parents of "at risk'' children in their
children's education.

3) InfluLii,..e 00 increased positive pcir('nt-chil(1 interaction.

4) Influence on increased developmental and health assessments of children.

5) Influence on increased paretic /anti! competence in using resources in the

community.

6) Influence on increased schoo! readiness of children.

7) Influence on sc.1:00/ of children.

Influence on improved j(lmil-shool relationships.
9) Influence on increased Iiterac. and edocatiuna/ achievement by parents.

10) Influence on improved teachers-hoot altitudes toward families.

The means used to collect and organize data relative to these desired
outcomes needs to be multidimensional and yet structured in a way that facilitates

the long-term assessment of the program's effectiveness. A statewide data base

(inclusive of all participatiq,,, projects) should include the following information

for each project on an annual basis.

1) Demographic data on parents and families relative to indicators of "high risk''

conditions. This should include data on marital status, racial/ethnic origins,
parents level of education (including no\ It achieved education), birth weight of

newborns, economic status. and rehtled "high risk- data such a\ child abuse and

neglect data.

2) Participation data on the invokeilik.mi of parents in both program activities and

on parents' uses of activities and services \\ till theft children.
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._;) Parent educational achievement data relative to parent participation in both

family literacy and in more formal adult education an,i fr:linirU2 Achievement of

educational benchmarks like anainiwl a lii;!,11 school certificate or GED need to he

closely recorded.

4) Child school readinc. and success data need to be recorded annually. An
efficient and yet meaningful system of data should include: developmental
assessment results, the child's school 'Iltry readiness performance, and the child's

continuino schooi performance data for each school year.

The followino figure shoA s one possible format for conceptualizing this

process.
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Conceptual Frame urk For Longitudinal
Evaluation Process

Component Desire Outcome L n_p_._Assessment

Parent [raining Increased parent competence Reduction in child abuse
Increased prenatal care

improve school readiness

Adult Literacy &
Education

Increased parent educational

attainment and involvement

iii tisiiii4 family. lit,:rticv

High School Diploma

GED Completion

Family literacy' habit.,

improved

Child Seri ices Increased school readiness
and success

Developmental Assessment
Results

School Readiness Results
School Performance Results

Parent; Family Increased parent and

[;Emily competence

Parent Educational

Achievements

Child Educational
Achievements

A second level of data collection should occur at the school district level.

More detailed demographic, parent participation, parent achievement, and child

performance data should be collected at this level. For example, each district
could develop a continuing profile of participating parents relative to at risk
indicators, educational attainment, and parent/family use of services. More
elaborate child porfortititici data that includes locally used assessments can add

greatly to the data collected statewide.

A third level of data collection should exist at the parent education
proyram level. Each program should develop a portfolio on each participating
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parent and child. This portfolio would include individualized goals, a service

plan, activities and services delivered, specific outcomes observed, and related
information that provides insight on the program-participant dynamics.

In effect, the longitudinal evaluation should include a statewide data base

that provides continuing feedb:ick on the program's possible influences, district

level data bases that supplement the start 'wide effort with regards to providing
information on locall, unique program effects, program-specific portfolios

that provide individualized information on each particitting parent and child.
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Data Collection Elements Listing
For Longitudinal Study

Parent Farnil- At-Risk Data Elements

1) Percentage of babies born to drug-addicted mothers.
2) Percentage of low-birth weight newborns.
3) Percentage of single-parent families.
4) Percentage of child abuse eases present in parent/family population served.
5) Percentage of poverty families within parent/family population served.
6) Percentage of children judged "not ready" for school with population served.
7) Percentage of children who fail one or more grades during the first three

years of schools within the population served.
8) Percentage of children chronically absent from school during the first three

years of school within the population served.
9) Percentage of children who drop out of school before completion of high

school within the population served.
10) Percentage of children arrested for antisocial delinquent behaviors within the
population served.

Parent Performance & Achievement Data

1) Percentage of parents receiving prenatal care.
2) Percentage of patents participating in WIC (or equivalent) services/activities.
3) Percentage of parents participating in monthly parent education activities.
4) Percentage of parents enrolled in Adult Education, Training, or Job Training.
5) Percentage of parents completing High School Diploma, GED, or Post-

Secondary Training (or other appropriately defined training).

Child Performance & Achievement Data

1) Percentage of children judged to be functioning on the expected
developmental level on the developmental assessment instrument used.

2) Percentage of children judged "ready" for Kindergarten and for First
Grade.

Percentage of children who pass the State's performance criteria for success
in the Primary Grades.

4) Percentage of children who complete High School.
5) Percentage of children who pursue post-High School education.
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Appendix H

Cost Analysis of the Program
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Cost analysis of human NC V iLe ogninis is at best al 1 estimation process

based on best judgments relative to use of funds provided and the how and where

these funds are spent. It is. however, an important activity as it provides
stakeholders with reasonable perspecti\ es on the costs involved and the possible

savings generated from program operations (Weiss & Jacobs, 1988). Given the

ambitious goals of the Target 2000 Parent Education Program, the funding
provided was minimum. They have indeed served in the role of pilot projects
under austere financial constraints.

Four cost analysis activities are provided in order to give the stakeholders

an overview of how the funds were used and where the funds were targeted in

terms of program methodolog:). Cost effectiveness data from other studies
suggest that South Carolina's pilot projects achieved a high measure of cost
efficiency (See Powell, 1989 and Weiss & Jacobs, 1988). This cost efficiency is

due in part to the low overhead costs and to the heavy reliance on
paraprofessionals in many of the projects. Districts provided space or made cost-

free arrangements for space. They also provided basic startup resources with
some program funds allocated for these purposes. Farther integration Qt. the

projects into district prorarn systems a ili reauce even more overhead costs.

The first cost analysis task performed was to arrive at a cost per participant

per program figure. This involved arriving at an "average total participant
figure- for an average pilot project. II also involved arriving at an averav
annual total budget figure of an average protect.

The average total participant ti.f.,,urc \'a determined through calculating the

total clients served (parents and children) in the 21 pilot projects and then
dividing this figure by 21. This data was generated from information project

directors provided on the SPIF. Based on this analysis, the average project
served 759 clients per year. This figure includes 385 parents and 374

children.

The average total budget til;tric per project \\as arrived at by taking the

total dollars spent in an average )ear i 1)').'-'); i :Ind dividimgg that figure by 21.
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Based on this analysis, the average pilot project's total budget figure per
year was $97,354,50.

The total. number of Clients served in the average pilot project (759) was

divided into the total average budget figure (597,354,50). Through this analysis it

was determined that the average cost per client in the average pilot
project was $128.20. This analysis provides only a gross cost per participant
figure and does not account for analysis of program methodologies Nor is any

cost savings estimate made based on estimated impact of prevention services
presented. The research (Weiss & Jacobs, 1988) shows a savings of at least $5 for

every SI invested in early childhood parent education programs per yer per
client. This would mean th.tt in South Carolina a savings of $76.92 per client per

year. Based on a figure of 759 clients served, a savings for the State per project
would be 5581,822 per .ear. Using a life span of 50 years, the savings would he

529.191,140.

The second cost analysis task carried out was that of determining the cost

per program component of an average pilot project. A sample budget analysis of

an "average pilot project.' for the 1991-1992 school year was used to determine

program component costs. While this program's budget does not represent all of

the 21 pilot projects it does provide an accurate picture of costs per program

component for a typical pilot project. Further, the cost analysis is based ',11 the

work of one home visitor in the program and on estimated percentage of home

visitor time spent in different task,. the cost estimates are based on a 12

month program year. The program components anals:s.'d are: home visitsL(roup

meetings (workshops). developmental screenings, adult educationifamily .

newsletters, lendinv library, and a Ini.vc ellatn'ouc ate;wry.
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Home Visits Component: This component of the sample average pilot
project was cost analyzed as follows.

Cost of Home \ kits per Family

otal cost per per year: $655.44

*70 percent of home visitor time spent in home visits= $11,200,00

*20 families x 2 visits per month= 4U visits per month x 12 months

*4S0 visits per year per home vis,itoi

*S11.200,00 480 = $23.33 per visit for home visitor time

1.25 per visit for materials left in home

2.73 per visit for mileage

$27.31 total cost _per visit
*S27,31 \ 2 times per month = $54.62 per month x 12 months =

$655.44 per year

Group Meeting Component: The cost of group meetings in this sample

pilot project was determined through the following method. 5 percent of the

home visitors time (at it cost of SNO0 per year) devoted to planning and

conducting group meetings. At least 1 group meeting per week was held, totalling

36 per year per home visitor. Analysis of these figures indicate each group
meeting held cost $22.22.

Developmental Screening Component: The cost of administering
Developmental Assessments VY,1s eideLliii..d by determining that 10 percent of the

home visitor's time was spent in this capacity (equalling $1600 of salary per year)

and determining that in this sample project 120 screenings were completed each

year. Using this formula as a basis, it v.as determined that each screening cost
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513,33. (51600 was divided by 120)

10211 11jtalkulivDSawgia: This component was not
emphasized in the sample program. SI J0 Was allocated for child care and
transportation in support of parents enrolled in the Adult Education Program.

Newsletter: Newsletter costs \\ ere. determined by taking the number of
copies produced each month (400) and multiplying that figure by 2 (each
newsletter was 2 pages). That figure ts00 pages) was multiplied by 9 months (1

newsletter was produced each month) which equalled 7200 pages. This consumed

14 reams of paper at 54.34 per ream and equalled S60.76. 7200 copies were
made at 10 cents per cop; thus equalling "1221a.

Lending Library: The basic start up costs of the lending library were
2400,00. No additional costs have been assumed.

Other: It wA. calculated that an additional cost of 52400.00 was spent per

home visitor on time spent in the classrooms with children of parents enrolled in

the project. This was base(.I on We home visitor spending 15 percent of her time

in the classroom over the project 'rear.

Other program component cost analysis samples could be developed using

other pilot project models. The sample here is intended only to provide one
accurate picture of how funds have been allocated. Determining cost

effectivenes.s. of different program methods will require longitudinal assessment

that is inchisive 01 in prw4ratu aPplutni(.

The third 111(1 fourth cost '''''11 buds,et category composite

reports for all of th,. pilot projects (1990-1993) and annual total budgets for all

of the pilot projects. This data was obtained from the South Carolina Department

of Education's budget reports on the projects.
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Budget Category Composite for Parent Education Programs
(1990-1993)

School District Salaries Benefits Purchased
Ser% ices

Supplies &
Materials

Capital
Outlay

Total

A Ike n 193,3;0 40,080 41,41)5 51,82i 60,284 393,848
Allendale 209.70 51,054 74,3.45 35,216 5,046 376.353
Anderson 5 209,104 42,811 33,041 32.912 52,701 370,569
Beaufort 108,149 23,002 113,923 46,321 26,872 318,867
Calhoun 213,001 57,019 38,259 43,645 0 351,924
Darlington 148,557 35,616 35,388 19,500 11,798 281,528
GeorgetosAii 105,199 47,039 14,909 34.745 19,470 361,362
Gram ilk 185.7 1 44,482 27,002 15,306 12,068 285,489
Greenwood 50 I ;8,2')8 ;0,279 _20,073 24,894 13,180 227,324
Lauren 50 211,114 40,280 2o.654 ',4,942 27,378 346.368
Lc' 170,106 30.055 _)5.949 17,104 8,872 287,130
Lexinoton 1 150,550 41,489 17,149 38.477 1,784 285,755
Lexington 4 175,421 39,898 49,077 11,391 113,663 289,450
Marion i , 2 '''5),()(1', 07,5S7 48.005 78.7t;1 48,214 502,230
Pickens 231.186 52.000 31,564 28,1 ! 7 48,178 393,445
Spartanburg 2 192,450 45.763 43,703 51,109 20.706 153,890
Spartanburg 4 172,101 40.950 41.480 37,81 I 50.490 342,840
Sumter 2 195,860 47,082 50.415 25,282 10,767 330,026
Suinkr 17 2:1().271 31.781 3o.8k/: 00,904 1) 129,763
1 ' mon 1:--1.211 40,545 (I.n7 i :)(r. 12b 53,12o 360.566
York 4 185,820 42 174 28,080 31,224 17,954 105,270

TO FAL 0()1 soo or.)Th.) 8 10,490 820.kni 622,551 7.093,597

Analysis of the total budget figures for the program indicate that 56
percent of the funds V, cre allocated for salaries, _13 percent for employee benefits,

percent for purchased service 10 percent for supplies and materials, and 9

percent for capital outlay. Further budget analysis indicates that several projects

purchased the home visiting services of teachers or other professionals on a
contract basis thus saving salary and benefits money. With support from their

districts, most projects saved on capital outlay money and on supplies and
materials. Compared to the cost, of similar projects, this program was very
fru ',la I and economical iVeis, & Jacobs, 198;si. 1-:urther integration of the
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program into district eatlr childhood and adult education programs should
realize Further cost saying', //tAl ever, ithout increased ;uric ing the progrirn

will have a limited outreach to parents and children because staff are currently

()vet loaded with ('Bach ctncl tti(k

:annual Total Projcet Funding
(1990 - 1993)

School District 1989- 90 1990 -91 1991-92 1992-93 Total

Aiken 78,006 124,732 94,855 96,255 393,848
Allcn:Lacil lampton 55,586 128,294 96,190 96.283 376,353
Anderson 5 24.527 153,619 96,211 96,111 370,569
Beaufort 37,807 100,604 90,106 90,350 318,867
Calhoun 57.757 103,746 94,166 96,255 351,924
Darlington 90,487 95,330 95,711 281,528
GeorgetmA, n 51.354 117.691 96,062 96,255 361,362
Greenville 93,9 ti9 95,742 95,758 285,489
Greenwood 50 75,054 75,430 76,840 227,324
Laurens 56 48,054 107,001 94,408 96,214 346,368
Lee 94.687 96,187 96,256 287,130
Lexington 1 93,754 95,746 96,255 285,755
Lexington 4 98,012 95,616 95,822 289,450
Nlarion 1 &: 2 in3,4;; 169,398 169,399 502,230
Pickens 77.263 126,64 I 93,111 95,920 393,045
Spartanburg 2 52,039 121.442 84,154 96,255 353,890
Spartanburg 4 47,035 109,61; 93,096 93,096 342,840
Sumter 2 37.499 107.401 92,523 92.603 330,026
Sumter 17 33,608 104,413 95,871 95,871 329,763
Union 78.495 0 j ) ;7 89,904 94,130 360,566
York 4 46.670 93.0.33 81.962 82,705 305,270

TOTALS 123,760 2. 2,016.171; 2,044.443 7.093,597
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